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Free space optical (FSO) communication provides functionalities that are
different from fiber optic networks and omnidirectional radio-frequency (RF)
wireless communications in that FSO is optical wireless (no infrastructure installation
cost involving fibers) and is highly directional (no frequency interference). Moreover,
its high-speed data transmission capability is an attractive solution to the first or last
mile problem to bridge to current fiber optic network and is a preferable alternative to
the low data rate directional point-to-point RF communications for inter-building
wireless local area networks.

FSO networking depends critically on pointing, acquisition and tracking
techniques for rapidly and precisely establishing and maintaining optical wireless
links between network nodes (physical reconfiguration), and uses topology
reconfiguration algorithms for optimizing network performance in terms of network
cost and congestion (logical reconfiguration). The physical and logical
reconfiguration process is called Topology Control and can allow FSO networks to
offer quality of service by quickly responding to various traffic demands of network
users and by efficiently managing network connectivity.

The overall objective of this thesis research is to develop a methodology for
self-organized pointing along with the associated autonomous and precise pointing
technique as well as heuristic optimization methods for Topology Control in biconnected FSO ring networks, in which each network node has two FSO transceivers.

This research provides a unique, autonomous, and precise pointing method
using global positioning systems (GPS) and local angular sensors (e.g., tilt sensors or
inertial navigation systems), which is applicable to both mobile and static nodes in
FSO networking and directional point-to-point RF communications with precise
tracking. Through medium (264 meter) and short (40 meter) range pointing
experiments using an outdoor testbed on the University of Maryland campus in
College Park, sub-milliradian pointing accuracy is presented. The short range
experiment involves an automatic pointing system implemented by real-time
kinematic GPS, bi-axial tilt sensors, a helium-neon laser ( λ = 633 nanometers) and a
two-axis gimbal, which shows that the automatic pointing system is reliable.

In addition, this research develops fast and accurate heuristic methods for
autonomous logical reconfiguration of bi-connected ring network topologies as well
as a formal optimality gap measure tested on an extensive set of problems. The
heuristics are polynomial time algorithms for a congestion minimization problem at
the network layer and for a multiobjective stochastic optimization of network cost and
congestion at both the physical and network layers.
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Chapter 1: Motivation and Objectives
Free Space Optical (FSO) communications has been recognized as a highspeed wireless bridging technology to current fiber optic networks (Davis et al., 2003),
as well as a valuable technology in commercial and military backbone networks
(Milner et al., 2003). FSO architectures include fixed and mobile base stations or
nodes, and FSO communication systems involve direct line-of-sight, point-to-point
links with high data rate (> 1 Gbps) optical transceivers through the atmosphere.

1.1 The Main Challenge in FSO Networks
An FSO network can be affected by frequent changes in its optical links.
These changes are due to the dynamic performance of optical wireless links, which
depend on the effect of node mobility and atmospheric obscuration (e.g., dense fog,
dust, or snow) and sudden changes in traffic demands. Thus, an FSO network must
be capable of autonomous physical and logical reconfiguration responding to
degradation in one or more links; this is called Topology Control (Davis et al. 2003).
This reconfiguration occurs both physically, by means of pointing, acquisition and
tracking (PAT), and logically, by using autonomous reconfiguration algorithms. For
example, Figure 1-1 shows how topology control works against a degradation
problem. Because of a sudden change in link or traffic states, physical
reconfiguration is necessary. Then, the reconfiguration algorithms yield an optimal
topology which minimizes cost or congestion in the network. Subsequently, the PAT
techniques create a new topology in accordance with the solution.
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Figure 1-1. Degradation scenario and respective action taken by topology control.
(Example of bi-connected ring network topology with directional optical links)

FSO transceivers – Hard to align their directional, narrow laser beams

To reduce the effect of atmospheric obscuration existing on the path to the
receiver, the FSO transmitter concentrates its power (1mW to 100mW) in the form of
a narrow laser beam. As it propagates toward the receiver at a remote site, the beam
widens. The amount of spread is defined by the beam divergence angle. If the
transmitted beam falls within the field-of-view (FOV) of the receiver, then the
receiver can receive the beam properly, enabling successful pointing; otherwise,
establishment of the link fails. The FOV is defined as a maximum acceptance angle
for the incoming laser beam (Figure 1-2).
Field of View
(FOV)

A

B

θbeam: beam divergence angle

Figure 1-2. An example of proper pointing
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Challenge in Physical Reconfiguration: Self-Organized Pointing

Since FSO communication networks include an optical link using a narrow,
directional laser beam, it is essential to steer FSO transceivers precisely between two
nodes as shown in Figure 1-3. This process is referred as “pointing”. If the link is
available, “acquisition” is complete. If either node is mobile, then the node is tracked
by the other node to maintain the established link - “tracking”. The tracking is
achieved by estimating (predicting) the future position and velocity of the mobile
node.

A

B

Figure 1-3. Pointing between FSO transceivers in nodes A and B
For an autonomous physical reconfiguration, the optical link between any two
nodes in the network should be established without being guided or managed by an
external source; thus, pointing must be self-organized. However, the self-organized
pointing is a challenging problem because of the following reasons:


Pointing requires microradian to milliradian accuracy.



The pointing direction of laser beam is unknown (the hardest question
about pointing).



Nodes can be mobile; it requires tracking and locating them in a common
navigation coordinate frame.



Two pointing systems should operate independently to align their laser
beams for a complete pointing.
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A local pointing system may be interoperable with another pointing
system whose system components are different from those used at a local
one.

Challenge in Logical Reconfiguration: Topology Optimization

In a logical reconfiguration, an optimal topology in an FSO network is
determined by a graphical mapping of the configuration of its network elements
(nodes and links). Given a cost matrix for each possible link (Figure 1-4 (b)) and the
traffic matrix for all origin-destination nodes pair in the network (Figure 1-4 (c)), the
mapping of the network elements is related to an optimization problem whose
objective is finding an optimal topology minimizing overall cost (e.g., transmission
power) or congestion (defined here as the sum of all loads across the network) (or
both). Since the existence or utilization of a link (i, j ) between two nodes i and j is
represented by binary variables, the optimization problem is a mixed-integer linear
program (MILP) which may have many feasible solutions, subsequently requiring a
large amount of computer time to find global optima to the related Network Layer
Topology Control Problem (Shim et al., 2005). Since, for example, there are
(n − 1)!/ 2 possible ring topologies for a bi-connected ring network topology with n

nodes and 2n ( n−1) possible routings for each ring topology, enumeration of all
topologies is not computationally attractive when a near-real time solution is required.
Consequently, a fast heuristic approach providing near-optimal solutions is helpful
for topology control.

4
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(a) Initial topology

(b) Cost matrix

(c) Traffic matrix
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3
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4

2

(d) Minimum cost topology

(e) Minimum congestion topology

Figure 1-4. Example of topology optimization

1.2 Research Focus and Achievements
The overall research objectives of this thesis are to provide the answers to the
following two questions:


How to quickly and precisely establish optical links between nodes
(mobile or fixed) in the network? (Pointing)



How to optimize network performance in terms of network cost and
congestion in bi-connected FSO ring networks? (Topology Optimization)
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These questions have been answered through the research described in this
thesis. A methodology has been developed for self-organized pointing along with the
associated autonomous and precise pointing technique for physical reconfiguration.
The principal accomplishments of this work relative to the first question are:


The generation of complete information as to where nodes are and as well
as where they are heading in a common navigation coordinate frame using
GPS.



Representation of this information in a local body coordinate frame with
3-dimensional attitude angles of nodes (platforms) by using GPS and local
angular sensors (e.g., tilt sensors, INS).



Development of a method for precise measurement of the pointing
direction (pointing vector) of an FSO transceiver and its directional,
narrow laser beam.



Development of an independent and interoperable pointing procedure to
complete pointing between local and remote transceivers.



The design of a precise pointing system and demonstration of its pointing
accuracy with an automatic pointing system.

Answers for the second question have demanded the development of accurate
heuristic methods for topology optimization in bi-connected ring networks. This
work has included the solution of the following two problems:
•

Network Layer Topology Control Problem (NLTCP)
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Defined as a congestion minimization problem at the network layer (Shim
et al., 2005). Its solution is a best ring topology with an optimal routing
strategy responding to the given traffic demands between origin (source)
and destination nodes pair in a ring network. The traffic demand in the
network is given in the form of a traffic matrix (e.g., Figure 1-4 (c)).
•

Multiobjective Optimization Problem (MOP)
Defined by selecting a best ring topology which minimizes both physical
layer cost and network layer congestion with uncertain traffic demands
(Gabriel et al., 2006). The cost matrix (e.g., Figure 1-4 (b)) is generated
by obscuration scenarios considering link distance and a cloud model
(Gabriel et al., 2006). The uncertainty in the traffic patterns is represented
by a set of probabilities (i.e., { p1 ,..., pK } ) assigned to K traffic matrices
(stochastic load).

The major accomplishments of the work relative to the second question are:


Development of polynomial time heuristic algorithms for NLTCP and
MOP which have been shown to be scalable algorithms for a wide range
of test problems.



Development of a theoretical bound for the optimality gap of both
heuristics (for NLTCP and MOP) by which the upper bound on the
optimality gap of a problem with a large number of nodes can be known
without finding its global optimum.
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1.3 GPS-based Autonomous Reconfiguration Scenario: Connection between SelfOrganized Pointing and Topology Optimization
This dissertation combines hardware as well as software methods for
reconfiguring ring topologies. To better connect these two research areas, we provide
an example of autonomous reconfiguration for mobile nodes with the physical
reconfiguration (by the self-organized pointing with GPS and local angular sensors)
and the logical reconfiguration (by the heuristic algorithms for NLTCP and MOP).

First, assume that there are six nodes in a coverage area in which they can
continuously track at least five common GPS satellites and a central node can move
around the coverage area to collect all information necessary to the initial link
establishment. This configuration is shown in Figure 1-5 with the autonomous
reconfiguration described in the next sections.

Initial Link Establishment

For establishing initial links between all nodes, first, each node broadcasts its
data packet to neighbor nodes as shown in Figure 1-5. The data packet includes each
node’s identification number (ID), navigation (NAV) information (orientation and
position), and its traffic demand; it may also include ID and NAV information as well
as information about received power (an estimate of link “cost”) from its existing and
potential neighbors. Then, a central node collects all packets from the mobile nodes,
and generates a potential link table and input cost and traffic matrices as shown in
Figure 1-6 with additional weather information from ground or satellite resources.
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The information is displayed on the screen of an automatic vehicle location system
(AVLS).

GPS Satellites

2

6

1

5

Central node

3

Automatic Vehicle Location System
(GPS+wireless data modem)

4

Link State Assessment
Node 3:

My ID

Neighbors' ID

NAV info
(orientation, position)
Traffic Demand
for o=3, d=1,2,4,5,6

Node 1:
Existing
neighbors'
info

My ID

Neighbors' ID

Node 4:

My ID

Neighbors' ID

NAV info
(orientation, position)

NAV info
(orientation, position)

Traffic Demand
for o=1, d=2,3,4,5,6

Traffic Demand
for o=1, d=2,3,4,5,6

Potential
neighbors'
info

Figure 1-5. Centralized Topology Control

For a bi-connected ring network with n nodes, there exist (n − 1)!/ 2 ring
topologies. The heuristic algorithms for NLTCP and MOP provide topologies that
are near-optimal in general but may be optimal in some cases and the associated
routing tables; the heuristics are based on the shortest path (hop) routing scheme. For
example, Figure 1-7 shows a ring network topology solution and its routing table
from the heuristic for NLTCP or MOP. The routing table is made up of the sequence
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of links from origin node to destination node on the ring network, and it contains the
shortest hop routing direction for each traffic demand of origin-destination pairs.

(a) Potential links

(b) Cost matrix

(c) Traffic matrix

Figure 1-6. Node information and input matrices
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Figure 1-7. The shortest hop routing for a ring network topology with n = 5

Finally, the central node disseminates an initial link establishment command
with its RF data transmitter or, if the distance between itself and nodes in the other
side is too long, relays the command with an FSO transceiver. For example, the link
command would be 1-3-4-5-6-2-1 (Figure 1-8). According to the link command,
each node establishes its directional link with other nodes by the self-organized
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pointing procedure and the autonomous and precise pointing method developed in
Chapter 2.
2

6

1

5
3

4

Figure 1-8. Link command

After the Initial Link Establishment: Consideration of mobile node dynamics

Forming a wireless backbone network with mobile nodes such as aircraft and
unmanned air vehicle requires continuous tracking and control of their orientation and
position. For this purpose, each node regularly updates (broadcasts) its navigation
information (orientation and position). The navigation information is utilized to:
i) Compute fuel consumption for each mobile node, which subsequently
estimates the probable flight time (i.e., how long the node can maintain its
connectivity in the network). According to this estimation, it is possible to
refuel or replace any node whose remaining amount of fuel is enough only for
returning to an air base, thus efficiently maintaining network connectivity.
ii) Coordinate and reassign the mobile nodes for efficient use of network
resources. For example, Figure 1-9 (a) shows the coordination of four mobile
nodes in a coverage area. In a heavy traffic area, two nodes are assigned in
Section A to manage the traffic to minimize network congestion. When heavy
traffic is expected to occur in Section B, node 2 is reassigned to Section B to
handle the traffic without adding a fifth node to the coverage area (Figure 1-9
11

(b)). GPS-based automatic vehicle tracking technology will speed up the
coordination and reassignment. For directional communication, during the
coordination and reassignment, link loss can be avoided by the GPS-based

1

Section A
3

1

Section B

Section A

Section B

pointing technique developed in Chapter 2.

3
2

4

heavy traffic area

node

(a) Before the reassignment

Section C

heavy traffic area

Section C

2

4

(b) After the reassignment

Figure 1-9. Efficient use of network resources by automatic vehicle tracking
and control
Coordination and reassignment are decision problems related to
network topology creation with priority. The decision problem is solved as
the first-level in the topology optimization with the objective of minimizing
cost (e.g., bit-error-rate, fuel, time), and then optimal routes are selected as the
second-level problem with the objective of minimizing congestion as the
NLTCP. The amount of fuel consumption and estimated time spent in the
reassignment may be additional costs in the optimization model as shown in
Figure 1-10. Those costs are also inputs to the heuristic for MOP which
subsequently yields optimal topology and routes; then, the PAT techniques
will create a new topology according to the optimal solutions. Figure 1-11
shows the overall process in Topology Control; the physical and logical
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reconfiguration process will be repeated whenever the costs and traffic
demands change.

Tracking
Tracking

Cost Estimation
Cost Estimation

GPS-based
Navigation Info.
(orientation, position)

Decision/Control
Decision/Control

- BER
- Fuel Cost
- Time Cost
- Relative Distance

Mixed-Integer
Coordination
Optimization
Problem
Reassignment
(NLTCP,MOP,...)

Figure 1-10. Diagram of mobile node control

Logical Reconfiguration by Topology Optimization
(Designated Topology Control Node)
Cost Model
Node
mobility

Cost Matrix
(BER)

Physical
distance

Optimal
Topology

Atmospheric
obscuration

Topology
Optimization

Traffic
Matrices

Traffic
demand
change

Routing
Table

Physical Reconfiguration by PAT
2

6

1
Each node updates its
information about cost and traffic
demands
(Link State Assessment)

5
3

4

Central node disseminates Link
Command and Routing Table.
(Link State Dissemination)

After physical topology created,
routing starts as the routing table.

Figure 1-11. Diagram of the overall process in Topology Control
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1.4 Overview of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides our
unique methodology for self-organized pointing and the associated autonomous and
precise pointing technique, error analysis of the method with computer simulation,
and results of pointing experiments with an automatic pointing system implemented
by the pointing method. The chapter considers various error sources affecting
pointing accuracy and self-organized pointing methodology for mobile platforms.
Chapter 3 provides a survey of literature in routing and topology control problems in
fiber optic and free space optical networks. Next, the accuracy performance of our
heuristic methods for FSO networking is presented with numerical results. The
method is compared to simulated annealing and genetic algorithms, which helps in
understanding their different characteristic and performance in congestion
minimization problem. Then, an evaluation method that estimates the optimality gap
without knowing a global solution for a ring network with a large number of nodes
(more than 15) is presented. Finally, it is shown in an application example that our
heuristic methods can be utilized as an evaluation tool for heuristics in the congestion
minimization problems with ring topology. Lastly, Chapter 4 provides a summary of
the major findings of the dissertation and suggestions for future work as well as a
listing of the papers that have resulted from this research.
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Chapter 2: Pointing
FSO communications has been recognized as a high-speed wireless bridging
technology to current fiber optic networks (Davis et al., 2003), and a valuable
technology in commercial and military backbone networks (Milner et al., 2003).
However its bright prospects depend on the performance of pointing system, and
autonomous reconfiguration algorithms dealing with the effects of node mobility and
atmospheric obscuration.

Precise laser beam pointing requiring microradian to milliradian accuracy is a
challenging problem unless both nodes are close to each other. In this case manual
alignment is straightforward, and can be guided by the use of optical beacons, or
image based pointing. However, if the link distance is more than a few kilometers,
then these techniques become increasingly difficult to implement. Instead, we need
complete information as to where nodes are (their position coordinates) as well as
FSO transceiver angular pointing coordinates (pointing vectors). The use of various
kinds of position and angular sensor devices is therefore natural in pointing systems,
as described previously (Ho et al., 2006; Ho et al., 2004; Epple, 2006; Wilkerson et
al., 2006; Yee et al., 1998); Table 2-1 compares the various sensor devices used in
pointing systems.
Table 2-1. Comparison of pointing sensors
Camera

GPS/INS

RTK GPS

Sensor
output

2-D image

Position,
Velocity,
Time

Components

- Lens
- Image processing unit
(or machine vision unit)
Depending on
- Pixel size, and
- Quality of image

Position,
Velocity,
Acceleration,
Time
- GPS unit,
- 3-axis gyros,
- 3-axis accelerometers
Depending on the cost;
For example,

Accuracy
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- RTK GPS unit,
- Wireless RF data Tx/Rx
NovAtel RT-2 ($14,000)
- Position accuracy: < 3 cm
(within 10km from BASE)

processing software
(or machine vision S/W)

Pointing
/Tracking
Area

Local

Honeywell H746G ($85,000)
- Attitude accuracy: < 0.1~ 0.2 deg
- Bias of gyro: 1 deg/hr
- Range of rate: >600 deg/s
- Range of accel: 21 g
- Gyro type: FOG
BEIsystron C-MIGITS III ($26,000)
- Position accuracy: < 4.0 m
- Heading accuracy:
1.5 mrad+1~3 deg/hr
- Velocity accuracy: 0.1 m/s
- Bias of gyro: 1~3 deg/hr
- Range of rate: 1000 deg/s
- Rage of accel: 8~15 g
- Time accuracy: 1 µs
- Output rate: 1~5 Hz
Global

- Velocity accuracy: 0.03 m/s RMS
- Time accuracy: 20 ns RMS
- Range of velocity: 514 m/s
- Range of accel: 4 g
- Output rate: 1~20 Hz

Global

Previous authors (Ho et al., 2006; Ho et al., 2004) have described a coarse
pointing system using a 180° field-of-view (FOV) fisheye camera and a 30° FOV
regular camera. The omnidirectional fisheye camera first acquires the target (fixed or
mobile node) of interest by image extraction. Next, the 30° FOV camera is rotated
toward the target of interest based on a homographical computation. The rotation
angles are used to generate a radial trifocal tensor, which is applied to estimate the
movement of the FSO transceiver on the target (tracking). In this work a pointing
error around 0.2° was reported.

Other authors (Epple, 2006; Wilkerson et al., 2006) describe low-cost and
lightweight pointing system for mobile nodes such as aircraft or ground vehicle.
Their pointing system (MOCT: Mobile Optical Communication Terminal) used both
Differential GPS (DGPS) and inertial navigation system (INS) to measure a coarse
pointing vector, as well as a camera to provide a fine pointing vector. However, due
to the low accuracy of DGPS (5 m) and INS (3°), the coarse pointing error appeared
as 0.79° (mean) in azimuth and 0.3° (mean) in elevation; the standard deviations of
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the pointing error in azimuth and elevation were 1.25° and 0.2°, respectively. They
employed an optical beacon in measuring a fine pointing vector. The camera on the
MOCT continuously tracked the beacon on the ground, and the real-time image was
used to compute the fine pointing vector. Their tracking system was based on an
optical camera (17° FOV) and DGPS. During their tracking experiment, an aircraft
regularly broadcast its error corrected position; then an optical ground station tracked
the airplane by estimating the next position and velocity of the aircraft.

Yee et al. (1998) describe a method of pointing to a designated stellar target
(e.g., star or satellite) with known position coordinates from a mobile platform (e.g.,
airplane, terrestrial vehicle, or ship). An INS mounted on a pointing instrument (e.g.,
telescope, antenna, sensor, laser, missile launcher, etc.) measures three dimensional
attitude angles (roll, pitch, yaw); then the angular differences between the desired
pointing angles to the target and the attitude angles from the INS provide pointing
command signals as input to the pointing instrument. The pointing system utilizes
GPS position updates to compensate for drift errors in the INS measurements.

Cohen et al. (1993) used four GPS antennas to measure attitude angles of an
aircraft as shown in Figure 2-1. The lengths of baseline vectors 1, 2, and 3 were
around 11 meters, 8 meters, and 11 meters, respectively; a baseline vector was
defined as a vector between two GPS antennas. The heading was determined by
baseline vector 2; elevation and roll were determined by baseline vector 1 and 3.
High accuracy INS, Litton LN-93 (attitude accuracy: 0.05° in 95 %) were used as a
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reference for comparing the attitude angles measured by the three baseline vectors.
They reported that the heading accuracy was 0.1° and the elevation and roll accuracy
was 0.2° during their flight test. “The purpose of the test flight is to provide a
quantitative experimental basis for the kinematic accuracy performance evaluation of
attitude determination using GPS (Cohen et al., 1993)” in aviation.

Figure 2-1. Aircraft attitude determination using multiple GPS antenna
(Cohen et al., 1993)
The above pointing systems depend on optical devices (Ho et al., 2006; Ho et
al., 2004; Epple, 2006; Wilkerson et al., 2006) or INS combined with GPS (Epple,
2006; Wilkerson et al., 2006; Yee et al., 1998); GPS or DGPS acts as a secondary
device for providing position updates and correcting INS drift error, whose position
accuracy is at the meter level. This research describes a precise pointing technique
that is applicable to link initiation in FSO networking; the technique employs RealTime Kinematic (RTK) GPS and local angular sensors (e.g., tilt sensors or INS). The
RTK GPS provides centimeter level positioning accuracy (e.g., 2 cm for the NovAtel
RT2W); it has been used in applications requiring precise location, navigation, and
tracking (Cohen et al., 1993; Lachapelle et al., 1996; Buick, 2006). Because the
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pointing technique utilizes highly accurate GPS to provide primary pointing
information, it is distinct from previously described pointing systems (Ho et al., 2006;
Ho et al., 2004; Epple, 2006; Wilkerson et al., 2006; Yee et al., 1998).

2.1 Design of Autonomous and Precise Pointing System using RTK GPS
2.1.1 A Methodology for Self-Organized Pointing

We have been developing a pointing technique that is applicable to link
initiation in FSO networking. At link initiation, each node measures its position by
stand-alone GPS or differential GPS (such as RTK GPS); GPS provides global
positioning information. Then it broadcasts the position information through a
wireless RF data transceiver.

In a centralized network (such as a ring network), a central node collects all
position information from all nodes within the RF coverage. Next, it determines the
best ring topology from the information, and sends out pointing commands to nodes
telling each node where to connect. In a decentralized or distributed network, each
node can make its own link decisions based on the GPS location information from its
neighbor nodes. Since this pointing technique aims to achieve point-to-point
interconnections between any two nodes, it can be applied to a centralized or
decentralized networking.

Our pointing technique is based on measuring i) three dimensional attitude
angles (roll, pitch, yaw) of an FSO transceiver mounted on a two-axis gimbal and ii)
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pointing vector of the transceiver (i.e., where the FSO transceiver is directing its laser
beam). The attitude angles and pointing vector are measured on the local tangent
plane or navigation frame, such as East-North-Up (ENU) coordinates (Leick, 1995).
As illustrated in Figure 2-2, our unique methodology for self-organized pointing
procedure works as follows:

A Methodology for Self-Organized Pointing:

STEP 1) The precise position of two FSO transceivers at A and B is measured
referenced to a local origin in ENU coordinates.
STEP 2) The displaced angles, θ1 and θ 2 , to the baseline AB are determined; they
become a control input to the gimbal.
STEP 3) The FSO transceivers at A and B are aligned to be on the baseline AB
( AB : link distance); two transceivers point to each other (and become
interconnected).
control angles
(heading, elevation)

A pointing
vector

FSO
transceiver

B
θ1
b a se

line

θ2

A
Figure 2-2. A pointing scenario





Once the baseline vector AB or BA is known in STEP 1, each pointing system at A
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and B continues to STEP 2, independently. The only necessary information for the
two pointing systems at A and B is each other’s location; then the two systems
operate independently to align their FSO transceivers on the baseline. By this scheme,
we can interoperate with another pointing system placed at B (whose system
components may be different from those used at A ) only if we know the coordinates
of B .

2.1.2 Method of Pointing Vector Measurement

A vector is defined by two points in a coordinate frame; if the coordinates of
the two points are C1 and C2 , respectively, then the vector is computed by the
difference of the two coordinates, C2 − C1 , which is the vector from C1 to C2 .
Likewise, knowing the pointing vector of an FSO transceiver requires measurement
of two points on the path through which the laser beam of the transceiver passes
(Figure 2-3).
C1
FSO
transceiver

C2

Laser Beam

Figure 2-3. A pointing vector on the path of laser beam

Figure 2-4 illustrates our method for pointing vector measurement. Figure 2-4
(a) shows a GPS antenna mounted on FSO transceiver placed on a mobile platform
which is stationary at a location C1 ; then, the mobile platform moves forward in a
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straight line to another location C2 (For simplicity, it is assumed that the mobile
platform is on a flat surface). C1 and C2 are RTK GPS coordinates for a GPS
T

antenna mounted on the FSO transceiver, whose coordinates are C1 = [ E1 , N1 ,U1 ]
T

and C2 = [ E2 , N 2 ,U 2 ] . Therefore, the pointing vector between C1 and C2 is
calculated as:
T

u=

[ E2 − E1 , N 2 − N1 ,U 2 − U1 ]

,

D
T

where D = [ E2 − E1 , N 2 − N1 ,U 2 − U1 ]

(1)

and • is the Euclidean vector norm. If the

platform moves on a curved surface as shown in Figure 2-4 (c), then the pointing
vector in the figure can be obtained by rotating the horizontal vector
T

 E2 − E1, N 2 − N1 , 0  by the pitch (or roll) angle from the local angular sensors (e.g.,
tilt sensors or INS). Figure 2-4 (b) shows a second way of measuring the pointing
vector: align FSO transceiver located at C1 to a pre-determined target at C2 (with
previously determined position coordinates). From the pointing vector ( u ) in
Equation (1) and position coordinates of C2 , the pointing vector centered at C2 is
obtained as shown in Figure 2-4 (a) (or C1 in Figure 2-4 (b)), which is the current
location of the FSO transceiver.
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(A)

NORTH

(B)
Translational
Movement
from C1 to C2

FSO
transceiver

C2

Pointing Vector
centered at C2

C1
A Mobile Platform
(Stationary at C1)
C1 Distance between C1 and C2=D
EAST
O

(a) Translational movement of GPS antenna
Align FSO Tx/Rx to a pre-determined
target at C2

Pointing Vector
centered at C1

Distance between C1 and C2 = D
C2

C1

(b) Aligning FSO transceiver to a pre-determined target with known position
coordinates
C2

C1

[E1,N1,U1]T

[E2,N2,U2]T

(φ,θ)

[E2-E1,N2-N1,0]T
Pointing
Vector

(c) Pointing Vector measurement on a curved surface with the method (a)
Figure 2-4. Pointing vector measurement
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The RTK GPS position coordinates at C1 and C2 contain measurement errors
at the centimeter level. If we denote ε1 and ε 2 as the three-dimensional measurement
errors in C1 and C2 , respectively, then the unit vector u is expressed as:
T

 E − E , N − N1 ,U 2 − U1  + ( ε 2 − ε1 )
,
u= 2 1 2

(2)

Dε

T

where Dε = [ E2 − E1 , N 2 − N1 ,U 2 − U1 ] + (ε 2 − ε1 ) and Dε ≤ D + ε 2 − ε1 by the
Triangle Inequality (Meyer, 2000). Figure 2-5 shows u and Dε . If we assume that
ε1 and ε 2 are less than or equal to 3 cm, then ε 2 − ε 2 ≤ ε 2 + ε1 ≤ 6 cm.

Therefore, if D is much larger than both ε1 and ε 2 (e.g., D = 6 m), then the
following relations are hold:

( ε 2 − ε1 ) ≤ ε 2 − ε1
Dε

Dε

≤

ε 2 + ε1



ε 2 + ε1

Dε

 E − E , N − N1 ,U 2 − U1 
u 2 1 2

D

0

(3)

T

(4)

D

Hence, as D increases, the pointing vector becomes closer to the true one without
measurement errors.

||ε1||=3cm

C1

True pointing vector

u

C2

||ε2||=3cm

D
3-D error sphere

Figure 2-5. 3-D measurement errors in C1 and C2
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The east and north components of the pointing vector determine yaw (ψ ).
With roll ( φ ) and pitch ( θ ) from local angular sensors and yaw from RTK GPS, we
have complete attitude angle information of the FSO transceiver, which is necessary
to convert the pointing vector in the navigation frame (ENU coordinates) to the one
in the body frame by the following equations:
B
PB = CENU
PENU = C (φ )C (θ )C (ψ ) PENU ,

(5)

where
(φ , θ ,ψ )

: Attitude angles

C (φ ), C (θ ), C (ψ )

: Rotation matrices

B
CENU
= C (φ )C (θ )C (ψ ) : Transformation matrix from the ENU coordinates to

the body frame.
PENU

: Position in the ENU coordinates

PB

: Position in a body frame.



With the baseline vector AB or BA in Figure 2-2 transformed to the body frame by

Equation (5), the control inputs to the gimbal (i.e., heading and elevation angles) is
computed from the pointing vector and the baseline vector transformed to the body
frame (see Appendix A for details).

The advantages of this pointing method are summarized as:
1) Conceptually simple and easy to implement.
2) A complete attitude angle can be measured by RTK GPS alone, if the surface is

flat or as long as we can keep the surface level using a stabilizer.
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3) RTK GPS consists of a GPS unit and a wireless RF data transceiver; its precise

position data will be sufficient to track mobile nodes. Its high accuracy will
improve the performance of position and velocity estimation of a mobile node.
4) The precise heading information from RTK GPS can be combined with the roll

and pitch outputs from INS mounted on an aircraft (Lee et al., 2001; Lee et al.,
1998); thus enabling us to use the pointing technique in a dynamic environment.
5) Because the same pointing sensors are used at C1 and C2 in Figure 2-5 to

measure the pointing vector, it makes a pointing system compact as much as the
total dimension of the pointing sensors (i.e., GPS antenna and local angular
sensors).

Since RTK GPS requires the observation of at least five GPS satellites to yield
such high accurate position coordinates, our basic assumption in this pointing method
is that there is no significant GPS signal blockage at the site where the pointing
system is being operated, thus being observed at least five GPS satellites and
1≤PDOP≤6. The GPS modernization plan (Enge, 2003) and the European global
positioning satellite system, Galileo (www.esa.int/esaNA), will increase the least
number of observable satellites up to eight, which subsequently satisfies the minimum
number of observable satellites (i.e., five satellites).
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2.2 Approximating the Distribution of Pointing Error

In the previous section, a unique method of pointing vector measurement for
mobile and static platforms was presented. The measure utilizes the GPS coordinates
( E , N ,U ) and attitude angles (φ , θ ,ψ ) of an FSO transceiver mounted on a two-axis
gimbal; this information is subsequently used to compute the control inputs to the
two-axis gimbal. Since the coordinates and attitude angles are from the RTK GPS
and local angular sensors, they contain measurement errors. These sensor
measurement errors propagate into the pointing vector measurement in (2) and the
coordinate transformation in (5); thus, they finally affect the computation of control
angles (heading and elevation) by which each axis of the gimbal is rotated to align the


pointing vector ( AB ) to the baseline vector ( AC ) as shown in Figure A-4 (b) (see

Appendix A for details).

In this section, it is shown by computer simulation with MATLAB how the
sensor measurement errors affect the pointing accuracy. The simulation provides the
variance (or standard deviation) of heading and elevation (i.e., σ h and σ e ), which
represent the pointing error distribution according to the sensor measurement errors
(i.e., σ E , σ N , σ U , σ φ , σ θ ).

2.2.1 Error Propagation

Breipohl (1970) and Arras (1998) approximated the distribution of the output
Y when the distribution of the input X is known and Y = f ( X ) where f (i) is some
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known nonlinear function (Figure 2-6). By assuming X and Y are normally
distributed (i.e., X ~ N ( µ X , σ X ) and Y ~ N ( µY , σ Y ) ), Y = f ( X ) is approximated by
a first-order Taylor series expansion at X = µ X as follows:
Y = f ( X )  f (µ X ) +

∂f
∂X

( X − µX )

(6)

X =µX

Thus, the distribution of Y is approximated as follows:

µY = E [Y ]

∂f
 E  f (µ X ) +
∂X

 ∂f
= f (µX ) + 
 ∂X


X =µX

X =µX


 ∂f
( X − µ X ) = f (µ X ) + 
 ∂X




 ∂f
 E [ X ] − 

 ∂X

X =µX

X =µX


 E [ X − µ X ]



 µ X = f ( µ X )


∴ µY  f ( µ X )

(7)

2
σ Y2 = E (Y − µY )2  = E ( f ( X ) − f ( µ X ) ) 




 ∂f
 E  f ( µ X ) + 
 ∂X




 ∂f
=
 ∂X


X =µX





 ( X − µ X ) − f ( µ X ) 




2






2

X =µX

 ∂f
∴ σ 
 ∂X



2
 E ( X − µ X ) 

2

2
Y

X =µX

 2
 σ X


(8)

Figures 2-6 (a) and (b), respectively, show a diagram of the single input single output
system Y = f ( X ) and the error propagation corresponding to the 68 % probability
interval [ µ X − σ X , µ X + σ X ] through the system f (i) . In general, since µ X and σ X
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are unknown, the sample mean and standard deviation from actual measurements
(e.g., sensor outputs) are used (Arras, 1998). The first-order Taylor series
approximation is effective when:
•

“ f ( X ) is not too far from linear within the region that is within one
standard deviation of the mean (Breipohl, 1970)” because the
approximation error becomes smaller as the linear approximation (6) in
the range of µ X − σ X ≤ X ≤ µ X + σ X resembles more closely the nonlinear
function f ( X ) , and

•

 ∂f
The slope 
 ∂X

 ∂f
 ∂X


σY = 

X =µX

X =µX


 at X = µ X is not large (Figure 2-6 (c)) because



 σ X , which means that the bigger the slope at X = µ X , the


wider the distribution of the output Y as shown in Figure 2-6 (c).

X

System
Y=f(X)

Y

(a) One input random variable, and one output random variable
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Y
Y = f (µ X ) +

∂f
∂X

( X − µX )
X =µX

f(X)

µY+σY
µY
µY-σY

µX-σX

µX

X

µX+σX

(b) One-dimensional case of a nonlinear error propagation problem (X-axis: Input
signal distribution; Y-axis: Output signal distribution)

Y

Y = f (µ X ) +

∂f
∂X

( X − µX )
X = µX

µY+σY
f(X)
µY

µY-σY

X

µX-σX µX µX+σX

 ∂f
(c) Poor approximation when 
 ∂X


X =µX


  1


Figure 2-6. A single-input and single-output system (Arras, 1998)
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For a multi-input and single-output system in Figure 2-7,
Y = f ( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n ) is approximated by a first-order Taylor series about the point

( µ1 , µ2 ,..., µn )

as follows:

n
 ∂

Y  f ( µ1 , µ 2 ,..., µ n ) + ∑ 
f ( µ1 , µ 2 ,..., µ n )  [ X i − µi ]
i =1  ∂X i


µY = E [Y ]
 n  ∂


 f ( µ1 , µ 2 ,..., µ n ) + E  ∑ 
f ( µ1 , µ 2 ,..., µ n )  [ X i − µi ]

 i =1  ∂X i

n
 ∂

= f ( µ1 , µ2 ,..., µn ) + ∑ 
f ( µ1 , µ2 ,..., µn ) E [ X i − µi ]
i =1  ∂X i


= f ( µ1 , µ2 ,..., µn )
∴ µY = f ( µ1 , µ2 ,..., µn )

(9)

2
E (Y − µY ) 2  = E ( f ( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n ) − f ( µ1 , µ2 ,..., µ n ) ) 



 n 
∂f
 E  ∑ 
 i =1  ∂X i
 
 ∂f
= ∑∑ 
i =1 j =1  ∂X i

n

 ∂f
∴ σ  ∑
i =1  ∂X i

n

2
Y

n



 ( X − µX ) 


X = µi 


  ∂f

  ∂X j
X = µi 


2

X =µ j

n
n 

∂f
 σ X2 i + ∑∑ 


i =1 j =1 ∂X i
X = µi 
i≠ j 
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2







 E ( X − µ )( X − µ ) 
i
j
j 
  i


  ∂f

  ∂X j
X = µi 



 E X X  − µ µ
i j
  i j


(

X =µ j

)

 ∂f
=
 ∂X 1

X = µ1

 σ X2 1

 σ X σ X
∂f
2
1

...
∂X n X = µ   
n  

σ X n σ X1

σX σX
1

2

2
X2

σ



σX σX
n

2

 ∂f

 σ X 1σ X n  

  ∂X 1 X = µ1 
 σ X 2σ X n  





 
 ∂f



σ X2 n  
 ∂X n X = µn 

If the X i ’s are independent,
 ∂f
σ  ∑
i =1  ∂X i

n

2
Y

 ∂f
=
 ∂X 1

2


 σ X2 i

X = µi 

X = µ1

σ X2 1

 0
∂f

...
∂X n X = µ   
n  
 0


σ X2

 ∂f

0 

  ∂X 1 X = µ1 
 0 




  
 ∂f


 σ X2 n  
 ∂X n X = µn 


0
2



0

(10)

X1
X2

System
Y=f(X1,...,Xn)

Y

Xn

Figure 2-7. A multi-input and single-output system

2.2.2 Derivation of the Variance of Pointing Error

Figure 2-8 shows how the GPS and local angular sensor measurement errors
propagate in determining the control angles for the two-axis gimbal, i.e., heading ( h )
and elevation ( e ). Each function block in Figure 2-8 and the details about deriving
the variance of pointing error are described in Appendix B.
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Target transceiver's location
in the local body frame
EA N A U A

f1

EB N B U B

GPS

ψ
Xc Yc Z c

f2

Ec N c U c
tilt sensor, INS, or IMU

Control Angles

φ θ

f3

h

f4

e

Figure 2-8. Diagram of error propagation in determining the control angles ( h and e )

The derivation is based on the following assumptions:
•

The distribution of the outputs of GPS and local angular sensors (i.e.,

[ EA , N A ,U A ] , [ EB , N B ,U B ] , [ EC , N C ,U C ] , φ , θ ) are normal (e.g., Figures 2-9
and 2-10).
•

The outputs of the GPS are uncorrelated:
-

σ E σ N = σ N σ E = 0 , σ E σ U = σ U σ E = 0 , and σ N σ U = σ U σ N = 0 for
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i ∈ { A, B, C} , where σ E , σ N , and σ U are the variance of the coordinates

in the east-axis, north-axis, and up-axis, respectively.
-

σ E σ E = σ E σ E = 0 , σ N σ N = σ N σ N = 0 , and σ U σ U = σ U σ U = 0 for
i

j

j

i

i

j

j

i

i

j

j

i

i ∈ { A, B, C} , j ∈ { A, B, C} , and i ≠ j , where σ E , σ N , and σ U are the

variance of the coordinates in the east-axis, north-axis, and up-axis,
respectively.
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•

The outputs of the local angular sensors are uncorrelated: σ φσ θ = σ θ σ φ = 0 ,
where σ φ and σ θ are the variance of the roll and pitch measurements,
respectively.

•

GPS and local angular sensors outputs are uncorrelated: σ iσ j = σ jσ i = 0 for

i ∈ {E A , N A , U A } and j ∈ { A, B, C} .
•

The actual mean and variance of GPS and local angular sensors outputs are
close to the sample mean and variance of the current measurements.

•

Any other probable errors (mechanical misalignment of the two-axis gimbal,
etc) are all zero.

•

The distributions of heading ( h ) and elevation ( e ) are normal, and their
means are true values leading to the pointing target without error. The
magnitude of pointing error is defined as

σ h2 + σ e2 in which the

approximately 68 % pointing errors reside in the range of
 µ − σ 2 + σ 2 , µ + σ 2 + σ 2  and  µ − σ 2 + σ 2 , µ + σ 2 + σ 2  (see
h
e
h
h
e
h
e
e
h
e
 h

 e

Appendix C for more details).
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Figure 2-9. Distribution of RTK GPS measurements for 6 minutes (1 per second)

Figure 2-10. Distribution of tilt sensor measurements for 30 minutes (1 per second)
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2.2.3 Simulation Results

As derived in Appendix B, the variance of ψ , h and e depends on the
measurement errors of GPS and local angular sensors (i.e., σ E , σ N , σ U , σ φ , σ θ ),
which are obtained from product specification or actual measurement. The tables in
Appendix C show the changes in σψ , σ h and σ e according to various measurement

errors. Column A represents the length of pointing vector AB ; Column B shows the


length of the baseline vector AC (i.e., link distance) in Figure A-4 (a). Column C

represents the measurement errors of GPS and local angular sensors. Column D
shows σψ to the GPS measurement error; Columns E and F display σ h and σ e ,
respectively, of both GPS and local angular sensors measurement errors. The
columns of each table in Appendix C are generated as follows (see Figure 2-11):


For simplicity, assume that σ E = σ N and σ U = 2σ E = 2σ N (by observation;
e.g., Figure 2-9) and the same relation holds at the locations A , B and C ;
this assumption reduces the number of possible cases for the GPS
measurement error.
Up
[EA,NA,UA]

φ
A

α

θ
B

C

ψ
North

[EB,NB,UB]
East

[EC,NC,UC]

Figure 2-11. Parameters for simulation
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Assume σ φ = σ θ . This assumption is from the observation (e.g., Figure 2-10).



For GPS measurement error, seven cases are considered as

σ E (= σ N ) ∈ {0.5 cm, 1 cm, 2 cm, 0.5 m, 1 m, 5 m, 10 m} (Table 2-2); for local
angular sensors measurement error, five cases are considered,

σ φ (= σ θ ) ∈ {0.005o , 0.01o , 0.04o , 1.0o , 2.0o } (Table 2-3).
Table 2-2. GPS performance and sample models

Table 2-3. Local angular sensors performance and sample models




For the length of AB (i.e, the length of pointing vector), seven cases were

considered: i.e.,

AB ∈ {7.5 m, 15 m, 40 m, 150 m, 1km, 1000 km, 1.5E+08 km} , where the

first three values (7.5 m, 15 m, 40m) are used in the pointing experiment
introduced later section, 1 km and 100 km are approximate distance of
building-to-building and ground-to-satellite (LEO), respectively, and
1.5E+08 km is the approximate distance between the earth and the sun (Table

2-4).
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Table 2-4. Example of pointing vector with the associated AB




For the length of AC (i.e., link distance), five cases were considered: i.e.,

AC ∈ {39 m, 264 m, 1km, 10km, 100km} , where the first two values (39 m

and 264 m) are used in the mid-range pointing experiments introduced later

section, and the others are randomly chosen for a long AC (Table 2-5). In


the simulation, first, level AB and AC on the same plane (i.e., setting

U C = U B ), and then the position of C was changed by rotating AC upward

or downward by the angle α for −25 ≤ α ≤ +25 (step size increase:

∆α = 5 ). Thus, for each AC ∈ {39 m, 264 m, 1km, 10km, 100km} , the

position of C was changed as many as 11 times.

Table 2-5. Example of pointing with the associated AC



Roll ( φ ), pitch ( θ ) and yaw (ψ ) were considered in a range of
−25 ≤ φ ≤ +25 , −25 ≤ θ ≤ +25 , and −90 ≤ ψ ≤ +90 , respectively, with
step size of ∆φ = 5 , ∆θ = 5 , and ∆ψ = 5 ; thus, 11 cases of φ and θ and 37
cases of ψ were tried.
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For each set of input parameters (i.e., AB , AC , σ E , σ N , σ U , σ φ , σ θ ), a

total of 49,247 (=11 ×11 ×11 ×37) sets of (σψ , σ h , σ e ) were generated. Their
mean and standard deviation of σψ , σ h and σ e are shown in Columns D, E
and F of the tables in Appendix C, respectively.


Figure 2-12 plots σψ to AB ; both axes are on log 10 scale. Each symbol

represents σψ in milliradian; the symbols with the same GPS measurement error are
plotted on the same line. The figure implies the followings:


σψ depends on the GPS measurement error ( σ E , σ N , σ U ).



As the GPS measurement error increases (i.e., the performance of GPS is
lowered), σψ becomes larger (i.e., the accuracy of yaw measurement becomes
worse).





As AB increases, σψ decreases; thus, the longer AB , the smaller the

pointing vector error in (2). Figure 2-13 illustrates that the deviation angle

from the true pointing vector, ε1 (i.e., pointing vector error), for short AB ,

which occurs due to the GPS measurement error, is bigger than ε 2 for a


longer AB ; thus, the longer AB , the smaller the pointing vector error in (2).

Since ψ is computed by the north and east components of the pointing vector,
the more accurate ψ is obtained by the pointing vector with the smaller error.
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4
|AB|=7.5m
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Figure 2-12. σψ for various lengths of AB and GPS measurement error

deviation angle from the true pointing vector
error in pointing vector
True pointing vector

B

B
ε1

A

ε2

h, e
C

error in baseline vector

C

ε3

True baseline vector

ε4

deviation angle from the true baseline vector



Figure 2-13. Effect of the lengths of AB and AC on σ h and σ e
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Figures 2-14 (a), (b) and (c) display σ h and σ e (both in milliradian) to AB

when RTK GPS, Code DGPS, or Stand-alone GPS is employed; the x-axis is on a

log 10 scale. The symbols with the same value of AC are plotted on the same

curve. The figures show that:


The higher the GPS positioning accuracy, the lower σ h and σ e . For instance,

σ h and σ e are less than 2 milliradian when the GPS measurement error is
close to the one of RTK GPS ( σ E (= σ N ) = 1 cm and σ U = 2 cm ) as shown in
Figure 2-14 (a). However, Figure 2-14 (b) shows that σ h and σ e are much
increased when RTK GPS is replaced with Code DGPS ( σ E (= σ N ) = 1 m and

σ U = 2 m ); when Code DGPS is replaced with Stand-alone GPS (i.e.,
σ E (= σ N ) = 10 m and σ U = 20 m ), σ h and σ e are increased as much as ten
times as shown in Figure 2-14 (c).




For the same length of AB , the longer AC , the lower σ h and σ e . As

illustrated in Figure 2-13, the heading ( h ) and elevation ( e ) is angles between





AB and AC ; aligning AB on AC requires rotating it by the angles h and e .

The longer AC , the smaller the deviation angle from the true baseline vector

(i.e., ε 3 > ε 4 ) and thus the more accurate AC .


σ h and σ e become smaller as the values σ φ and σ θ decrease, as shown in
Figure 2-14 (a).
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If the pre-determined target at B is a stellar target (e.g., star or satellite) with
known position coordinates whose distance to the Earth’s surface is over
hundreds of kilometers (e.g., Low Earth Orbit: 200~2,000 km,

Geosynchronous Orbit: 35,786 km above Earth's surface) and AC ≥ 1 km ,

even Code DGPS and Stand-alone GPS can provide around 0.091 milliradian
and 0.326 milliradian pointing accuracy at best (i.e.,

σ h2 + σ e2 = 0.091 or

0.326 milliradian), respectively, with σ φ (= σ θ ) = 0.005o (Table 2-6).

GPS performance = RTK GPS (σ =1cm, σ =1cm, σ =2cm)
E
N
U
σh [mrad] (log10 scale)

7
Link Distance = 39m
Link Distance = 264m
Link Distance = 1km
Link Distance = 10km
Link Distance = 100km

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

2

4

6

8

Length of pointing vector [meter] (log

10

12

scale)

10
The higher the accuracy of local angular sensor,
the better the pointing accuracy
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σe [mrad] (log10 scale)



Link Distance = 39m
Link Distance = 264m
Link Distance = 1km
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Link Distance = 100km

30
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(a) σ h and σ e : when RTK GPS is employed
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12

GPS performance = Code DGPS (σ =1m, σ =1m, σ =2m)
E
N
U
σh [mrad] (log10 scale)
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(b) σ h and σ e : when Code DGPS is employed
GPS performance = Stand-Alone GPS (σ =10m, σ =10m, σ =20m)
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(c) σ h and σ e : when stand-alone GPS is employed


Figure 2-14. σ h and σ e for various lengths of AB and AC and GPS and local
angular sensor measurement errors
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Table 2-6. Pointing accuracy variation to the GPS and local angular sensors


performance with AB > 100 km and AC ≥ 1 km (Tables C-6 and C-7)

(A) Sub-milliradian Pointing Accuracy with Highly Accurate Pointing Sensors
Tables in Appendix C show that when RTK GPS with σ E (= σ N ) ≤ 0.5 cm
and σ U ≤ 1 cm and local angular sensors with 0.005o ≤ σ φ (= σ θ ) ≤ 0.02o are used,
one milliradian pointing accuracy (i.e.,

σ h2 + σ e2 = 0.001 radian ) can be obtained for



AB ≥ 7.5 m and AC ≥ 39 m ; when RTK GPS with σ E (= σ N ) ≤ 1 cm and

σ U ≤ 2 cm and local angular sensors with 0.005o ≤ σ φ (= σ θ ) ≤ 0.02o are used, one


milliradian pointing accuracy can be obtained for AB ≥ 15 m and AC ≥ 264 m ;

when RTK GPS with σ E (= σ N ) ≤ 1 cm and σ U ≤ 2 cm and local angular sensors
with σ φ (= σ θ ) ≤ 0.005o are used, tens of microradian pointing accuracy can be


obtained for AB ≥ 1 km and AC ≥ 1 km .

(B) Special Case with σ φ = σ θ = 0 and σψ ≠ 0
This case corresponds to when there is no error in the roll ( φ ) and pitch ( θ )
measurements of mobile or static platform. It means that either the accuracy of local
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angular sensors is very high or the platform is placed at a location whose roll and
pitch angle are precisely determined in advance. In this case, GPS measurement error
dominates the pointing error by assuming there are no other error sources except for
GPS. Figure 2-15 shows the pointing error (i.e.,

σ h2 + σ e2 ) on a log 10 scale for



1 km ≤ AB ≤ 104 km and 1 km ≤ AC ≤ 104 km ; for the GPS performance, Stand-

alone GPS (i.e., σ E (= σ N ) = 10 m and σ U = 20 m ) was considered.
GPS performance = Stand-Alone GPS (σE=10m, σN=10m, σU=20m)

2

10

Link Distance = 1km
Link Distance = 10km
Link Distance = 100km
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Figure 2-15. Pointing error ( σ h2 + σ e2 ) for 1 km ≤ AB ≤ 104 km and

1 km ≤ AC ≤ 104 km when σ φ = σ θ = 0 (GPS performance: Stand-alone GPS)
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σ h2 + σ e2 values on a log 10 scale for 1 km ≤ AB ≤ 104 km and

Figure 2-16 shows


1 km ≤ AC ≤ 103 km ; for the GPS performance, Code GPS (i.e., σ E (= σ N ) = 1 m

and σ U = 2 m ) was considered.
GPS performance = Code DGPS (σE=1m, σN=1m, σU=2m)
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Figure 2-16. Pointing error ( σ h2 + σ e2 ) for 1 km ≤ AB ≤ 104 km and

1 km ≤ AC ≤ 103 km when σ φ = σ θ = 0 (GPS performance: Code DGPS)


Figure 2-17 shows

σ h2 + σ e2 values on a log 10 scale for 1 km ≤ AB ≤ 104 km and


1 km ≤ AC ≤ 102 km ; for the GPS performance, RTK GPS (i.e., σ E (= σ N ) = 1 cm

and σ U = 2 cm ) was considered.
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GPS performance = RTK GPS (σE=1cm, σN=1cm, σU=2cm)
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Figure 2-17. Pointing error ( σψ ) for 1 km ≤ AB ≤ 104 km and 1 km ≤ AC ≤ 102 km

when σ φ = σ θ = 0 (GPS performance: RTK GPS)

(C) Cost Consideration: Low-Cost Pointing System
The measurement errors of GPS and local angular sensors are closely related
to the accuracy specification and hardware cost of the position and angular sensor
devices. For example, the positioning accuracy of a GARMIN GPS receiver (Model:
GPS 18 – 5 Hz) is less than 15 m and its price is around $200 (www8.garmin.com).
The price of the NovAtel RTK GPS receiver is more than $12,000; the positioning
accuracy is much higher than the GARMIN GPS receiver (2 cm versus 15 m). For a
higher pointing accuracy of milliradian to microradian, the NovAtel RTK GPS
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receiver is preferred to the cheap and less accurate GARMIN GPS receiver. However,
if the beam divergence angle ( θbeam in Figure 1-2) of FSO transceiver is wide enough
to cover 30 milliradian pointing error, then the GARMIN GPS receiver is preferable


when AB ≥ 1 km and AC ≥ 10 km . The formula and tables for σ h and σ e over the

GPS and local angular sensors measurements in Appendices B and C would be useful
to select GPS receiver and local angular sensors with reasonable cost.

(D) Application to the Point-to-Point Radio Antenna Alignment
The pointing method in Section 2.1 can be applied to the initial alignment of
directional point-to-point radio transceivers such as AirMux200 which uses a
relatively narrow RF beam (9°=157.08 millradian) to transmit and receive data at 48
Mbps. “To achieve the best benefit and link budget from the AirMux installation,”
the directional antennas between two transceivers must be aligned to face each other
(see Site Survey and Alignment Guide at http://www.rad.com). If the link distance

(i.e., AC ) is over 1 km, then the Stand-alone GPS (i.e., σ E (= σ N ) = 10 m ) can

provide about 80 milliradian pointing accuracy with AB = 150 m ; the pointing

accuracy would be more improved with AB > 150 m (see the tables in Appendix C).
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2.3 Experimental Results
In the previous sections, we have presented a precise pointing method with
RTK GPS and local angular sensors in which the pointing accuracy was improved as
the length of pointing vector and the distance between local optical transceiver and
remote target transceiver increases (Section 2.1). In Section 2.2, it was described
how the pointing sensors measurement errors propagates into the pointing system and
how they affect the pointing accuracy.

In this section, we present experimental results obtained by the
implementation of the pointing method in Section 2.1 with a pre-determined target as
shown in Figure 2-4 (b). First, we describe a mid-range pointing experiment using an
outdoor testbed on the University of Maryland campus in College Park. The
experiment employed only RTK GPS with a static platform (i.e., two-axis gimbal) on
a flat surface by which the roll and pitch was kept to zero. The purpose of the
experiment was observing pointing accuracy improvement as the length of pointing
vector increases (the distance to the pointing target is fixed to 264 m). Next, a
reliability test was conducted to show how quickly (in seconds) and successfully
(in %) the sub-milliradian accuracy would be obtained with an automatic pointing
system (Figure 2-27); the length of pointing vector was around 15 m and the distance
to the pointing target was around 39 m. For both experiments, a He-Ne laser
( λ = 633 nm ) was used to mimic the FSO transceiver because of the low load bearing
capacity of our small two-axis gimbal. The following sections provide more details
on the two pointing experiments.
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2.3.1 Components of Pointing System

The pointing system used in the experiments consists of RTK GPS, bi-axial
tilt sensors, personal computer, and two-axis gimbal as shown in Figure 2-18. The
two pointing sensors and two-axis gimbal have RS-232 serial interface. National
Instruments USB-232/4 (4-Port USB to RS-232 Converter) and serial port
input/ouput functions in MATLAB (version 7.0) were used to control the serial
interfaces for i) collecting measurement data from the RTK GPS and bi-axial tilt
sensors and ii) controlling two axes of the gimbal with stepping motors and motor
controllers (Model: VEXTA AS66AAP2-H50 and AS46AAP2-H50). The angle
resolution of each stepping motor is 0.0072° (= 0.12566 milliradian) which is
equivalent to 50,000 steps per circle (360°); Figure 2-19 shows the two-axis gimbal in
our outdoor testbed. The time to compute the control angles (heading and elevation)
was taken less than 0.02 sec by MATLAB (version 7.0).

Bi-axial
tilt sensors

GPS receiver

position

roll / pitch
rs-232

rs-232

Personal Computer
(Intel Pentium
1.7GHz)
rs-232

rs-232

heading
command

elevation
command

Two-axis gimbal

Figure 2-18. Diagram of a pointing system
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Figure 2-19. A two-axis gimbal with stepping motors (0.0072°/step)

(A) Pointing Sensors: RTK GPS and Bi-axial Tilt Sensors
Figure 2-20 shows two high accurate sensors, RTK GPS and bi-axial tilt
sensors, which are used to implement the pointing method in Section 2.1:
•

Real-Time Kinematic GPS (Model: NovAtel RT2W):
It provides 2 cm (=0.79 inch) horizontal positioning accuracy on the fly (in a
real-time differential GPS mode) as shown in Figure 2-22; it was used to
measure yaw (ψ ) of the pointing vector as well as a precise position of the
two nodes.

•

Biaxial tilt sensor (Model: Applied Geomechanics MD900-TS ):
Its repeatability and angle resolution are 0.01° and 0.004°, respectively, at ±25
degree range in two-axis; it was used to measure roll ( φ ) and pitch ( θ ) of the
platform (e.g., gimbal or optical transceiver).

(a) NovAtel RT2W (185×154×71 mm ) (b) MD900-TS (120×80×60 mm )
Figure 2-20. RTK GPS and biaxial tilt sensor
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The RTK GPS is designed for both static and mobile platforms. In a dynamic
environment with a mobile platform such as a vehicle, the bi-axial tilt sensor can be
replaced with an inertial navigation sensor to measure the roll and pitch of the mobile
platform.

(B) RTK GPS System
A RTK GPS system consists of two sets of RTK GPS receivers and antennas
(one set for Base Station, and the other for Rover Station) and wireless (or wired) data
transceivers as shown in Figure 2-21. The Base Station broadcasts the GPS signal
error corrections (RTK messages) measured on its known location. The Rover
Station corrects its positioning error with the RTK messages.

GPS Satellites Signals
Base Station

BASE
(GPS base station antenna)

ROVER
(GPS mobile antenna)

Rover Station

FSO Tx/Rx

Gymbal
RTK GPS
receiver
Data
Transmitter

RTK GPS
receiver
RTK message

Figure 2-21. RTK GPS system
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Data Receiver

1 cm
1 cm ........

Figure 2-22. Horizontal Accuracy of RTK GPS receiver
(NovAtel RT2W; data collection time: 3 minutes)

(C) Inertial Navigation System
An INS consists of three-axis accelerometers and three-axis gyroscopes. It is
widely used in air navigation, and provides the position (P), velocity (V), and
acceleration (A) by sensing the accelerations and angular velocities of a vehicle by
accelerometers and gyroscopes, respectively. In principle, a vehicle’s position is
obtained by double integration of the acceleration; vehicle’s attitude angles (i.e., roll,
pitch, and yaw) are obtained by integration of the angular velocities. The resulting
position and attitude angles correspond to their total changes from the initial position.
Figure 2-23 shows the attitude angles of an aircraft.

However, this integration accumulates position errors due to the measurement
noise and non-linearity of accelerometers and gyroscopes; thus the position error
increases with time (Nebot 1999). This shortcoming of INS can be overcome by
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using GPS position information in the integration because GPS provides stable
accuracy of position for long periods of time (Lee et al., 2001). Figure 2-24 shows an
example of a GPS/INS integration system.

Figure 2-23. Attitude angles of aircraft (www.javad.com)

Figure 2-24. Example of GPS/INS integration system (Lee et al., 2001)

2.3.2 A Mid-Range Pointing Experiment

We have carried out a mid-range pointing experiment between two distant
buildings (roof-to-roof) on the University of Maryland campus in College Park; its
purpose was to test how the length of D affects pointing accuracy of the proposed
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method.

By keeping roll and pitch close to zero (i.e., φ = 0 , θ = 0 ), Equation (5) is
simplified to PB = C (ψ ) PENU , which means that RTK GPS positioning error is a major
error source influencing the pointing accuracy. As D increases, the measurement
error in the pointing vector becomes smaller, which renders measurement error in
yaw (ψ ) smaller; consequently the pointing vector transformed to the body frame
becomes more accurate. Hence, we can control the heading and elevation angles of
the two-axis gimbal more precisely.

In this experiment, the pointing vector was measured by the pointing method
depicted in Figure 2-4 (b). Figure 2-25 shows the diagram of the experiment. The
position coordinates at B was pre-determined by RTK GPS (Model: NovAtel
RT2W). A pointing target mimicking an FSO transceiver placed at a remote site C
(equivalent to the location B in Figure 2-4 (a)). The distance between the two points
A and C was 264 m.
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D = Distance A to B
= 40 / 12 / 9 / 6 m

B (AVW bldg.)

θ
A (AVW bldg.)
264

m

C
(Martin Hall)

Figure 2-25. Diagram of the mid-range pointing experiment

Table 2-7 presents the pointing accuracy obtained from the experiment.
Figure 2-26 shows our definition of the pointing error in Table 2-7. The pointing
error is defined as the distance from the pointing target C . Because the distance
between A and C is 264 m, a distance of 0.264 m corresponds to a 1 milliradian
pointing error.
Pointing error =
Distance from C

Center of
laser beam

Pointing target C

1 mrad =
26.4 cm

Figure 2-26. The pointing target used in the experiment.
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In Table 2-7, the first column represents the distance between A and B . The position
T

coordinates of A were [50.621, 259.58, 1.4734] with σ E = 0.26 cm , σ N = 0.36 cm ,
and σ U = 0.88 cm . For each distance, we conducted the pointing experiment at four
different sites for B with one site for A ; thus, the total number of pointing trials was
sixteen. The second column shows the pointing error range corresponding to the
different locations of B . The third column summarizes the standard deviation values
of the ENU coordinates of B ; they show that the horizontal and vertical positioning
errors of RTK GPS coordinates are within ±1 cm and ±2 cm with 95 % confidence
limits, respectively. The last column displays the Position Dilution of Precision
(PDOP) for the RTK GPS position coordinates, in which PDOP was within the
normal range between 1 and 6. As we mentioned in the previous section, the pointing
error decreases with increasing D . We observed that fourteen of the sixteen pointing
trials satisfied the 1 milliradian pointing accuracy; two cases (one with D =6 m and
the other with D =9 m) were outside the 1 milliradian radius.

Table 2-7. The mid-range pointing experiment results
D (m)
40
12
9
6

(σ E , σ N , σ U ) in PENU at B

Pointing Error
min

PDOP

max

(unit: cm)

0.06 m

0.17 m

(0.23 mrad)

(0.64 mrad)

min: (0.18, 0.19, 0.48)
max: (0.29, 0.41, 0.73)

1.3~1.9

min: (0.15, 0.23, 0.40)
max: (0.25, 0.31, 0.75)

1.4~1.9

min: (0.14, 0.19, 0.56)
max: (0.33, 0.56, 0.86)

1.3~3.1

min: (0.11, 0.17, 0.42)
max: (0.41, 0.32, 0.91)

1.4~3.0

0.10 m

0.20 m

(0.38 mrad)

(0.76 mrad)

0.05 m

0.27 m

(0.19 mrad)

(1.02 mrad)

0.12 m

0.50 m

(0.45 mrad)

(1.89 mrad)
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2.3.3 A Reliability Test with an Automatic Pointing System

In the previous section, the sub-milliradian pointing accuracy was achieved
with D = 12 and 40 meters by using RTK GPS. This section provides a reliability test
result presenting how quickly (in seconds) and successfully (percentage success) the
pointing method can obtain such accuracy. The test was conducted as follows:


An automatic pointing system was built as Figure 2-27. The system
employed RTK GPS (model: NovAtel RT2W), bi-axial tilt sensors
(model: Applied Geomechanics MD900-TS) and a two-axis gimbal (step
size per axis: 0.0072°/step).



 
The pointing vector AB ( AB = 15 m ) was measured by the same

pointing method as the mid-range pointing experiment. A helium-neon
laser ( λ = 633 nm ) was used to imitate an FSO transceiver; the laser
pointer was located at A . The position coordinate at B was predetermined by the RTK GPS. A pointing target imitating an FSO

transceiver was placed at a remote site C ( AC = 39 m ). Figure 2-28 (a)

shows the diagram of the experiment.


A personal computer collected the RTK GPS measurement for 0.5 second
(update rate: 1 per 0.1 second) and the bi-axial tilt sensors measurement
for 0.5 second (update rate: 1 per 0.25 second). Then, the five
measurements of RTK GPS are averaged to generate the ENU coordinates
of B ; the mean value of two measurements of bi-axial tilt sensors is set as
roll ( φ ) and pitch ( θ ) of FSO transceiver mounted on the two-axis gimbal.
Finally, the personal computer calculated the heading ( h ) and elevation
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( e ) to the target C , and controlled the two-axis gimbal by the control
angles (Figure 2-28).


Three pointing experiments were conducted at three different heights (i.e.,
U B ) of B with one site of A ; the pitch angle ( θ ) corresponding to the

height change was around 1°, 1.5°, or 2° as shown in Figure 2-28 (b).
Each experiment consisted of 50 automatic pointing trials. Each trial
contained 0.5 second RTK GPS measurement and 0.5 second bi-axial tilt
sensors measurement; after the data collection, the two-axis gimbal was
rotated by the heading and elevation commands from the personal
computer. Then, the position of each axis of gimbal was reset to the
original position. The actual pointing error (i.e., how much distance or
angle was deviated from the center of target at C ) for the 50 trials of each
experiment is displayed in Figures 2-29~2-31.

Bi-axial
tilt sensors

GPS receiver

Data collection time
= 0.5 sec / device

position

roll / pitch
rs-232

rs-232

Personal Computer
(Intel Pentium
1.7GHz)
rs-232

heading
command

rs-232

elevation
command

Control angle
computation time
< 0.02 sec (MATLAB)

Two-axis gimbal

Figure 2-27. Diagram of an automatic pointing system
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B

D

5m
=1

h=heading
C

A
Baseline Length=39m

(a) Top-down view
B
A

e=elevation

θ=

1o /

1.5o /

2o

2-axis
gimbal

C

(b) Lateral view

(c) Pointing target at C (a laser beam on bull’s eye)
Figure 2-28. Diagram of the reliability test with an automatic pointing system

Figures 2-29~2-31 show the heading and elevation commands and the
pointing errors for each experiment; the heading and elevation commands were
generated by h ×

50000 steps
50000 steps
and e ×
. The heading error ( ε h ) and

360
360 
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elevation error ( ε e ) were measured by horizontal and vertical distances from the
center of target at C as shown in Figure 2-28 (c); the distance (meters) was converted
to the associated angle (milliradians);

ε h2 + ε e2 is the actual pointing error in

milliradians. Table 2-8 summarizes the experimental results. Column A represents
the experiment number 1 to 3; each number corresponds to a change in the height
( U ) of location B . Column C contains the measurements errors of RTK GPS and
bi-axial tilt sensors which are listed in Table C-2 (Appendix C). The reference
pointing error in Column D was computed by σ h2 + σ e2 in which σ h and σ e are the
associated values to the measurement errors in Column C. Column B shows the
actual measurement errors from the five sample measurements of the RTK GPS and
the two sample measurements of the bi-axial tilt sensors; since the sample size was
small, the actual measurement error of RTK GPS may not represent the real
distribution of the errors (i.e., σ E , σ N , σ U ). The success rate in Column E is the
number of successful trials over 50 trials whose actual pointing error

ε h2 + ε e2 is less

than or equal to the value in Column D.

The success rate in Experiments 1 and 2 was greater than or equal to 96 %.
The success rate of Experiment 3 was 30 % when the reference pointing error was set
to

σ h2 + σ e2 = 0.5784 milliradian (i.e., when σ E = σ N =

σU
2

= 0.5 cm and

σ φ = σ θ = 0.005°); 0.5 cm was from the sample measurements of the RTK GPS.
However, the success rate was increased to 100 % when the reference pointing error
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was set to

σ h2 + σ e2 = 1.1472 milliradian with σ E = σ N =

σ φ = σ θ = 0.005°. Note that both σ E = σ N =

σU
2

σU
2

= 1 cm and

= 0.5 cm and σ E = σ N =

σU
2

are less than the NovAtel RT2W accuracy specification which is σ E = σ N =

= 1 cm

σU
2

=2

cm. Figure 2-32 shows three histograms of pointing errors for the above reliability
test.

Figure 2-27 implies that the speed of the automatic pointing system is
dependent on i) the output rate of pointing sensors (i.e., GPS, tilt sensors, INS), ii) the
position data latency of the remote pointing system, and iii) the angular speed of twoaxis gimbal; the computation time for generating control angles (heading and
elevation) was less than 20 msec with MATLAB (version 7.0).
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Figure 2-29. Experiment #1: θ =1°
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Figure 2-30. Experiment #2: θ =1.5°
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Figure 2-31. Experiment #3: θ =2°
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Figure 2-32. A histogram of pointing errors in the reliability test (I)

2.3.4 Consideration of Error Sources affecting Pointing Accuracy

In this section, we consider major error sources for the pointing method in
Figure 2-4. The pointing method utilizes GPS satellite signals, local angular sensors
(e.g., tilt sensors or INS) and a gimbal. Thus, there may exist undesirable pointing
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errors due to GPS signal loss and inaccuracy in the gimbal's angular position. In
addition, a mechanical mis-alignment between optical transceivers and the gimbal's
rotation axes causes an offset error in heading and elevation control angles.

Our suggestions for reducing the above possible error sources follow: The
local angular sensors, such as tilt sensors and INS, react only to the gravitational field
and platform's motion; their malfunction may be connected to sensor failure without
any other exterior influence (e.g., a GPS receiver does not work properly when it
experiences signal blockage by a high-rise building even though this does not mean
complete failure of the GPS receiver). Thus, the local angular sensor errors are not
considered here.

(A) GPS signal blockage

The pointing method in Section 2.1 assumes no significant GPS signal
blockage or signal loss. Such GPS signal loss can happen very often in urban
environments; for example, when a car with GPS passes by high-rise buildings or an
airplane with GPS experiences lateral inward tilting in turning a curve (i.e., when
banking). In an urban environment, it may be necessary for a mobile platform to be
equipped with an integration system of GPS and INS. The position and local angle
measurements from the INS will be utilized until the GPS receiver locks on GPS
satellites signals at some point; then, the pointing accuracy will be determined by the
angular accuracy of INS. Many researches have been conducting on the GPS/INS
integration (Berman et al., 1998; Bevly et al., 2000; Farrell et al., 2000; Gebre-
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Egziabher et al., 1998; Hayward et al., 1999; Hong et al., 2001; Meister et al., 2007;
Redmill et al., 2001; West et al., 2000). For an airplane undergoing a steep bank
while flying, the GPS receiver will recover its function in a minute (e.g., 50 seconds
for NovAtel RT2W). Thus, the GPS signal loss is not a problem for vehicles that
operate in an open space. Also, a static platform such as a gimbal located on the roof
of building does not have such GPS signal blockage problem because its location is
carefully chosen in advance with a site survey. For a static platform, any malfunction
of GPS receiver and any deterioration in GPS satellite signals can be easily detected
by continuous monitoring; for example, by making the GPS receiver report its
identification number (set by user) in regular time and by comparing the measured
position coordinates from GPS receiver with the true one obtained by precise
surveying. For a mobile platform, the position coordinates from GPS can be
compared to the one from INS (or electronic map); thus, if the difference of the two
position coordinates is larger than a pre-determined threshold, then it indicates that
either one does not work properly. Because an INS responds to acceleration and GPS
does to the satellite signals, they would make a good combination for pointing sensors
in dynamic environments. For static and mobile platforms, Receiver Autonomous
Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) helps to detect any fault in the GPS measurement (Lee,
1992; Michalson, 1995).

(B) Gimbal and Mis-Alignment Errors

The gimbal is a mechanical frame combined with motors and motor
controllers. Non-linearity from backlash or a dead zone may be found in the motors,
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which leads to error in the angular position of the motor. These errors can be
significantly reduced by the use of angular encoder. The RTK GPS and bi-axial tilt
sensors can be useful to detect such angular position error. For example, Figure 2-33
shows a sequential movement of the heading (horizontal) axis of a two-axis gimbal.
At each 90° movement, the RTK GPS measures the location. If the sequential 90°


angular motion is correct, then the inner product of two vectors AC and BD will

produce an angle between the two vectors which is close to 90°. If not, it indicates
that there exists an angular position error in the heading axis of the gimbal. This
example is effective only if the heading error is larger than

r
radian, where r is the
R

magnitude of the RTK GPS measurement error. The angular position error in
elevation (vertical) axis of the gimbal can be checked with bi-axial tilt sensors (e.g.,
MD900-TS). Since the angular accuracy of the bi-axial tilt sensor is high (i.e., 0.01°),
the angle readout from the gimbal is examined with the actual angle measurement
from the bi-axial tilt sensors. This example is effective only if the elevation error is
larger than 0.01°.
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Figure 2-33. A sequential RTK GPS antenna rotation by 90°

For the pointing method in Figure 2-4 (b), each motor of the two-axis gimbal
returns to its initial angular position after pointing is done (Figure 2-35). As
illustrated in Figure 2-34, when the two motors do not perfectly reset to their initial
position or there exists any mis-alignment error between optical transceiver and the
gimbal, the laser beam emanating from C1 does not reach the pre-determined target at
C2 but hits the photodetector installed around C2 to sense the laser beam. The

electrical signal from the photodetector may determine the deviation angle from the
initial angular position; thus, enabling correction of the gimbal or mis-alignment error.
This method is applicable to a mobile platform when it returns to its hangar or base
for zeroing its pointing system. Figure 2-35 shows an actual example of such
alignment with a GPS antenna pole; because centimeter or inch scales are engraved
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on a thin pole (1.5 cm width), the mis-alignment error can be easily checked by the
laser beam’s position on the pole.
photodetectors
deviation from the
initial angular position

C1

a

C2

initial angular
position of
gimbal axes

a pre-determined target

Two-axis gimbal

"Relative position of photodetector (a) from C2"
transmitted on telephony line or wireless modem

Figure 2-34. Gimbal and mis-alignment errors

Figure 2-35. Example of checking gimbal or mis-alignment error with GPS antenna
pole
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2.4 Self-Organized Pointing Methodology for Mobile Platforms

In this section, we provide a method of autonomous pointing vector
measurement and self-organized pointing procedure for mobile nodes in a dynamic
environment.

2.4.1 Autonomous Pointing Vector Measurement by Waypoint Navigation

For a high-speed vehicle such as airplane, it may be difficult to measure the
pointing vector in Figure 2-4 (a) because it requires long translational movements
with a straight path for accurate pointing accuracy. Waypoint navigation might be
helpful for this situation. For example, an airplane is located at A in Figure 2-36. It
sets two waypoints B and C to measure pointing vector. Then, BC is a pre-defined
path in the air. Even though there is no mark in the air, a pilot can measure BC with
the aid of GPS coordinates; he or she can continuously compare the difference
between a current or future position and the pre-defined path BC until the pointing
vector is measured. If the pointing vector is not measured at C or the straight path is
not made, then the waypoint C is extended to D . This process can be automatically
carried out with a waypoint navigation system (Meister et al., 2007; Pflimlin et al.
2006).
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Waypoint (D)

Waypoint (C)

Starting point (A)

A straight path

Pre-defined Path

Waypoint (B)

Figure 2-36. Example of waypoint navigation

Is it possible to generate the straight path with RTK GPS? The following
experimental results show the possibility. NovAtel GPS antenna was placed on a top
plate of two-axis gimbal and then it was rotated by 360°. Figure 2-37 (a) shows the
first trial in clockwise direction; the RTK GPS (NovAtel RT2W) drew a circle with
28.5 cm radius. Figures 2-37 (b), (c), and (d) display the next sequential circular
motions in counter-clockwise, clockwise, and counter-clockwise. The circles
consisting of red dots show the trajectories of each circular motion; the dimension of
one grid in each figure is 0.1 meter (10 centimeters). The trajectories of four circular
motions were overlapped, which means the RTK GPS position measurements are
reliable in an open space. If the circle generated by the gimbal’s horizontal axis is
supposed to represent a planned path (i.e., a circle), then the RTK GPS measurements
show how the measurement can be close to the path.
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(a) First trial

(b) Second trial (overlapped (a))

(c) Third trial (overlapped (b))

(d) Fourth trial (overlapped (c))

Figure 2-37. The trajectories of a circular motion using RTK GPS (NovAtel RT2W)

2.4.2 Self-Organized Pointing Procedure with Path Planning

The latency problem will occur when a mobile platform such as a vehicle is
involved in FSO networking. If the mobile platform keeps moving, then the
difference between GPS measurement times and the current vehicle’s time which are
T1 and T2 , respectively, as shown in Figure 2-38. It means that the GPS positioning

information ( P1 ) is useless because the vehicle has already passed the point.
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Current
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T1

T2
Location

P1

P2

Figure 2-38. Data Latency

This latency problem can be minimized by i) using a high data rate GPS
receiver (e.g., Javad LGG100-GG: 100 Hz position update with Code DGPS) or ii)
defining a flight path with several waypoints. The second option (called path
planning) would work as follows:
•

First, set several waypoints on a straight path and plan when the vehicle
should pass those points. For example, (T1 , P1 ) , (T2 , P2 ) , and (T3 , P3 ) in
Figure 2-39 are those waypoints and time marks.

•

Then, a vehicle starts moving with a constant speed of v1 at some point
between P1 and P2 . It can adjust its initial speed v0 to the desired one
v1 . At P2 , it keeps the same speed as v1 and thus passes P3 as planned.

•

Finally, the future position Pi for Ti for i ≥ 4 will be known in advance.
The GPS measurement at Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 will be used to compute the
difference between the planned path and actual position. The position
difference is fed back to adjust the vehicle’s velocity.
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This path planning may be reasonable because, for example, an airplane follows a
pre-defined airway determined by air traffic control and an artificial satellite keeps its
pre-determined trajectory around the Earth in space. Moreover, path planning would
make pointing between two mobile platforms or between a mobile platform and a
static one much easier than without path planning. Figure 2-40 displays how to
establish the pointing between two mobile platforms by path planning.

Initial GPS
measurement
time at P1

Next GPS
measurement
time at P2

Future
vehicle's
location at T3
Time

Velocity = v0

T1

Velocity = v1

T2

Velocity = v1

T3
Location

P1

P2

P3

Figure 2-39. Path planning

In path planning, each airplane knows when and where the other passes. Then,
for example, the two airplanes A and B start aligning their optical transceiver to the
baseline vector between them at T1 and T2 . Since the locations of two airplanes are
known, the baseline vector at each time is also determined in advance. The pointing
vectors of two airplanes are measured by the waypoint navigation mentioned above.
During the initial alignment, the two airplanes may have enough time to adjust their
pointing errors (i.e., learning and correcting the errors). Thus, after actual pointing
established at T3 , they can maintain pointing. The pointing duration between two
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mobile platforms may be temporary because of their speed and maneuvers on the way
to their destination. The two airplanes’ times can be synchronized to GPS time with
nanosecond precision.
Pointing
established at
T3

Airplane A
Pointing Vector

Planned Path 1
T1

T2

Initial alignment
between T1 and T3

T3

T4

T5
Pointing continues
after T3

Baseline Vector

Planned Path 2
T5

T4

T3

T2

T1

Pointing Vector
Airplane B

Figure 2-40. Pointing with path planning
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2.5 GPS Signal Availability and Extended DGPS and RTK Service

The pointing method in Section 2.1 depends on the GPS satellite signals to
measure the pointing vector and/or the baseline vector. Moreover, the RTK GPS
requires observing at least five common GPS satellites both at the Base Station and
Rover Station in Figure 2-21. Both the GPS modernization plan and the European
GPS satellites, Galileo, would provide more reliable GPS satellite signals and
increase the number of observable satellites to users. The Wide-Area Augmentation
System (WAAS) and Nationwide Differential GPS (NDGPS) are examples of
utilizing the highly accurate positioning service over a wide area; thus, enabling
precise pointing for mobile platforms and reducing the installation cost of the Base
Station for DGPS or RTK operation.

2.5.1 GPS Signal Availability

RTK GPS receivers (at base station and rover) should keep track of at least the
same 5 GPS satellites above a mask angle (≥ 10° in elevation; preset inside the
receiver) on both L1 (1,575 MHz) and L2 (1,227.60 MHz) frequencies to guarantee
its RTK performance. In the GPS modernization plan, a new L5 (1,176.45 MHz)
signal will be available for GPS users (Enge, 2003). The new signal will provide
signal redundancy to the users so that they can choose any combination of the signals
(e.g., L1/L2, L2/L5, or L1/L5) for their RTK operation.

The European global positioning satellite system (GNSS), Galileo, will also
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increase signal availability in the future. Galileo will be composed of a constellation
of 30 satellites (www.esa.int/esaNA/ESAAZZ6708D_galileo_0.html); the current
GPS constellation consists of 30 satellites (tycho.usno.navy.mil/gpscurr.html). Since
both GPS and Galileo are designed to so that at least four satellites are in sight of by
anyone anywhere in the world, GPS users will be able to keep track of at least eight
GNSS satellites, which subsequently satisfies the RTK GPS requirement on the
minimum number of observable satellites (i.e., five satellites).

2.5.2 Wide-Area Differential GPS

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), a division of the United States
Department of Transportation (DOT), is developing the Wide Area Augmentation
System (WAAS). The WAAS is a differential GPS system covering the whole
continent of the United States using satellite (Intelsat Galaxy XV). A network of
WAAS ground reference stations monitors GPS satellite signals; a master station
generates a GPS positioning error correction message and uploads to the
geostationary WAAS satellite (Figure 2-41). Then, the WAAS satellite broadcast a
correction message using its navigation transponder by which the GPS positioning
accuracy is improved from 20 meters to approximately 1.5~2 meters. Table 2-9
shows the positioning accuracy improvement observed from 51 sites in the United
States.
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Figure 2-41. WAAS Architecture (www.faa.gov)

Table 2-9. Positioning accuracy of the WAAS
(CONUS: Continental United States)

2.5.3 Extended RTK Service

For RTK operation, a RTK GPS base station (or reference station) regularly
broadcasts its differential corrections compensating various GPS error sources to the
rover (i.e., RTK GPS receiver on a fixed or mobile platform). RTK GPS positioning
accuracy is dependent on the distance between base station and rover. For example,
the NovAtel RT2W provides 2 cm horizontal accuracy to the rover within 10 km
from the base station; however, the accuracy is degraded to 8 cm when the distance is
over 10 km due to GPS error sources such as the ionospheric (dominant error over 10
km) and tropospheric delays. To provide accurate RTK GPS accuracy at a range of
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over 10 km, we might need more RTK GPS base stations to form a network RTK
(www.network-rtk.info). Or the Nationwide Differential GPS (NDGPS) could
provide an alternative.

NDGPS is an expanded service of the Maritime Differential GPS designed to
cover the entire surface area of the United States and provide 10 m positioning
accuracy to surface users (www.navcen.uscg.gov). To date, there are 37 operational
National DGPS sites (Figure 2-42). The service is operated in the RTCM SC-104
broadcast standard (RTCM: The Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services)
via radiobeacon frequencies (300 KHz); the standard reserves its Type-18 and Type19 messages for RTK operation. If the 37 operational NDGPS sites (i.e., DGPS base
station) broadcast the message types, then terrestrial and coastal areas will be covered
by the RTK service.

Figure 2-42. NDGPS coverage (source: USCG Navigation Center)
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2.6 Summary

Section 2 describes our unique methodology for self-organized pointing and
the associated autonomous and precise pointing technique applicable to link initiation
in FSO networking. Since the link initiation should occur in less than 1 second with
microradian to milliradian accuracy, the use of accurate position and angular sensor
devices is therefore natural for the precise pointing. RTK GPS was used to provide
accurate pointing information as to where nodes are (the position coordinates) as well
as where an FSO transceiver directs its laser beam at local site (the pointing vector)
with centimeter accuracy. The information was essential to precisely align laser
beams between two FSO transceivers.

Because we employed the highly accurate GPS as a primary pointing sensor,
our pointing method is distinct from existing pointing methods using optical devices
(Ho et al., 2006; Ho et al., 2004; Epple, 2006; Wilkerson et al., 2006) or INS
combined with GPS (Epple, 2006; Wilkerson et al., 2006; Yee et al., 1998). Since the
RTK GPS provides centimeter level positioning accuracy on-the-fly, its high
accuracy will improve the performance of position and velocity estimation of a
mobile node for tracking.

The pointing method in Section 2.1 employed tilt sensors for static platform
and INS for mobile platform to measure the attitude angles of both platforms.
Because those local angular sensors and GPS are conventional navigation sensors, the
precise yaw information from RTK GPS can be combined with the roll and pitch
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outputs from the INS mounted on an aircraft (Lee et al., 1998; 2001); thus enabling us
to use the pointing technique in a dynamic environment.

The pointing sensors’ outputs contain measurement errors that affect accuracy
of the pointing information, i.e., roll, pitch, yaw, pointing vector and baseline vector.
In Section 2.2, how the pointing sensors’ measurement errors affect the pointing
accuracy was observed by computer simulation. The observation was based on the
error propagation law (Arras, 1998; Breipohl, 1970). The simulation provided the
variance (or standard deviation) of pointing accuracy, which represents the pointing
error distribution according to the sensor measurement errors; it was assumed that the
sensors’ measurement errors and the pointing error were normally distributed. Tables
C-1 through C-7 summarize the simulation results. The formula in Appendix B
estimates pointing accuracy (i.e., σ h and σ e ) for the given GPS and local angular
sensor accuracy performance. Because the pointing sensors’ accuracy performance
relates to their cost, the formula would be useful in estimating the cost for a desired
pointing accuracy.

A mid-range pointing experiment on the outdoor testbed on the University of
Maryland campus in College Park showed that the pointing accuracy was improved
as the length of pointing vector increases, as claimed in Section 2.1. The pointing
system used in the experiment consisted of RTK GPS, two-axis gimbal, and heliumneon laser ( λ = 633 nm ). The length of the pointing vector was 6, 9, 12, and 40
meters. Figure 2-43 shows the pointing errors observed during the experiment. The
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experiment demonstrated sub-milliradian pointing accuracy with 12-meter and 40meter pointing vector. The length of the pointing vector represented the distance
between the pointing system and a pre-determined target with known position.

Figure 2-43. Pointing error observations in the mid-range pointing experiment

Next, a reliability test was conducted to show how quickly (in seconds) and
successfully (in %) the sub-milliradian accuracy could be obtained with an automatic
pointing system; Figure 2-27 shows a diagram of the automatic pointing system. The
test with 150 pointing trials using an automatic pointing system demonstrated a 98 %
success rate of sub-milliradian pointing accuracy and 73 % success rate of 0.5
milliradian pointing accuracy: the maximum pointing error was 1.1356 milliradian
(distance to the pointing target: 40 m); Figure 2-44 shows a histogram of pointing
errors for the 150 pointing trials. Figure 2-27 implies that the speed of the automatic
pointing system is dependent on i) the output rate of pointing sensors (i.e., GPS, tilt
sensors, INS), ii) the position data latency of the remote pointing system, and iii) the
angular speed of two-axis gimbal; the computation time for generating control angles
(heading and elevation) was less than 20 msec with MATLAB (version 7.0).
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Total number of pointing trials = 150
(median = 0.40224 mrad; max = 1.1356 mrad)
45
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1.2
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Figure 2-44. A histogram of pointing errors in the reliability test (II)

It is important to note that the mid-range and short range pointing trials were
chosen for their difficulty to demonstrate sub-milliradian pointing accuracy. For
example, Figure 2-45 (b) shows pointing errors computed by the simulation method
(Section 2.2) for various lengths of pointing vector and baseline vector; for
simplicity, only GPS measurement error is considered as a pointing error source
(Figure 2-45 (a)). The graph in Figure 2-45 (b) implies that the shorter the lengths
of the two vectors, the more difficult to obtain the sub-milliradian pointing accuracy;
on the contrary, the longer the two vectors, the much smaller the pointing error (i.e.,
the higher the pointing accuracy). Figure 2-45 (c) displays GPS positioning
accuracy for different GPS systems.
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(b) A graph of pointing error vs. lengths of pointing and baseline vectors
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GPS
(<20m; Global)
Code DGPS
(<2m; WAAS: ~3000km)
Extended
RTK GPS
(<10cm; NDGPS, RTK
Network: >100km)
RTK GPS
(cm-level;
~10km)

(c) GPS accuracy vs. range (WAAS: Wide Area Augmentation System; NDGPS:
Nationwide Differential GPS)
Figure 2-45. Pointing accuracy improvement with increase in lengths of pointing and
baseline vectors
If either the accuracy of local angular sensors is very high or the platform is
placed at a location whose roll and pitch angle are precisely determined in advance,
then we can keep the local sensor measurement errors close to zero (i.e., σ φ = σ θ = 0 ).
Thus, pointing accuracy depends on the GPS performance. For example, it may be
possible to obtain 30 microradian pointing accuracy with link distance of 1~2 km
using the RTK GPS; 3 microradian pointing accuracy is obtainable with link distance
of 10 km using the RTK GPS (horizontal positioning accuracy: 2 cm). Even the
stand-alone GPS (horizontal positioning accuracy: 10 m) can provide milliradian
accuracy with the link distance of 10~20 km. Section 2.2.3 shows this possibility.
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Chapter 3: Topology Optimization
A FSO network must be capable of autonomous physical and logical
reconfiguration responding to changes in its link or traffic states due to the node
mobility and atmospheric obscuration (e.g., dense fog, dust, or snow). In the previous
chapter, a pointing technique for the physical reconfiguration was introduced. The
purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, we will provide logical reconfiguration
algorithms with the perspective of minimizing congestion due to varying traffic
demands to solve the Network Layer Topology Control Problem. Second, similar
algorithms will be applied to simultaneously optimize the two objectives of physical
network cost (due to node mobility and atmospheric obscuration) and congestion, i.e.,
solving Multiobjective Optimization Problem.

At the physical layer, performance is measured in terms of a bit-error-rate
(BER), which is a function of the received power at the FSO transceiver. A FSO link
is considered to be feasible if its BER is less than 10−9 (i.e., -45dBm=31.6 ×10−9 W).
Link distance and obscuration are the main factors which cause attenuation of the
optical signal, which results in increased (i.e., worse) BER; the longer the link
distance and the heavier the obscuration, the higher the link attenuation. Thus, the
higher the link attenuation, the more power needs to be transmitted in order to
maintain a given BER. The link attenuation (dBm) or transmission power (W)
between any origin and destination pairs of node is defined as the link cost. The
objective at the physical layer is to compute a topology with minimum overall cost.
In a bi-connected FSO network, this problem is reduced to finding an optimal ring
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network topology with minimum cost and is known to be NP complete (Llorca et al.
2004a)

An FSO transceiver uses a narrow, directional laser beam as its media. Thus,
in a bi-connected FSO network (a ring network) with n nodes, the traffic demand
between origin and destination nodes is routed in either of the two directions,
clockwise or counter-clockwise as shown in Figure 3-1.
origin
node

1
2

8

3

7
destination
node

4

6
5

Figure 3-1. Two routing directions in a ring network with eight nodes ( n = 8)

Since there are n(n − 1) possible origin-destination (OD) pairs in a bi-connected FSO
network with n nodes, so each topology has 2n ( n−1) possible routing directions;
routing is the process of selecting the sequence of paths in a network along which to
move data from origin-node to destination-node. Moreover, for a n -node ring
network, there are (n − 1)! 2 possible topologies because node 1 (center) is fixed.
The NLTCP can be defined as the pseudo-code in Figure 3-2.
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For i =1 to (n − 1)! 2 ,
Given the i -th topology,
For j =1 to n(n − 1) ,
Decide a routing direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise) for the
j -th OD pair which yields the least congestion;
End-For
Record the i -th topology (say TP(i ) ) and its congestion (say
congestion(i ) );
End-For
Take a minimum value of congestion(k ) among (n − 1)! 2 congestion
values); then the k -th topology TP (k ) is the solution to NLTCP with n
nodes.
Figure 3-2. Pseudo-code for NLTCP
As the above pseudo-code shows, solving NLTCP requires an exhaustive search of
the 2n ( n −1) × (n − 1)! 2 possible routings. For example, there exists 2.4329× 1018
topologies for a ring network with n =20 and it would take 2.4329× 1012 seconds or
2.8159× 107 days to complete the entire for-loops in the pseudo-code if each i -th forloop took one microsecond. This complexity of NLTCP makes it hard to solve the
problem in a reasonable time. However, the reconfiguration process must create a
new topology responding to the degradation in near-real time. Thus, a heuristic
approach might provide a solution to this dilemma. Finding a fast heuristic which
provides a near-optimal solution is one of the objectives of this research.

In this research, a ring network topology is considered. A ring network
topology can form a backbone network with a sub-network at each node (Figure 3-3
(a)). Figure 3-3 (b) illustrates that a mesh network topology is formed by adding two
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new links (i.e., links (1,3) and (2, 4) ) to the ring network topology in Figure 3-3 (a)
with supplementary FSO transceiver at each node (i.e., three transceivers at each
node). The exterior ring network topology still forms a basic backbone network. The
additional link would be used to split demand when the demand is large or send data
with priority directly to the destination node. Figure 3-3 (c) shows a mesh network
which decomposes into two ring network topologies. The coverage area of the ring
network is constrained by the range of the directional laser beam of the FSO
transceiver (“A” in Figure 3-3 (d)). Hence, nodes need to spread out for extending
the coverage area (“B” and “C” in Figure 3-3 (d)). In this case, a tree topology might
be a proper choice to represent the configuration of nodes (dotted line). Llorca et al.
(2006) used a tree topology to configure an initial connected topology in a FSO
network; their objective was to minimize network cost. However, a ring topology can
also map the configuration with achieving the multiobjective purpose of minimizing
both cost and congestion (“C” in Figure 3-3 (d)).
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(c) Mesh networks and their equivalent ring network topologies
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Figure 3-3. Ring network topologies

The assumptions are that i) all possible links are feasible, ii) the links are
uncapacitated (thus NLTCP and MOP are examples of an uncapacitated network
design problem) by which all links are assumed to have sufficient capacity so that
sum of flow in any link is under its link capacity, iii) the shortest hop route is chosen
when a longer path exists between origin and destination nodes, and iv) the number of
nodes and the cost and traffic matrices are known (or continuously updated). The
shortest hop route in assumption iii) is unidirectional and considers multi-hop path by
which to send data from origin-node to destination-node through two or more links.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, literature reviews are
presented to review optimization problems in fiber optic networks. These types of
networks are important since synchronous optical and wavelength division
multiplexing networks deal with routing and logical topology control problems to
efficiently utilize a high capacity of optical fiber, which is similar to the congestion
minimization problem in FSO networks. Then heuristic algorithms for dynamic
reconfiguration of ring network topologies in FSO networks responding to changes in
the physical layer cost and network layer congestion are provided. Through various
numerical tests, the performance (optimality gap) of heuristic algorithms is measured
for a bi-connected FSO network with n ≤ 15 . Next, a measure of estimating the
optimality gap is introduced; the measure is quite useful for the ring network with
n > 15 . Finally, a sample application of the heuristic algorithms is presented.
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3.1 Background: Multiobjective Programming Methods

This section introduces terminology for multiobjective programming and
techniques for generating Pareto optimal solutions. The general multiobjective
optimization problem with n decision variables, m constraints and p objectives is
minimize z1 ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )
minimize z2 ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )

minimize z p ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )

,

(11)

subject to
gi ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) ≤ 0, i = 1,..., m
j = 1,..., n

x j : continuous or discrete,

where zk ( x1 ,..., xn ) is the k -th single objective function out of p objectives, and
gi ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) is the i -th constraint out of m constraints. The decision space
consists of the decision variables ( x1 ,..., xn ) satisfying the constraints above, and the
objective space is composed of the objective function values ( z1 ,..., z p ) for each
feasible variables. If a decision maker provides his utility function U ( z1 ,..., z p )
which can map the p objective function values to a real number, then it is possible to
solve the multiobjective optimization problem with the given utility function as
(assuming it is linear):
minimize U = c1 z1 + c2 z2 + ... + c p z p
subject to
gi ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) ≤ 0, i = 1,..., m
x j : continuous or discrete,

,

(12)

j = 1,..., n

where ck is the cost coefficient for achieving the k -th single objective, and p
objectives ck zk for k = 1,..., p are in the same unit. However, if such utility function
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does not exist, then the decision maker might want to find the Pareto optimal
solutions x* to (11). Pareto optimal solutions and dominance are defined as follows
(Marler et al., 2004; Steuer, 2004):
Definition. A point, x* ∈ X , is Pareto optimal if and only if there does not
exist another point, x ∈ X , such that F ( x) ≤ F ( x* ) and Fi ( x) < Fi ( x* ) for at
least one function, where F ( x) = ( F1 ( x), F2 ( x),..., Fp ( x)) .
Definition. Let z1 , z 2 ∈ R p be vectors in an objective space. Then

z1 = ( z11 , z21 ,..., z1p ) dominates z 2 = ( z12 , z22 ,..., z 2p ) if and only if z1 ≥ z 2 and
z1 ≠ z 2 (i.e., z1k ≥ zk2 for all k and z1k > zk2 for at least one k ).
Consider the following example:


z1 = z ( x1 ) = (10,30) for x1 = (1,1)



z 2 = z ( x 2 ) = (10, 20) for x 2 = (2, 2)



z 3 = z ( x3 ) = (20,10) for x3 = (3,3)

x1 is not Pareto optimal because there exists x 2 such that z1 = (10,30) ≥ z 2 = (10, 20)
and z12 = 30 > z22 = 20 ; thus, z1 is dominated by z 2 . x 2 and x3 are Pareto optimal
solutions, and z 2 ( x 2 ) and z 3 ( x 3 ) are non-dominated in objective space.

Figure 3-4 shows an example of a feasible region and Pareto optimal
solutions in objective space for a two-objective optimization problem. In the figure,
the Pareto optimal solutions are distributed on the southwestern-most boundary of
feasible region (i.e., between points A and B ) (called Southwest Rule) (Cohon,
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2003). A graphical representation of the feasible region in objective space for the
multiobjective optimization problem is useful to figure out the Pareto optimal
solutions as shown in Figure 3-4. Conversely, the Pareto optimal solutions can also
be generated by a number of approaches such as the weighting method and the
constraint method (Cohon, 2003).
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objective space

Dominant
solutions

A

z1

Figure 3-4. Pareto optimality: minimize both objectives ( z1 , z2 )

A. The Weighting Method
For the weighting method, the single objective functions in (11) are combined
with weights wk as follows:
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p

minimize z ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) = ∑ wk zk ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )
k =1

subject to
gi ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) ≤ 0, i = 1,..., m
x j : continuous or discrete,

j = 1,..., n

,

(13)

p

∑w

k

=1

k =1

wk > 0, k = 1,..., p
where the units of each weighted objective wk zk for all k = 1,..., p is same. The
weight wk represents relative importance (or preference) of each objective zk to the
decision maker. For each set of weights ( w1 , w2 ,..., wp ) , an optimal solution to (13) is
Pareto optimal for (11) as long as the weights are positive (Cohon, 2003; Theorem
3.1.2 in Miettinen, 1999) and the optimization problem is convex (Theorem 3.1.4 in
Miettine, 1999). For example, Figure 3-5 (c) displays the feasible region in objective
space for a two-objective optimization problem to minimize both cost and congestion
in a bi-connected ring network topology with ten nodes given the traffic matrix and
cost matrix from Figures 3-5 (a) and (b). The five circles in Figure 3-5 (c) represents
Pareto optimal solutions in objective space for w ∈ {0.005, 0.01,..., 0.99, 0.995} ; the
equally spaced 199 different weight sets ( w,1 − w) with ∆w = 0.005 were used. This
example shows that the weighting method approximates the Pareto optimal set;
however, it might skip over some solutions (e.g., A and B in Figure 3-5 (c)). The
problem of skipping some Pareto optimal solutions may happen in an integer
programming problem because its Pareto optimal set is non-convex. Figure 3-5 (d)
shows three solutions in objective space. A Pareto optimal solution C is under the
line which is a linear combination of two Pareto optimal solutions A and B ; thus, it
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may not be discovered. This phenomenon is called a “duality gap”. Since the best
weight sets which provide the entire Pareto optimal set are unknown, the weighting
method would be useful to proceed by first with large step sizes ( ∆w ) for the weights
to find a rough approximation of the dominant solutions. Then, the process should
repeat with a smaller step size for a range of weight sets of particular interest (Cohon,
2003)

(a) Traffic matrix

(b) Cost Matrix

B
Southwest
Rule

A

(c) Feasible and Pareto optimal solutions in objective space with w = 0.005
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(d) Example of skipping a Pareto-optimal solution
Figure 3-5. Application example of the weighting method

B. The Constraint Method
Instead of articulating weights, the one can solve a single-objective problem
using just zh by constraining the other objectives zk by some values Lk for
k = 1,..., h − 1, h + 1,..., p . In this way, the Pareto optimal solutions in objective space

are generated by solving a series of single-objective problems. This method is called
the constraint method, and the single-objective subproblem is expressed as:

minimize zh ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )
subject to
gi ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) ≤ 0, i = 1,..., m
x j : continuous or discrete,

(14)

j = 1,..., n

zk ≤ Lk , k = 1,..., h − 1, h + 1,..., p
The bounds Lk must be chosen so that the resulting single-objective problem (14)
should be feasible. For a linear program, the optimal solution x* to (14) must satisfy
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zk ( x* ) = Lk for k = 1,..., h − 1, h + 1,..., p . If the binding condition does not hold for

some k ∈ {1,..., h − 1, h + 1,..., p} , then the resulting ( z1 ,..., z p ) may not be Pareto
optimal (Cohon, 2003). For a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) whose decision
variables are discrete, the binding condition may not hold because the non-convexity
of the feasible region in decision space and objective space (Theorems 3.2.6 and 3.2.8
in Miettinen, 1999). For example, if Lk = 180.5 and zk is always integer in objective
space, then zk ≤ 180.5 which means the constraint does not bind; if the solution for
zk is 180, then there is a gap of Lk − zk = 0.5 . In this case, a continuous slack
variable can be used to compute the gap Lk − zk , and then Lk is adjusted to 180 so
that the gap is zero (i.e., zk is bound to Lk ) (Gabriel et al., 2006). For this purpose,
the single objective problem (14) can be changed as follows:
minimize zh ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )
subject to
gi ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) ≤ 0, i = 1,..., m
x j : continuous or discrete,

j = 1,..., n

(15)

zk + sk ≤ Lk , k = 1,..., h − 1, h + 1,..., p
sk ≥ 0, k = 1,..., h − 1, h + 1,..., p

The application of the constraint method starts with a payoff table which
consists of the optimal solution x*j to each single objective in (11) and the p
objective function values to the optimal solution (i.e., zk ( x*j ) for j = 1,..., n and for
k = 1,..., p . Thus, the payoff table is a n × p matrix whose cells are filled with zk ( x*j ) .

For the example from Figure 3-6, the payoff table is as follows:
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z1 ( x1* )

z2 ( x2* )

x1*

173

6342

x2*

248

5487

Figure 3-6. Application example of the constraint method (each dotted line
corresponds to the constraint z2 ≤ L2 )
The points A = [173, 6342] and B = [ 248,5487 ] represent the solutions in the payoff
table. Then, using the points in the payoff table, Lk is chosen as:
Lk = nk +

t
( M k − nk ) for k = 1,..., p ,
r −1

(16)

where M k and nk are the maximum and minimum value for the k -th column in the
payoff table, r is the number of step size between M k and nk , and
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t = 0, 1, 2,..., (r-1) . For example, for the 1st column in the payoff table above,
M 1 = 248 , n1 = 173 , M 2 = 6342 , and n2 = 5487 . With r = 10 , L1 and L2 are set as
follows:
L1 = 173 +

t
(248 − 173) for t = 0,..., 9 , and
10 − 1

L2 = 5487 +

t
(6342 − 5487) for t = 0,..., 9 .
10 − 1

The single objective problem (15) is solved with r p −1 combinations of Lk for
k = 1,..., h − 1, h + 1,..., p . Thus, the total number of the single-objective problems to
solve is p × r p −1 . Since the r p −1 combinations of Lk for k = 1,..., h − 1, h + 1,..., p
create a new feasible region in decision space and objective space, it is helpful to find
new Pareto optimal points.

For higher dimensional problems with p ≥ 3 , the constraint method can
generate infeasible solutions. For example, Figure 3-7 shows a feasible region in
three dimensional objective space with p = 3 . When z3 is minimized with z1 ≤ L1
and z2 ≤ L2 , the five combinations of ( L1 , L2 ) which are five points, A , B , C , D ,
and E in Figure 3-7. Because the five points are out of the feasible region, they lead
to infeasible problems.
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Figure 3-7. Applying the constraint method to a three-objective problem: some of the
constrained problems are infeasible (Cohon, 2003)

C. Selection of the Generating Technique for the MOP: The Weighting Method

For the two-objective optimization problem minimizing both network cost and
congestion simultaneously, the weighting method was chosen to approximate Pareto
optimal solutions. The heuristic method for the MOP is based on a two-swapping
method for a neighborhood search. The weighting method is a good fit for the
heuristic method, in which the weighted objective function value is computed for
each swap. However, the constraint method requires implementing the binding
constraints zk ≤ Lk in (14) and (15). Since the number of binding constraints is r p −1
and each binding constraint is implemented by IF-THEN statements, the heuristic
contains r p −1 IF-THEN condition statements. This means that the constraint method
would make the structure of heuristic code much bulkier than the weighting method.
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In addition, the IF-THEN condition statements can block some good feasible
solutions which may lead to improved objective function value in the next
neighborhood search. For this reason, only the weighting method was used.
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3.2 Fiber Optic Network

3.2.1 Synchronous Optical Network
A Synchronous Optical NETwork (SONET) is equipped with high-speed adddrop multiplexing capability up to 9.953 Gbps (Optical Carrier-192). Its Self-Healing
Ring architecture (SHR) provides a self-healing capability which automatically
restores disrupted services due to damage on an optical fiber link. The self-healing
capability is carried by a second protection ring parallel to the working ring as 1:1
Unidirectional SHR (Figure 3-8 (a)), or by a single ring where its half capacity is
reserved for protection as Bidirectional SHR /2 (BSHR/2) (Figure 3-8 (b)).

1

working ring

protection ring

4

2

Data Traffic

Fiber
3

Protection

(a) 1:1 USHR

(b) BSHR/2

Figure 3-8. SHR architecture in SONET
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In BSHR/2, SONET consists of a single fiber ring; working traffic utilizes a
half of the capacity and the rest is reserved for protection. Hence a load balancing is
required so that any traffic on the fiber should not be over half of the capacity of the
ring. An associated optimization problem is called the Ring Loading Problem (RLP).

RLP is defined on an undirected ring network R = ( N , A) with a node set
N = {1, 2,..., n} and an arc set A. The goal of RLP is to minimize the maximum traffic
load on a link by considering how to route the traffic demand between origindestination pairs. This is accomplished by routing in i) either of two directions
(clockwise or counter-clockwise), or ii) routing a fraction ( a , where 0 < a < 1 ) of the
traffic demand in clockwise and the rest fraction ( 1 − a ) of traffic demand in counterclockwise (Goldschmidt et al., 2003; van Hoesel, 2005; Karunanithi et al., 1994; Lee
et al., 1997; Myung et al., 1997; Schrijver et al., 1998; Myung et al., 2004; Wang,
2005). The problem in which each demand is entirely routed in clockwise or counterclockwise is called as the RLPWO and it has been shown to be NP-complete (Cosares
et al., 1992). RLP is a routing problem which finds optimal routing on a fixed
physical topology.

3.2.2 Wavelength Division Multiplexing Network
A Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) network transmits multichannel (or multiple wavelengths) signals on a single optical fiber to utilize a high
capacity of optical fiber. Given that the physical topology of WDM is fixed, each
wavelength is assigned between two nodes to make a lightpath. For instance, a
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wavelength λ2 is assigned between node i and node k as shown in Figure 3-9 (b); it
forms a lightpath consisting of physical links (i, j ) and ( j , k ) and a wavelength λ2
assigned on the two links. There are two constraints to form a lightpath:

 A lightpath is spanned by the same wavelength;
 Lightpaths passing the same physical link must have different wavelengths to
avoid conflict (interference).
Figure 3-9 (c) shows an example of wavelength assignment by those two constraints
and its corresponding logical topology consisting of four wavelengths and seven
lightpaths. Any origin-destination (or source-destination) nodes pair in traffic
demand that are not directly connected by a lightpath routes its data packets through
two or more lightpaths (multi-hopping). For instance, traffic demand between origin
node 4 and destination node 5 can be routed through multiple lightpaths: (4,2) →(2,1)
→(1,5), (4,3) →(3,1) →(1,5) or (4,2) →(2,6) →(6,5). New logical topology is
obtained by rearranging the lightpaths (i.e., using different wavelength assignment) as
shown in Figure 3-9 (d).
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(a) Physical Topology
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(b) Multiple-channel transmission on physical links (optical fibers)
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(c) Wavelength assignment and its corresponding logical topology
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(d) New topology creation by rearranging the lightpaths
Figure 3-9. WDM network

In a WDM network, the logical topology is dynamically reconfigured
corresponding to traffic pattern change, network element failures and network
element additions. The logical topology reconfiguration is carried out to minimize
the network congestion (Ramaswami et al., 1996), or minimize the average packet
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delay due to queueing delays at the intermediate nodes with link propagation delays
(Mukherjee et al., 1996). An associated mixed-integer linear optimization problem
can be solved which consists of two subproblems, a logical topology design problem
and a routing problem; but as shown previously it is NP-complete (Banerjee et al.,
2004; Chlamtac et al., 1993; Narula-Tam et al., 2000).

The search space for the best logical topology relative to the objective of
minimizing the network congestion or the average packet delays grows at least as fast
as n ! , where n is the number of nodes in the network. For example, Figure 3-10 (a)
shows a logical ring network topology formed by disconnecting the lightpath between
node 1 and node 4 in Figure 3-9 (a) with six nodes (1-2-3-4-5-6) and four
wavelengths λ1 ~ λ4 . A new topology is obtained by changing the order of six nodes
in the logical ring network topology (e.g., 1-2-3-4-6-5 or 1-2-4-3-5-6, etc.); thus there
are 5! possible topologies. If a second transceiver is added to each node and it can
switch one of four wavelengths λ5 ~ λ8 (Figure 3-10 (b)), then the total number of
logical ring network topologies is increased to (5!) × (5!) = (5!)2 . A ring network with
p

n nodes and p transceivers per node consists of ( (n − 1)!) possible logical
topologies (Narula-Tam et al., 2000).
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(b) Ring network topology with two optical transceivers per node
Figure 3-10. WDM network with ring network topology

Because it is impractical to determine the optimal topology with optimal routing by
solving a mixed-integer linear program, heuristic approaches were introduced: a local
search by applying 2-branch exchange or 3-branch exchange (Labourdette et al.,
1991; Narula-Tam et al., 2000) or a combination of simulated annealing and flow
deviation (Mukherjee et al., 1996). Narula-Tam et al. (2000), Mukherjee et al. (1996),
Ramaswami et al. (1996), and Zhang et al. (1995) used shortest hop routing in their
heuristic algorithms to simplify the routing subproblem.
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3.3 Free-Space Optical Network: Dynamic Reconfiguration of Ring Network
Topologies
RLP in SONET BSHR/2 is a routing problem in which the physical topology
is fixed. In a WDM network, the physical topology is also fixed, but, however, the
logical topology is reconfigured to minimize the network congestion or the average
packet delay between any origin-destination nodes pair in traffic demand.

An FSO network consists of fixed or mobile nodes and both the physical and
logical topologies should be reconfigured because it is a wireless optical
communication network. Thus the physical distance between nodes and the
atmospheric condition surrounding each node is varying. If the physical distance is
so large or the atmospheric obscuration (e.g., dense fog, dust, or snow) is so high that
their directional links experience optical signal attenuation, then it brings about link
failure or large increase in transmission power to compensate the attenuation. The
physical distance and atmospheric obscuration can be construed as network costs
(Llorca et al., 2004a). With such an approach in an optimization problem which
seeks the minimum cost topology given the network cost of all possible physical links
in the network can be solved. Such a problem is called the Physical Layer Topology
Control Problem (PLTCP) (Llorca et al., 2004b).

In contrast, logical topology is reconfigured responding to changes in traffic
pattern. The reconfiguration is carried out to minimize the network congestion
defined as either the sum of loads on all active links in the network or the maximum
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load on an active link in the network. An associated optimization problem to solve is
called the NLTCP (Shim et al., 2005). In a bi-connected FSO network (a ring
network), the NLTCP finds a best ring network topology (i.e., physical links between
nodes) whose congestion is minimal by assuming that all possible optical links
between any two nodes in the network are feasible (no optical signal attenuation).
Since there are n(n − 1) possible origin-destination pairs in a bi-connected FSO
network with n nodes, each topology has 2n ( n−1) possible routings. Moreover, for a

n -node ring network, there are

(n − 1)!
possible topologies. Hence NLTCP requires
2

an exhaustive search of the 2n ( n −1) ×

(

2

(n − 1)!
possible routings, which implies that the
2

)

complexity of NLTCP is O 2n × n ! . This complexity of NLTCP makes it hard to
solve the problem in a reasonable time. However the reconfiguration process must
create a new ring network topology responding to the traffic demand change in nearreal time. Thus, a heuristic approach might be a solution to this dilemma. Finding a
fast heuristic which provides a near-optimal solution to NLTCP is one of the
objectives of this research.

For the dynamic reconfiguration of an FSO network, a multiobjective
optimization approach is necessary to find a best topology whose network cost and
congestion is as low as possible.

In Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we introduce the mathematical formulations for
NLTCP and MOP in a bi-connected FSO network (ring network).
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3.3.1 Network Layer Topology Control Problem
Figure 3-11 shows an example of a ring network topology in a bi-connected
FSO network with five nodes. Each node is equipped with two FSO transceivers, and
each arc represents a bi-directional data link. An important objective in managing
such a network involves minimizing the network congestion. Figure 3-12 illustrates
the notion of traffic congestion on a link: the traffic congestion on each link, (A,B) or
(B,C), is the sum of traffic flows passing through the link. The traffic demand
between any OD pair is defined as the bits per second (bps); a traffic matrix R
represents traffic demand of all OD pairs. However, each entry in the traffic matrix
R may express the average rate of traffic flow (in the unit of packets per second) for

the OD pair (Mukherjee et al., 1996) or the arrival rate of packets (in the unit of
packets per second) at node o whose destination is node d (Ramaswami et al., 1996).

1
2

5
3

4

Figure 3-11. A ring network topology ( n =5)
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Figure 3-12. Example of cumulative traffic congestion on a link

Notation and model formulation
For a given ring network topology, the following notation is used:
N

: Set of all nodes in the system

i, j

: Nodes in N

(i, j )

: Arc connecting nodes i and j

Ω

: Set of all OD pairs, Ω = {( o, d ) ∈ N × N , o ≠ d }

ω

: OD pair, ω = (o, d )

o(ω )

: Origin node of OD pair, o(ω ) ∈ N

d (ω )

: Destination node of OD pair, d (ω ) ∈ N , o(ω ) ≠ d (ω ), ∀ω

rω

: Traffic demand between OD pair ω = (o, d ) (in bit-per-second)

R

: Traffic matrix, R(o, d ) = rω for each ω = (o, d )

A topology matrix Y is defined as follows:
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1 if arc (i, j) exists in the topology
yij = 
0 otherwise
with yij = y ji . Also, the flow indicator for OD-pair ω using arc ( i, j ) is given as:

1 if the traffic of OD pair ω uses arc (i,j)
fωij = 
0 otherwise
with fωij ≠ fωji constraining the flow at arc ( i, j ) for OD-pair ω in just one direction
at a time. Note that the variables yij are binary variables associated with the
existence of physical data link (e.g., narrow and directional laser beam) from node i
to j , and variables fωij are associated with the utilization of the link (i, j ) to route
the traffic of the particular OD pair. Then the mathematical formulation for NLTCP
is expressed as follows:


 min
y, f


z1 =

∑ ∑ rω fω
ω

ij

=(o,d ) (i , j )



 or  min
 y , f




z2 =  max ∑ rω fωij  
 (i , j ) ω = ( o , d )
 

(17)

n

s.t.

∑y

=2

∀j

(18)

=2

∀i

(19)

fωii = 0

∀ω , i

(20)

fωij ≤ yij

∀ω , i, j

(21)

fωij + fωji ≤ 1 , ∀ω , i, j

(22)

ij

i =1

n

∑y

ij

j =1

n

∑ fω

, o (ω ), i

= 1 , ∀ω

(23)

, i , o (ω )

= 0 , ∀ω

(24)

i =1

n

∑ fω
i =1
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n

∑ fω

, i , d (ω )

= 1 , ∀ω

(25)

, d (ω ), i

= 0 , ∀ω

(26)

i =1

n

∑ fω
i =1

n

n

i =1

i =1

∑ fωij = ∑ fωji , ∀ω and i, j ≠ o(ω ), d (ω )
yij ∈ {0,1} , ∀(i, j ) ∈ N × N

(27)
(28)

fωij ∈ {0,1}, ∀ω , i, j

The objective function (17) has either form of minimizing the total traffic congestion
on the network (i.e., min
y, f

∑ ∑ rω fω

ij

) or minimizing the maximum traffic

ω =( o , d ) ( i , j )



congestion in a link on the network (i.e., min  max ∑ rω fωij  ). The purpose of
y, f
 (i , j ) ω =(o ,d )

the former objective is to minimize the total transmission delay for packets traversing
the network. The purpose of the latter objective is to minimize the largest link
congestion (or load) which may result in more evenly balanced load across links.
Constraints (18) and (19) ensure that each node is of degree two (i.e., FSO
transceivers at each node). Constraint (20) stipulates that there is no traffic flow
between a node and itself. When a link (i, j ) does not exist ( yij = 0 ), no OD pair will
use this link for communication ( fωij = 0 , ∀ω ) as enforced by constraint (21).
Constraint (22) specifies that for any OD pair, the link (i, j ) is unidirectional at any
given time so as to avoid traffic loops. Additionally, the origin node can use only one
link to send out the traffic as shown in constraint (23), and this node does not receive
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traffic from any other nodes as shown in constraint (24). For the destination node, it
can receive traffic from only one link (constraint (25)) and also does not send out any
traffic to other nodes (constraint (26)). For any OD pair, the degree for entering arcs
for each node, which is not an origin node nor a destination node, is equal to the
degree for exiting arcs, as stipulated in constraint (27). Thus, we see that NLTCP is a
binary linear program. Since the NLTCP is an uncapacitated network design problem,
it does not impose any link capacity constraints such as “the sum of flow in a link ≤
link capacity”. The link constraints prevent any overflow in a link so that the
capacities of links are not exceeded and that the link bandwidths are economically
distributed to the traffic demand by binding the link capacity constraints (i.e.,
reducing an unused capacity) under a set of routing and flow constraints (Pióro et al.,
2004). The uncapacitated problem may be considered in a network planning to
determine how much resource capacity is needed. Once the capacity in a network is
known and the traffic demand is given, the capacitated problem decides how to
allocate the traffic flow among the links in a network that optimizes a given network
performance goal (e.g., minimum congestion routing) (Pióro et al., 2004).

Lastly, note that subtours will be avoided due to the presence of constraints
(7) and (9). For example, suppose that a ring network topology with eight nodes has
two subtours as shown in Figure 3-13. Then the subtours cannot satisfy constraints
n

(7) and (9) (i.e.,

∑ fω
i =1

n

∑
i =1

n

, o (ω ), i

= 1 , ∀ω and

∑ fω

, i , d (ω )

= 1 , ∀ω , respectively) because

i =1

ω = (3, 6), o(ω ) = 3
, and
fω ,o(ω ),i ≠ 1 with 
ω = (6, 3), o(ω ) = 6
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n

∑ fω
i =1

,i , d ( ω )

≠ 1 with

ω = (3, 6), d (ω ) = 6
. Since the constraints (7) and (9) should be satisfied for all OD

ω = (6,3), d (ω ) = 3
pairs Ω = {ω = ( o, d ) ∈ N × N , o ≠ d } . Thus, NLTCP model does not allow subtours.

A ring network topology
without a subtour

Two subtours

1

1

5

2

6

3

7

4

5

2

6
3

7

4

8
8

Figure 3-13. n = 8 ring network topology and its subtours

Shim et al. (2005) mentioned that NLTCP is a computationally hard problem
as the number of nodes n increases because it is a binary linear program; they
applied branch-and-bound technique to solve the problem with a commercial solver
(e.g., XPRESS-MP). They introduced two new Shortest Path Constraints and
Partition Constraints to efficiently solve the problem. The Shortest Path Constraints
and Partition Constraints increase the lower bound of the LP (linear program)
relaxation, thereby reducing the number of branches in the branch-and-bound tree in
the MIP (mixed-integer program) search. They showed that the two constraints speed
up the solution time in the solver for networks with ten or less nodes. In what follows,
we describe these two sets of constraints.
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Shortest Path Constraints
The Shortest Path Constraints enforce the traffic demand of each OD pair
route by the smaller number of arcs (hops) between the OD pair. For example, there
are two paths between ω = (1, 2) , (1,2) or (1,4) → (4,3) → (3,2) in a four-node ring
network topology as shown in Figure 3-14. The former path (1,2) has one arc
between node 1 and node 2; the latter one (1,4) → (4,3) → (3,2) has three arcs. Thus,
the former path is shorter. The Shortest Path Constraints in a bi-connected ring
network with n nodes is mathematically stated as follows:
n

n

∑∑ fω
i =1 j =1

n

ij

n
≤   for ∀ω ∈ Ω ,
2

n

∑∑ fω

in which

ij

is the number of arcs between the OD pair, ω = (o, d ) . For the

i =1 j =1

example in Figure 3-14, the longer path (1,4) → (4,3) → (3,2) for ω = (1, 2) cannot
satisfy this constraint because:
4

4

∑∑ fω

= (1,2) ij

i =1 j =1

4

But,

4

∑∑ fω
i =1 j =1

= (1,2) ij

4
= fω =(1,2)ij =(1,4) + fω =(1,2) ij =(4,3) + fω =(1,2) ij =(3,2) = 3 >   = 2 .
2

4
= fω =(1,2) ij =(1,2) = 1 ≤   = 2 . It is important to note that the right2

4
hand side   is related to going around the ring at most half way.
2
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1

2

4

3

Figure 3-14. Example of a n = 4 ring network topology

Motivated by the Shortest Path Constraints, we can generate a distance matrix
DIST , measuring the shorter number of arcs between each OD pair (e.g., the length

of the shortest path). For the example in Figure 3-14, the distance matrix is:
d

1

2

3

4

1

0

1

2

1

2

1

0

1

2

3

2

1

0

1

4

1

2

1

0

o

DIST =

Figure 3-15. A distance matrix for a topology in Figure 3-14

As can be seen, each element in the distance matrix is the number of arcs in the
shortest path for each OD pair. For example, the shortest path between ω = (1, 2) is
(1,2); thus, DIST (1, 2) = 1 . Shim et al. (2005) showed that the objective function for
the total traffic congestion can be expressed as:

∑ ∑ rω fω
ω
=( o ,d ) ( i , j )

ij

=


 n n
rω  ∑ fωij  = ∑∑ rω = ( o, d ) DIST (o, d )
=( o ,d )
 (i, j )
 o =1 d =1

∑
ω
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(29)

The objective function is a simple summation of element-by-element products of two
separate terms, rω and DIST (o, d ) . Equation (29) allows us to find optimal solutions
by enumerating all possible ring network topologies. Also, because the objective
function value is computed by (29) for each topology, (29) is used in a heuristic
algorithm described later, to calculate the objective function value (Shim et al., 2005).

One of the main advantages of the Shortest Path Constraints is that they
simplify the routing decision in NLTCP. There are 2n ( n−1) possible routing directions
(i.e., clockwise or counter-clockwise) for n(n − 1) possible OD pairs in a ring network
n

with n nodes. However, the shortest path constraint

n

∑∑ fω
i =1 j =1

ij

n
≤   for ∀ω ∈ Ω
2

reduces the 2n ( n−1) possible routing directions by n(n − 1) because the shorter path
between each OD pair is enforced. Hence the Shortest Path Constraints reduce the
(n − 1)! 

n2
computational complexity of NLTCP from O  2n ( n −1) ×
  O 2 × n ! to
2 


(

)

(n − 1)! 

2
O  n(n − 1) ×
  O ( n × n !) , which is a significant computational gain. Note
2 

that the optimal objective function value of NLTCP with the Shortest Path
Constraints is the same as the one without the constraints because of the relation in
(29). However, the NLTCP with the Shortest Path Constraints provides a solution
faster than the one without the constraints (Shim et al., 2005).
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Partition Constraints

Partition Constraints (for n even only) are based on patterns in the n × n
topology matrix Y and distance matrix DIST . Constraints (30)~(33) are examples of
such patterns; Figure 3-16 illustrates the meaning of those constraints.
7

n( B ) =

8

∑
∑
i =1 j =i +1

0 ≤ n (B) =

15

yij = n( H ) =

n
−1
2

n
2

16

∑
∑ yij = 7 ,
i =9 j =i +1

(30)

∑
∑ yij ≤ 2 −1 = 7 ,
i =1 j =i +1
n −1

0 ≤ n(H ) =

n

n

(31)

yij ≤ − 1 = 7 ,
∑n j∑
2
=i +1
n

(32)

i = +1
2
7

d ( B) =

8

∑∑
i =1 j = i +1

15

DIST (i, j ) = d ( H ) =

16

∑ ∑ DIST (i, j) = 84 .

(33)

i =9 j = i +1

Here n( P ) and d ( P ) represent, respectively, the number of elements equal to 1 in
partition P of the matrix Y and the sum of elements in partition P of DIST . Figure
3-16 (b) shows that the number of elements equal to 1 in the two partitions B and H
(defined in Figure 3-16 (a)) is equal, and the number is less than or equal to n 2 (i.e.,
constraints (30), (31) and (32)). For the DIST matrix, the sum of elements in
partition B is equal to the one in partition H as shown in Figure 3-16 (c).
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(b) Partitions on a topology matrix Y for n = 16
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(c) Partitions on a distance matrix DIST for n = 16
Figure 3-16. Examples of Partition Constraints for n = 16 (Gabriel et al., 2006)

Triangle Inequality Constraints

Shim et al. (2005) used DIST (o, d ) variable to define the number of arcs of
n

n

the shortest path for OD pair, ω = (o, d ) : DIST (o, d ) = ∑∑ fωij . Here, we propose
i =1 j =1

two new constraints denoted as Triangle Inequality Constraints, whose purpose, like
for the Shortest Path and Partition Constraints, is to increase the lower bound in a
continuous relaxation of NLTCP.

First, we define some terms used in the proof. Let v(o, d ) be the number of
arcs in the shorter direction between node o and node d around the topology.
Figure 3-17 (a) shows the shorter and longer paths in a bi-connected ring network
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topology. Note that the “left” and “right” sides of the circles are relative to the nodes
o and d in question as well as where the center line is drawn. Let N = {1, 2,..., n} be
a set of nodes in the topology. Let S be an ordered set of nodes which are on the
shorter path between node o and node d , in which nodes o and d are included. Let
S be an ordered set of nodes which are on the longer path between node o and node
d , in which nodes o and d are included. Thus, the intersection of S and S is

{o, d } .

Figure 3-17 (c) shows an example of the ordered sets, S and S . It is

assumed that node o and node d are end-to-end nodes in the shorter and longer path,
and an intermediate node k must not be an end node (i.e., k ≠ o, d ).

o
w(o,k)

k

n
v ( o, d ) ≤  
2
w(k,d)
d

(a) When OD pair (o, d ) is on the “left” side of the circle of a ring topology
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o
w(o,k)

k

n
v ( o, d ) ≤  
2
w(k,d)
d

(b) When OD pair (o, d ) is on the “right” side of the circle of a ring topology
e
o

f

a

v(o,d)

g

b

h

c

i
d

j

The shorter path
o

a

b

c

d

S = {o, a, b, c, d }, v (o, d ) = S − 1 = 4
The longer path
o

e

f

g

h

i

j

d

S = {o, e, f , g , h, i, j , d }, w(o, d ) = S − 1 = 7

(c) An illustration of ordered set, S and S
Figure 3-17. Shorter and longer paths in a bi-connected ring network topology
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If node o and node d are on the left side of the circle of the ring topology as shown
in Figure 3-17 (a), then the number of arcs between node o and node k and between
node k and node d in the clockwise direction are w(o, k ) and w(k , d ) , respectively.
If node o and node d are on the right side of the circle of the ring topology as shown
in Figure 3-17 (b), the number of arcs between node o and node k and between node
k and node d in the counter-clockwise direction are w(o, k ) and w(k , d ) ,

respectively.

Triangle Inequality Constraints:

Theorem: The following two sets of constraints are valid for any feasible topology.

i)

DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d ) ≥ DIST (o, d ) for ∀ o, k , d ∈ N , k ≠ o, d and o ≠ d .

ii) DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d ) ≤ n − DIST (o, d ) for ∀ o, k , d ∈ N , k ≠ o, d and
o≠d.

Proof

Case A) If a node k belongs to the shorter path between the OD pair (o, d )
n
whose length is DIST (o, d ) , then v(o, k ) ≤ DIST (o, d ) ≤   and
2
n
v(k , d ) ≤ DIST (o, d ) ≤   . This means that v (o, k ) and v (k , d ) are the
2

shorter paths between the OD pairs (o, k ) and (k , d ) , respectively, since the
n
longer path has a length which is greater than   . Hence,
2

v(o, k ) = DIST (o, k ) , v(k , d ) = DIST (k , d ) and v(o, k ) + v(k , d ) = DIST (o, d ) .
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Therefore,  n2  ≥ DIST (o, d ) = DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d ) in particular
DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d ) = DIST (o, d ) so i) is shown and

DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d ) ≤  n2  ≤ n −  n2  ≤ n − DIST (o, d ) so ii) is shown.

Case B) We now consider node k belonging to the longer path from node o
to node d . Since the total number of arcs in a bi-connected ring network
topology with n nodes is n , we have n = DIST (o, d ) + w(o, k ) + w(k , d ) .
Now we consider four subcases to show that i) and ii) hold.
n
n
Case B-1) w(o, k ) ≤   and w(k , d ) ≤   .
2
2

Then, w(o, k ) = DIST (o, k ) and w(k , d ) = DIST (k , d )
⇒ DIST (o, d ) = n − w(o, k ) − w(k , d ) = n − DIST (o, k ) − DIST (k , d )
⇒ DIST (o, d ) ≤ n − DIST (o, d ) = DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d )
⇒ DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d ) ≥ DIST (o, d ) .

Therefore, i) is shown, and DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d ) = n − DIST (o, d )
so ii) is shown.
n
n
Case B-2) w(o, k ) ≤   and w(k , d ) >   .
2
2
w(o, k ) = DIST (o, k ) and w(k , d ) = n − DIST (k , d )

⇒ DIST (o, d ) = n − w(o, k ) − w(k , d )
= n − DIST (o, k ) − w(k , d )
= ( n − w(k , d ) ) − DIST (o, k )
= DIST (k , d ) − DIST (o, k )
≤ DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d )
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So i) is shown. But we also see that
n − DIST (o, d ) = w(o, k ) + w(k , d )
= DIST (o, k ) + w(k , d )
= DIST (o, k ) + (n − DIST (k , d ))
= n + DIST (o, k ) − DIST (k , d )
= ( n − DIST (k , d ) ) + DIST (o, k )

n
≥  n −    + DIST (o, k )
2

n
≥   + DIST (o, k )
2
≥ DIST (k , d ) + DIST (o, k )
So ii) is shown.
n
n
Case B-3) w(o, k ) >   and w(k , d ) ≤   .
2
2
w(k , d ) = DIST (k , d ) and w(o, k ) = n − DIST (o, k )
⇒ DIST (o, d ) = n − w(o, k ) − w(k , d )
= n − w(o, k ) − DIST (k , d )
= ( n − w(o, k ) ) − DIST (k , d )
= DIST (o, k ) − DIST (k , d )
≤ DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d )
So i) is shown. But also, we see that
n − DIST (o, d ) = n − DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d )

n
≥  n −    + DIST (k , d )
2

n
≥   + DIST (k , d )
2
≥ DIST (o, k ) + DIST (k , d )
So ii) is shown.
n
n
Case B-4) w(o, k ) >   and w(k , d ) >   .
2
2
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We will show that this case cannot actually happen. First, since
n n
n = DIST (o, d ) + w(o, k ) + w(k , d ) > DIST (o, d ) +   +   , we see
2 2
n 
that n = DIST (o, d ) + w(o, k ) + w(k , d ) ≥ DIST (o, d ) + 2    + 1 > n ,
2 
which is a contradiction. So this case cannot happen. 

The Triangle Inequality Constraints with the Shortest Path Constraints can
increase the lower bound of the LP relaxation more than the Shortest Path Constraints.
Figure 3-18 displays a computational example for NLTCP with n = 10 ; it shows the
upper and lower bounds of the objective value (y-axis) and the solution time in
seconds (x-axis). It compares the lower bound of the objective value when NLTCP is
solved i) with the Triangle Inequality Constraints, Shortest Path Constraints, and
Partition Constraints and ii) with the Shortest Path Constraints and Partition
Constraints. As depicted in the figure, the Triangle Inequality Constraints improve
the lower bound of the objective value, thus reducing the solution time (90 seconds
with the two constraints versus 2240 seconds with only the Shortest Path Constraints).
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A computational result for n=10 by Xpress-MP
5600
zUB w/o Triangle Inequality Constraints
zLB w/o Triangle Inequality Constraints

5500

zUB w/ Triangle Inequality Constraints
zLB w/ Triangle Inequality Constraints

Upper and Lower Bounds

5400

5300

5200

5100

5000

4900
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Figure 3-18. The effectiveness of the Triangle Inequality Constraints ( n = 10 )
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3.3.2 Multiobjective Optimization Problem
The objective of the multiobjective optimization problem is to find a Pareto
optimal solution which jointly minimizes network cost and congestion and Figure 319 shows an example of Pareto optimality. Figure 3-19 (a) shows two ring network
topologies with four nodes. Topology 1 is better than Topology 2 with respect to
minimizing cost, whereas Topology 2 is better than Topology 1 for minimizing
congestion. Thus, the best topology depends on the objective function being
considered.

(a) Example of physical/network layer topology mismatch (Zhuang et al., 2004)

Congestion (BPS)

Topology 1=(10,15)

Topology 5=(11,12.5)

Topology 3=(10.5,10)

Topology 4=(11.5,7)

Topology 2=(12,5)
Cost (BER)

(b) Pareto optimality: minimizing both cost and congestion
Figure 3-19. Example of a Pareto optimal solution
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A conceptual Pareto optimal set is illustrated in Figure 3-19 (b). In this figure,
the kidney-shaped set is the entire feasible region (i.e., a set of all possible topologies)
in objective space with cost on the x-axis and congestion on the y-axis. The objective
values of topology 1 and 2 from Figure 3-19 (a) are plotted at the leftmost and
rightmost parts of the Pareto frontier, respectively. If we move from topology 3 to
topology 4, then congestion is improved at the expense of cost; cost is improved by
sacrificing congestion in the opposite direction. Thus, either topology 3 and 4 are
Pareto optimal points. The choice of which topology on the Pareto frontier to select
is then dependent on the decision maker’s preference. One way to state this
preference is by a weight appearing in the objective function (e.g., the weighting
method). All points on the bold curve between topology 1 and topology 2 consists of
a Pareto optimal set (i.e., any two points on the curve are neither superior to nor
inferior to each other). By contrast, feasible topologies such as topology 5 that are
not on the frontier are dominated by Pareto optimal points because their cost and/or
congestion values can be improved without worsening the other objective.

The formulation for MOP is as follows:
min y , f

w ∑ 12 cij yij + (1 − w)
(i , j )

K

∑ ∑ ∑ p rω fω
ω
k k

k
ij

(34)

= ( o , d ) ( i , j ) k =1

n

s.t.

∑y

ij

=2

∀j

(35)

=2

∀i

(36)

∀ω , i, j , k

(37)

i =1

n

∑y

ij

j =1

fωkij ≤ yij
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fωkii = 0

∀i, k

(38)

fωkij + fωkji ≤ 1

∀ω , i, j , k

(39)

=1,

∀ω , k

(40)

=0,

∀ω , k

(41)

=1,

∀ω , k

(42)

= 0,

∀ω , k

(43)

∀ω , k and i, j ≠ o(ω ), d (ω )

(44)

yij ∈ {0,1}

∀(i, j ) ∈ N × N

(45)

fωkij ∈ {0,1}

∀ω , i, j , k

(46)

n

∑ fω
i =1

k
, o ( ω ) ,i

n

∑ fω
i =1

k
,i , o ( ω )

n

∑ fω
i =1

k
,i , d ( ω )

n

∑ fω
i =1

k
, d ( ω ), i

n

n

∑ f ω = ∑ fω
k
ij

i =1

k
ji

,

i =1

In MOP, we consider that the traffic demands are uncertain. The uncertainty
in the traffic demand is represented by a set of K scenarios {1,… , K } with a random
load rωk for scenario k and OD pair ω . We call this formulation “Stochastic
Problem (SP),” and the probability of scenario k is p k . In addition to (35)-(46), the
Shortest Path Constraints and Partition Constraints that are used to improve the
solution time in NLTCP are also included. The weighting method (Cohon, 1978) is
applied to combine both cost and congestion objectives using a positive weight w .
The shortest hop condition assumes that the "weight" of each arc is the same, i.e., just
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the number of arcs is important. When this is not the case so that the cost cij of arc
(i, j ) is more relevant (or maybe the physical distance of the link), a shortest hop
approach can be extended by letting cij instead of "1" be the arc weight. This will
change the Shortest Path Constraints, however, which may have a deleterious effect
on computational times.

Gabriel et al. (2006) showed that the above stochastic version of NLTCP (SNLTCP) can be replaced by a deterministic problem shown below, for which the
solution sets are essentially the same. In the deterministic equivalent, the scenario
superscripts do not appear on the flow variables ( fωkij → fωij ), and the expected load
( rω ) replaces the scenario-specific one ( rωk ). Thus, there are less binary flow
variables than the stochastic version so that solution times are generally better. In
addition, the reformulation allows us to more easily generate a Pareto optimal set of
topologies comparing the two objectives cost versus congestion.

(Deterministic Equivalent)
min y , f

w ∑ 12 cij yij + (1 − w)
(i , j )

∑

K

∑ rω fωij , where rω = ∑ p k rωk

ω =( o ,d ) ( i , j )

(47)

k =1

n

s.t.

∑y

ij

=2

∀j

(48)

=2

∀i

(49)

∀ω , i, j

(50)

i =1

n

∑y

ij

j =1

fωij ≤ yij
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fωii = 0

∀i

(51)

fωij + fωji ≤ 1

∀ω , i, j

(52)

n

∑ fω

, o (ω ), i

= 1,

∀ω

(53)

, i , o (ω )

= 0,

∀ω

(54)

, i , d (ω )

= 1,

∀ω

(55)

, d (ω ), i

= 0,

∀ω

(56)

∀ω and i, j ≠ o(ω ), d (ω )

(57)

yij ∈ {0,1}

∀(i, j ) ∈ N × N

(58)

fωij ∈ {0,1}

∀ω , i, j

(59)

i =1

n

∑ fω
i =1

n

∑ fω
i =1

n

∑ fω
i =1

n

∑
i =1

n

fωij = ∑ fωji ,
i =1
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3.4 Heuristic Algorithms for Dynamic Reconfiguration of Ring Network Topologies
The logical topology reconfiguration problem of WDM network for a ring
network topology (Narula-Tam et al., 2000) discussed in Section 3.2.2 is similar to
NLTCP in that it also requires an exhaustive search of all possible ring network
topologies to find a best ring network topology with optimal routing scheme.
However, sometimes it is not possible to ever compute optimal solutions as was the
case in Narula-Tam et al. (2000), where only a ten-node ring networks was tried, or in
the case of Labourdette et al. (1991), Mukherjee et al. (1996), Ramaswami et al.
(1996), and Zhang et al. (1995). For example, Narula-Tam et al. (2000)
approximated the optimality gap of their heuristic solutions with lower and upper
bounds on the objective function value; the optimality gaps for 100 test problems
with ten-node ring network were within 14 % on average. Labourdette et al. (1991)
used a lower bound on the objective function value to estimate the optimality gap of
their heuristic solution; the optimality gaps for eight test problems with an eight-node
network were in the range of 0~35.2 %. Shim et al. (2005) also discussed the lack of
a performance measure for optimal solutions in the Uncapacitated Network Design
Problem (UNDP) such as the optimization problem in WDM network; since NLTCP
does not impose any capacity constraint in a link to limit the sum of traffic flows
through it, NLTCP is a UNDP. Finding a heuristic and presenting performance
accuracy of the heuristic is one of objectives of this research, which considerably
contributes to the solution of UNDP.
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In Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, fast heuristics for NLTCP and MOP and their
performance (optimality gap) are presented. To generate the optimal solutions for
both optimization problems, we used XPRESS-MP (www.dashoptimization.com) or
MATLAB; both software packages were run on a DELL 3.6 GHz personal computer
with 3 GB of RAM.

3.4.1 Heuristics for NLTCP
The heuristic algorithm for NLTCP is based on a two-node swapping method
and an iterative improvement to find a better solution. As long as an improved
solution exists, it is adopted and the iterative procedure is repeated from the new
solution. Its overall procedure is as follows:
(a) Generate a random feasible solution (a ring network topology) and compute
its corresponding objective function value. Step 1 in Figure 3-20 shows this
procedure. A feasible topology is randomly chosen and its initial objective
function value ( TTCinit = 845 ) is computed by (29).
(b) Then swap two nodes from this random solution. Compute and record the
improvement in the objective function value ( TTC ) computed by (29) for the
topology with the swapped nodes (i.e., the objective function value is
improved when TTCdiff = TTC − TTCinit ≤ 0 ). Do this for every two node
swapping possibility. The number of two node swapping applied in this step
is (n − 1)(n − 2) which is explained later. Step 2 in Figure 3-20 displays this
procedure.
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(c) Order, in a list, the improvements in the objective function based on this
swapping method from largest (the most improved) to smallest (the least
improved). If the length of the list is greater than or equal to four, then the top
two and bottom two topologies can be always selected from the list. Thus
picking out the top two and bottom two topologies from the list can be more
practical than selecting the topologies which show improvement in the
objective function in a regular manner (i.e., selecting the i-th, j-th, k-th, and lth topology from the list), although this is somewhat arbitrary. These four
ring network topologies that have been selected become new feasible
solutions. Step 3 in Figure 3-20 shows the list of topologies whose objective
function value is improved. The top two topologies (1-2-5-4-3 and 1-2-4-3-5)
and bottom two topologies (1-3-2-4-5 and 1-4-3-2-5) are selected as new
feasible solutions.
(d) Apply the same procedure from (b) and (c), to each new feasible solution in
parallel except choosing the most improved topology and consider it as a new
solution; this continues until a best topology is found. Step 4 in Figure 3-20
illustrates this procedure. For the rightmost feasible topology, (b) and (c) are
repeated until there is no improvement in the objective function value.

The total number of two-opt swap used in the overall procedure (a)~(d) is a
multiple of (n − 1)(n − 2) because the number depends on how many times step (b) is
repeated until the overall procedure ends. The two-opt swap in step (b) can be
replaced with three-opt or more nodes swapping which increases the total number of
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swaps in this step. For example, the total number of swaps for the three-opt swap is
(n − 1)(n − 2)(n − 3) ; it searches more feasible solutions and thus provide a better
heuristic solution than the two-opt swap in step (b). The core of the NLTCP
HEURISTIC is step (c) in which the search direction for a local or global minimum is
diversified as the number of the feasible topologies picked out from the list. Each
feasible topology provides a different search direction, and it is called a RULE. The
search direction is more diversified by increasing the number of RULEs to more than
four or by replacing TTCdiff ≤ 0 with TTCdiff ≤ α (where α > 0 ) in the step (b),
which is the main factor of the heuristic improvement algorithm described later.
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step 1: Initialization
1
5

2

TTC_init
=845
4

R=[
0 31 48 33
18 0 14 49
17 3 0 34
19 24 45 0
21 44 13 1

8
42
23
46
0 ]

3

step 2: Two-opt swap procedure
Node 2 swaps with node 3, etc.
center = 2
center

node TTC

2
2
2

3
4
5

center = 3

TTC-TTC_init

835
803
800

center

3
3
3

-10
-42
-45

node TTC

2
4
5

center = 4

TTC-TTC_init

835
800
740

center
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-45
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4
4
4

2
3
5

center = 5

TTC-TTC_init
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800
865

-42
-45
20

center

5
5
5

node TTC

2
3
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TTC-TTC_init

800
740
865

-45
-105
20

step 3: Decision Rules to find improved topologies
RULE 1:-105

RULE 2:-45

RULE 3:-10

RULE 4:-42

1

1

1

1

2

3

center

2
2
2

5

5

2

5

3

4

TTC_init
=740
4
5

TTC_init
=800
3
4

TTC_init
=835
4
2

TTC_init
=803
2
3

center = 2

center = 5

center = 4

center = 3

node TTC

5
4
3

TTC-TTC_init

734
799
796

center

-6
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56

5
5
5

node TTC

2
4
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TTC-TTC_init

734
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center
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node TTC

4
4
4

2
5
3

TTC-TTC_init
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796
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59
56
24

center

3
3
3

node TTC

2
5
4

TTC-TTC_init

796
845
764

56
105
24

RULE1:-6

step 4: Iterations

BASE
1
3

5
TTC_init
=734
2
4

center = 3
center

3
3
3

node TTC

4
2
5

803
800
835

center = 4

TTC-TTC_init
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101
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4
4
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3
2
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754
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TTC-TTC_init
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2
2
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3
4
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835
740
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TTC-TTC_init

66
101
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5
5
5

node TTC

3
4
2

835
754
740

STOP

Figure 3-20. Example of NLTCP HEURISTIC procedure
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TTC-TTC_init

101
20
6

A more formal version of the procedure stated above is as follows:

NLTCP Heuristic
Step 1: Initialization
(a) Generate a vector of nodes nodeinit = {1, i2 ,… , in } where {i2 ,… , in } is a
permutation of {2,… , n} .
(b) Using nodeinit , compute the corresponding topology matrix Y and set
Yinit = Y .
(c) Compute the distance matrix DIST from Yinit and set DISTinit = DIST .
(d) Compute the total traffic congestion TTC and set TTCinit = TTC .
Step 2: Two-Opt Swap Procedure
(a) Set nodebase = nodeinit , and count = 1 .
FOR k=2 to n DO ( k is an index number of nodebase .)
(b) Set center = nodebase (k ) , where center is the k th node number in
nodebase .
For i = 2,… , n, i ≠ k and nodebase (i ) ≥ center DO
i)

Exchange the position of the k th node ( center ) and the i th
node in nodebase

ii)

Using nodebase with i and k swapped, compute the
corresponding topology matrix Y and set Ybase = Y .

iii)

Compute the distance matrix DIST from Ybase and set
DISTbase = DIST
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iv)

Compute TTC and TTCdiff = TTC − TTCinit

v)

Save TTC , TTCdiff , and the swapped nodebase in a data
structure as follows:

{

}

DATA(count ) = TTC , TTCdiff , nodebase  and set
count = count + 1 .

vi)

Reset nodebase to nodeinit .

END DO
Reset nodebase to nodeinit .
END DO
Step 3: Decision rules to find improved topologies
(a) Find vectors of TTC , TTCdiff , nodebase  ∈ DATA which satisfy
TTCdiff ≤ 0 (if there is a pair of vectors whose (TTC , TTCdiff

) values

are the same, then choose only one); set the number of topologies with
an improved total traffic congestion as m .
(b) Among the m topologies selected in STEP 3a, pick out four of them
corresponding to:
•

The largest negative value of TTCdiff

(RULE 1)

•

The second largest negative value of TTCdiff

(RULE 2)

•

The least negative (or zero) value of TTCdiff

(RULE 3)

•

The second least negative value of TTCdiff

(RULE 4)

(c) Save each topology from RULES 1-4.
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Step 4: Iterations
(a) Take each of the four topologies selected in Step 3 and apply the
swapping procedure Step 2 to obtain a new topology with the most
improvement.
(b) Record relevant information as before
(c) Repeat until no further improvement in TTC values. Or Step 4c is
enforced to finish in a finite number of iteration to avoid an excessive
search time for the improvement in TTC values.
Step 5: Final Step
Choose [TTC , nodebase ] which has the smallest TTC among the TTC values
collected from the result in STEP 4 to each RULE.
End of procedure.

The above (standard) algorithm is improved by a heuristic improvement
algorithm, employing more than four rules (i.e., m ≥ 5 ) or replacing TTCdiff ≤ 0 with
TTCdiff ≤ α , where α is a positive value, in Step 3a (Shim et al., 2005).

NLTCP HEURISTIC is based on a two-opt swap. From the initial solution (e.g.,
Step 1 in Figure 3-20), it selects m feasible solutions. Steps 2 and 3 in Figure 3-20
show the procedure of selecting four feasible topologies ( m =4). In the next iteration,
a new neighborhood is found in a greedy way from each feasible solution in Step 3.
This diversified neighborhood search gives us a better chance to find a global optimal
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solution than a greedy heuristic because we can still expect that the rest of the m − 1
feasible solutions can help us find global optima.

NLTCP HEURISTIC is a polynomial time algorithm. According to the
definition of National Institute of Standards and Technology (www.nist.gov/dads),
the execution time of the polynomial time bound algorithm is a polynomial function
of the problem size n , more formally O(n k ) where k is a constant
(www.nist.gov/dads). Figure 3-21 shows that the execution time of NLTCP
HEURISTIC is a polynomial function of the network size with 7 ≤ n ≤ 15 . For each n ,
one hundred input traffic matrices were randomly generated. Each element ( rω ) in
the input traffic matrix was an integer value between 1 and 50 except the diagonals
which were all zero. The total number of iterations of the two-opt swap in Step 2 was
counted to approximate the execution time of NLTCP HEURISTIC code implemented
in MATLAB (version 7.0) because the heuristic keeps searching for a best ring
network topology by swapping two nodes and computing the corresponding objective
function value of the newly generated ring network topology. In Step 2, the number
of iterations of the two-opt swap is (n − 1)(n − 2) because the outer and inner FORloops iterate (n − 1) and (n − 2) times, respectively. In Step 4, the two-opt swap
continues with four (or at most m ) topologies from Step 3b. In Step 4, for each
topology selected in Step 3b, the two-opt swap procedure in Step 2 repeats until there
is no improvement in TTC values. If the iteration in Step 4c is assumed to end in a
finite number of iterations, the total number of iterations of the two-opt swap in the
NLTCP HEURISTIC is measured by:
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(n − 1)(n − 2) + ν 1 (n − 1)(n − 2) + ... +ν m (n − 1)(n − 2) ,

(60)

where ν i denotes the number of the iterations in Step 4c for topology i among the m
topologies selected in Step 3b. (60) shows that the NLTCP HEURISTIC is a
polynomial algorithm.

Each “×” symbol in Figure 3-21 represents the total number of iterations of
the two-opt swap in Step 2 for each input traffic matrix; one hundred “×” symbols
were plotted for each n . The “□” symbol represents the mean of one hundred of the
“×” symbols for each n . In Figure 3-21, the curve connecting the “□” symbols is a
polynomial function of n which is expressed as p (n) = 101.99 n 2 -1366.1n + 5061.9 ;
Table 3-1 summarizes the coefficient values calculated by least squares (Wolf et al.,
1997) for a quadratic ( c2 n 2 + c1 n1 + c0 ), qubic ( c3 n3 + c2 n 2 + c1 n1 + c0 ), and
biquadratic ( c4 n 4 + c3 n3 + c2 n 2 + c1 n1 + c0 ) function. The curves with “” and “◊”
symbols are upper and lower bounds of p (n) , respectively. Since the “×” symbols
for each n are bounded by the quadratic function, the complexity of NLTCP
HEURISTIC is O(n 2 ) .
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Figure 3-21. NLTCP Heuristic: polynomial time bound algorithm

Table 3-1. The coefficients for polynomial curve fitting

Figure 3-22 displays that the NLTCP HEURISTIC finds its best solution with a
relatively small number of feasible solutions (or neighbors visited) relative to the size
of the whole decision space (i.e., (n − 1)!/ 2 ) as the number of nodes in a ring network
topology increases. The ratio displayed in the vertical axis is given by
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p ( n)
×100% for 10 ≤ n ≤ 15 , where p (n) = 101.99 n 2 -1366.1n + 5061.9 . The
(n − 1)!/ 2
graph shows that the NLTCP HEURISTIC is a fast heuristic and efficiently works for a
ring network topology with large n .

Figure 3-22. Ratio of the number of neighbors search to the size of decision space

Numerical Results
The performance of the NLTCP HEURISTIC was tested for networks of size
eight to fifteen nodes. For each node, ten n × n traffic matrices were randomly
generated and best solutions from the heuristic code implemented in MATLAB were
compared with the optimal solutions from XPRESS-MP or with an enumeration code
in MATLAB. Figure 3-23 (a) summarizes the test results of the optimality gap of the
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best integer solution from the heuristic code for n = 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, and 15 ring
network topologies. The results are encouraging in that: 56 cases out of a total of 60
trials showed an optimality gap within 1.5 % and 58 cases out of the 60 trials were
within a 2.0 % optimality gap. In addition, most of the search times to find the best
integer solution were less than 60 seconds (Figure 3-23 (b)), with the exception for
two cases for the 15 ring network topology, where the search times were more than
60 seconds (the most was 73 seconds). The solution time would be much improved
by coding the heuristic procedure with machine languages such as C/C++. Figure 324 shows that the heuristic improvement algorithm brings about smaller optimality
gaps than the standard heuristic algorithm (or at worst the same values); see Shim et
al. (2005) for more details.

(a) Optimality gap
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(b) Solution times
Figure 3-23. Performance of the heuristic algorithm for NLTCP

Figure 3-24. Optimality gap (%) of heuristic algorithm and heuristic improvement
algorithm
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3.4.2 Heuristics for MOP
The heuristic algorithm for MOP is almost same as the heuristic algorithm for
NLTCP in Section 3.4.1. The difference between two heuristic algorithms is the
input and objective function formats. Inputs to the heuristic algorithm are both cost
( cij ) and the expected load ( rωk ) with its probability ( p k ) for a set of K scenarios; the
objective function is a weighted sum of cost and congestion, that is,

w ∑ 12 cij yij + (1 − w)
(i , j )

∑

K

∑ rω fωij , where rω = ∑ p k rωk

ω =( o , d ) ( i , j )

(61)

k =1

MOP Heuristic
MOP HEURISTIC is based on 2-opt swap and the standard four RULEs in
NLTCP HEURISTIC to select new feasible solutions for the next iteration. MOP
HEURISTIC consists of the same steps as the ones in NLTCP HEURISTIC. The only
difference is the format of the objective function; the mathematical symbol TTC
must be replaced with MOBJ in the whole steps of NLTCP HEURISTIC. The
objective function value (denoted as MOBJ ) is computed by (61) and replaces TTC
in each step of NLTCP HEURISTIC. The MOP HEURISTIC algorithm is improved by
employing more than four RULEs (i.e., m ≥ 5 ) or MOBJ diff ≤ α , where

MOBJ diff = MOBJ − MOBJ init and α is a positive value. If w = 1 in (61), then the
congestion objective vanishes from the multiobjective function. Thus, the MOP
HEURISTIC with w = 1 finds a minimum cost topology in the Traveling Salesman
Problem. The cost matrix can be symmetric or asymmetric.
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To test the performance of MOP HEURISTIC, three types of atmospheric
obscuration scenarios and three types of traffic patterns were considered as follows
(resulting in a stochastic multiobjective optimization problem to solve):

Obscuration Scenarios
The obscuration scenario is characterized by a cost matrix whose entries
indicate the attenuation of all potential links in the network. We only considered the
effects of cloud attenuation, which is the main and most common obscurant affecting
laser propagation. In Figure 3-25, three types of low, medium and high obscuration
scenarios are generated with 2 %, 5 % and 8 % cloud cover, respectively. The cloud
cover is defined as the cloud density in the three dimensional space of
16km×16km×8km (Llorca et al., 2005).

Figure 3-25. Example of a 3-dimensional scenario with cloud layers at different
heights and 7 nodes communicating using FSO technology (Llorca et al., 2005).
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(a) Low cost

(b) Medium cost

(c) High cost

Figure 3-26. Example: three types of cost patterns for n =10

Three Types of Traffic Patterns
In addition, three types of traffic patterns were considered: uncorrelated traffic,
weakly correlated traffic, and strongly correlated traffic. Each off-diagonal element
in the three types of traffic matrices is an integer value in the range [1,50]; the
diagonal elements are set to zero. For the uncorrelated traffic (Figure 3-27 (a)), there
is no pattern a priori between the traffic matrix elements. For the weakly correlated
traffic, there are clusters of higher demand indicated by the shaded regions in Figure
3-27 (b). Lastly, the strongly correlated traffic had roughly the same level of traffic
demand between any OD pair (Figure 3-27 (c)).

(a) Uncorrelated

(b) Weakly correlated

(c) Strongly correlated

Figure 3-27. Example: three types of traffic patterns for n =10
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Numerical Results
The performance of the MOP HEURISTIC implemented in MATLAB (version
7.0) was tested for networks with n =8 and n =10. The MIP solver XPRESS-MP or
an exhaustive search based on MATLAB code was used to obtain an optimal
topology against which the heuristic solution was compared. For the test, nine
positive weights w∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} were considered. In
addition, the uncertainty in the traffic demand is represented by ten scenarios ( K =10)
with arbitrarily chosen probability set p1 = p 2 = ... = p10 = 0.1 . Thus, for each weight

w ∈{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, nine combinations of cost and traffic
matrices were tried (Figure 3-28). For either n =8 or n =10, there were 81 cases; 162
cases in all. The test was limited to n =8 and n =10 because both XPRESS-MP and
MATLAB showed slow progress for networks with n>10 (e.g., more than 2 days by
XPRESS-MP and 5 minutes by MATLAB per each test problem for n=12). Columns
E, G, and H in Table 3-8 (for n =8) and Table 3-9 (for n =10) present the heuristic
solutions, optimal solutions, and optimality gaps for the test.
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Figure 3-28. Nine combinations of cost and traffic matrices for each weight

Figure 3-29 presents the optimality gap between the best solutions from the
XPRESS-MP (or MATLAB enumeration) and those obtained by the heuristic
approaches outlined above. The results are encouraging in that the optimality gap in
89 of 162 cases (54.9 %) was less than 0.1 % and in 136 out of 162 cases (83.9 %) it
was less than 0.5 %.
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Figure 3-29. Histogram of optimality gap

The above results indicate that the MOP HEURISTIC can provide near-Pareto
optimal curves which are close to the optimal curve for a ring network with n ≤10.
Three examples of the solutions (plotted in objective space) for n =10 node network
are shown in Figure 3-30 with Pareto curves in objective space for the optimal and
heuristic solutions plotted; Tables 3-2 (a)~(c) display the objective function values for
the solutions. The average optimality gap was within 4.4 % in cost and 0.5 % in
congestion with low cost and uncorrelated traffic (Table 3-2(a)); the average
optimality gap was within 1.8 % in cost and 0.6 % in congestion with medium cost
and weakly correlated traffic (Table 3-2 (b)); the average optimality gap was within
0.5 % in cost and 0.1 % in congestion with high cost and strongly correlated traffic
(Table 3-2 (c)).
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Optimality gaps in cost

heuristic
solution
Optimality gaps in congestion
optimal
solution

A weighted sum of cost and congestion

(a) With low obscuration and uncorrelated traffic (Table 3-2 (a))

(b) With medium obscuration and weakly correlated traffic (Table 3-2 (b))
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(c) With high obscuration and strongly correlated traffic (Table 3-2 (c))
Figure 3-30. Pareto optimal curves for n =10

Table 3-2. Optimal and heuristic solutions for n =10
(a) With low obscuration and uncorrelated traffic
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(b) With medium obscuration and weakly correlated traffic

(c) With high obscuration and strongly correlated traffic

Significant Advantages of the MOP Heuristic
Figure 3-31 shows a near-Pareto optimal curve for a twenty-node ring
network generated by the MOP HEURISTIC code. For the example, thirty nine positive
weights ( w ) were considered: w∈ {0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1,…, 0.9, 0.925, 0.95,
0.975}. The circle symbols represent heuristic solutions and the dotted line connects
the solutions on the frontier. The optimality gap for heuristic solutions was at most
0.35 % on average. This result came from measuring upper bound to the optimality
gap for each heuristic solution and then averaging the upper bounds of the 39
heuristic solutions; the method for measuring upper bound to the optimality gap will
be introduced in later section (Section 3.5). Hence the circle symbols on the dotted
line are the near-Pareto optimal solutions; the dotted line approximates the Pareto
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optimal set. Table 3-3 shows the expected computer time to get true Pareto optimal
solutions by enumeration for n = 14 ~ 20 . As the number of nodes in a ring network
increases from n to n + 1 , the number of ring network topologies enumerated is
increased from (n − 1)! to n ! ; thus the corresponding enumeration time is also
multiplied by n . For example, it took fourteen hours and one week to enumerate all
possible ring network topologies for n =14 and n =15, respectively, on a personal
computer. The solution time is multiplied by fourteen, that is, 0.5 day to 7 days.
According to the table, for a twenty-node ring network, the MATLAB enumeration
code would take approximately 9,767,520 days to produce a Pareto optimal curve by
generating all possible topologies. However, the MATLAB heuristic code took only
195 minutes (39 points × 5 minutes/point) to provide the curve in Figure 3-31. This
example clearly presents the significant advantage of using the MOP HEURISTIC to
solve MOP.

Table 3-3. Expected computer time taken by the enumeration (Machine: Intel
Pentium 4 3.6 GHz personal computer and MATLAB version 7.0)

n

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

days

0.5

7

105

1,680

28,560

514,080

9,767,520
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Figure 3-31. A near-Pareto optimal curve for n = 20 generated by heuristics
(Red dotted curve: a near-Pareto optimal curve)

Physical Layer Consideration
The physical link cost is related to the transmission power of the optical
transceiver for establishing or maintaining a feasible FSO link (e.g., BER < 10−9 (link
attenuation=-45 dBm)). The higher the link attenuation, the more transmission power
is needed, hence the higher the cost. Thus, the number of infeasible links will be
increased when network nodes cannot generate the required transmission power to
handle high obscuration. In that case, directional RF communications technology
would be an alternative because it operates with a higher level of transmission than an
FSO transceiver. Further work is needed to model the combined FSO/directional RF
communications.
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3.4.3 Comparison to Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithms
Heuristic approaches are attractive for solving combinatorial optimization
problems which are NP-hard or NP-complete. Since their set of feasible solutions
contains discrete (binary or integer) elements and their size is huge, it is impractical
to find optimal solutions by searching the whole space. For instance, the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP) is such a combinatorial optimization problem. The TSP is
defined as:
“A salesman must visit each of n cities once before returning to his home.
What ordering of the cities minimizes the total distance the salesman must
travel before returning home?” (Winston, 2003)
Thus the set of feasible solutions consists of all permutation of the numbers one to n ,
where n is the number of cities. Since its complexity is O(n !) , a greedy heuristic
such as neighborhood exchanges (e.g., 2-opt swap) or local search is used to obtain a
best solution in efficient time. The greedy heuristic begins with an arbitrary chosen
point x0 (i.e., an initial solution) and iteratively proceeds to another point (solution)
whose objective function value is at least good or better than the previous one.
However, if the new solution is a local optimal solution, then the greedy heuristic is
trapped in the local optimum (i.e., cycling around the local optimum) and fails to find
a global optimum. Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithms, or Tabu Search can
help overcoming this flaw of a greedy heuristic.
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Tabu Search
Tabu Search is a memory-based local search which avoids the local minimum
traps by using its short-term memory and long-term memory in the form of a tabu list.
In the short-term memory, recent solutions (e.g., local optimal solutions in TSP) or
their attributes (e.g., neighboring cities in the recent solutions in TSP) are recorded in
a tabu list i) to prevent from being revisited to the local optimum and ii) to find or
discard any solution with those attributes in the next iteration. Long-term memory
allows the Tabu Search to: i) search neighbors of elite solutions (intensification
strategy), ii) examine unvisited feasible solutions in short-term memory and thus
prevent from cycling around local optimal solutions (diversification strategy), and iii)
alternatively apply the intensification and diversification strategies to improve
outcome of Tabu Search (strategic oscillations). Glover (1995; 2007) introduced the
principal features of Tabu Search and its application area, and Glover (1996)
summarized Tabu Search applications including telecommunication network design
problems.

Simulated Annealing
Simulated Annealing consists of two WHILE-loops, an inner loop for iteration
and an outer loop for “temperature cooling” by which it resembles a physical process
of cooling down a heated material. At high temperature, particles of material
randomly change their energy state. However, if the temperature is gradually lowered,
then their energy states reach a minimum. The parameter T for the outer loop is
analogous to temperature. The inner loop simply iterates its process while
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iteration ≤ I , where I is the number iterations. When the inner loop ends, the outer

loop reduces its temperature T by ∆T (temperature cooling). The whole process in
Simulated Annealing ends at T = T f , where T f is a final temperature (cooling
schedule). Figure 3-32 shows a pseudo-code for Simulated Annealing in a
minimization problem.
Initialization

x = x0 ;

*** initial solution

xbest = x ;

*** current best solution

zbest = z ( xbest ) ; *** the objective function value to the xbest
While

T < Tf ,

iteration < I
xiteration ∈ N ( x) ;

While

***

T

***

N ( x)

is the current temperature

,
is a set of neighbors of

x

x = xiteration
zcurrent = z ( x) ;
∆z = zcurrent − zbest ;
If ∆z ≤ 0 , then
xbest = xiteration ;

zbest = z ( xbest ) ;
End
If ∆z > 0 , then
Draw a random number, rand ;
If rand < e

−∆z / T

, then

xbest = x ;
End
If rand ≥ e

−∆z / T

Discard

, then

xiteration ;

End
End

iteration = iteration + 1 ;
% End-of-loop for iteration
% Cooling schedule
T = T − ∆T
End
% End-of-loop for T

End

Figure 3-32. Pseudo-code for Simulated Annealing
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z

objective function value

z(x0) at T=Tk

xi: randomly chosen

(e.g., two cities to swap in TSP)

z(x1) at T=Tk
Ob
j ec
tiv
ef
z(x2) at T=Tk
un
ct i
on
va
lu
z(xI) at T=Tk
ei
m
pr
ov
ed
z(x0) at T=Tk+1

z(x1) at T=Tk+1
z(x2) at T=Tk+1

z(xI) at T=Tk+1
x
feasible solutions

(a) A downhill move
z

z(x3)
 ∆z 
exp  −  > rand =
 T 

0.1
0.9

z(x1)

0.5

∆z > 0

z(x2)
z(x4)
 ∆z 
exp  −  ≤ rand =
 T 

0.1
0.9

objective function value

z(x0)

0.5

z(x4)
x
feasible solutions

(b) Acceptance of a uphill move
Figure 3-33. Examples in Simulated Annealing process
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In a minimization problem, Simulated Annealing is similar to the greedy
heuristic which iteratively proceeds to another point in the direction of improving the
objective function value. Figure 3-33 (a) shows such a downhill move. The
distinction between the two heuristics is when they cross over a local minimum (e.g.,

z ( x2 ) in Figure 3-33 (b)). At the third iteration, the objective function value z ( x3 ) is
greater than the one at x = x2 . Then the greedy heuristic stops at the third iteration
(or keeps cycling around x = x2 ) and reports ( x2 , z ( x2 ) ) as the best solution because
it cannot move out from the local minimum. However, Simulated Annealing
probabilistically decides to accept the uphill move from x = x2 to x = x3 . First, it
 ∆z 
computes ∆z = zcurrent − zbest = z ( x3 ) − z ( x2 ) and exp  −  , where T is the current
 T 

temperature, and then draws a random real number ( rand ) between 0 and 1. Next, it
 ∆z 
 ∆z 
compares two values, exp  −  and the random number. If exp  −  ≤ rand ,
 T 
 T 

then the point x = x3 is discarded and a new point x = x4 is generated at the next
iteration; else the uphill move is accepted and thus the move presents a chance to
meet a better solution x = x4 than the previous local optimum at x = x2 (i.e.,

z ( x4 ) < z ( x2 ) ). As the temperature T is lowered, the probability of accepting a
 50 
worse solution is lowered. For example, exp  −
 = 0.94596 at T = 1800 is less
 1800 
 50 
than exp  −
 = 0.97531 at T = 2000 when ∆z = 50 . Thus, the probability of
 2000 

accepting a worse solution at T = 1800 is lower than the one at T = 2000 . Simulated
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annealing requires the user to define the performance parameters such as to initial
point x0 , the number of iterations I , initial temperature T0 , final temperature T f , and
cooling rate ∆T = α T0 where α is a factor in a range of 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 . If we increase I
or T0 , or decrease ∆T , then the number of total iterations for both WHILE-loops will
be increased. It subsequently increases the number of local optima found (visited) by
Simulated Annealing, thus more likely getting close to a global optimum. On the
contrary, a greater number of iterations can require significantly more computing time,
which makes the process of Simulated Annealing slow. Hence, “Simulated

Annealing parameters can be controlled to converge in a given time (Winston
2003).” Bertsimas et al. (1993), Brooks et al. (1995), Connolly (1992), and Johnson
et al. (1991; 1997) present examples of an implementation of a Simulated Annealing
algorithm. Winston (2003) provides a step-by-step procedure in solving TSP problem
by Simulated Annealing.

Genetic Algorithms
Simulated Annealing begins with an initial solution, whereas Genetic
Algorithms starts with an initial population (i.e., multiple solutions). The initial
population undergoes a series of genetic processes which are reproduction, crossover,
and mutation. Potts (1994) presents a survey of studies concerning those genetic
processes and control parameters in Genetic Algorithms. Reproduction is a process
of pairing; two individuals (solutions) are chosen to be a parent for the next
generation. For example, Figure 3-34 shows a binary tournament selection
(Goldberg,1990; Jin, 2002). First, two individuals are randomly selected from the
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current population and their “fitness” is measured. Then the fitness measures the
quality of each individual x . One possible form of the fitness function is

f ( x) = − z ( x) + γ for a minimization problem, where z ( x) is the objective function
value of x and γ is the maximum objective function value of the current population.
Next the individual with a higher fitness is chosen to reproduce. Because the two
individuals are randomly selected, some of the individuals may be repeatedly copied
into the new population. At the final step of the binary tournament selection, two
individuals are paired in order (i.e., i -th and (i + 1) -th, where i is an odd number) as
a parent for the next generation.
For

i = 1: N

,

***

N : size of population

1) Randomly pick two individuals
2) Measure their fitness

f ( x)

x

and

and

y

from the current population;

f ( y) ;

3) Pick out one with the larger fitness;
4) Save the individual with the larger fitness value to the new population in order;
End

Figure 3-34. Binary tournament selection

At crossover, a parent exchanges their partial string (substring) to generate
offspring. For example, Figure 3-35 illustrates a two-point crossover. The substring
between the two points, c1 and c2 , of parent A and B are exchanged to produce
offspring if Pcrossover ≥ rand , where Pcrossover is the crossover rate ( 0 ≤ Pcrossover ≤ 1 ) and
rand is a random number between 0 and 1; if Pcrossover < rand , then crossover does

not occur.
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crossover points
c1
c2

A

3

2

4

5

7

8

1

6

B

3

2

7

4

8

5

6

1

parent

Pcrossover < rand =

0.5

0.1
0.9

0.1
0.9

Pcrossover ≥ rand =

0.5

A'

3

2

7

4

8

5

1

6

3

2

4

5

7

8

1

6

B'

3

2

4

5

7

8

6

1

3

2

7

4

8

5

6

1

offspring

offspring

Figure 3-35. Two-point crossover with strings in the integer representation

The two offspring A ' and B ' in Figure 3-35 have the same substring ‘3-2’ in
their string as their parents do. If the substring descends to the offspring by several
generations, then the number of individuals with the substring will be increased in the
newly generated population. This can lead to lack of diversity in the new population
and potentially converge to a local optimum. Mutation helps to increase the
population diversity. For example, Figure 3-36 shows inversion mutation (Larrañaga,
1999; Jin 2002). The substring between the two points, m1 and m2 , of offspring A '
and B ' is reversed in order if Pmutation ≥ rand , where Pmutation is the mutation rate
( 0 ≤ Pmutation ≤ 1 ) and rand is a random real number between 0 and 1; if

Pcrossover < rand , then mutation does not occur. By the inversion mutation, the
substring ‘3-2’ is disjointed when Pmutation ≥ rand . For example in Figure 3-36, the
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order of the substring 2-7-4-8-5 is reversed to 5-8-4-7-2 in A′ and 2-4-5-7-8 is
changed to 8-7-5-4-2 in B′ .
m1

m2

A'

3

2

7

4

8

5

1

6

B'

3

2

4

5

7

8

6

1

offspring

0.1

0.1

0 .5

0.9

Pmutation < rand =

0.9

Pmutation ≥ rand =

0 .5

A'

3

5

8

4

7

2

1

6

3

2

7

4

8

5

1

6

B'

3

8

7

5

4

2

6

1

3

2

4

5

7

8

6

1

Figure 3-36. Example of mutation: inversion mutation

Genetic Algorithms repeats reproduction, crossover, and mutation until they
do not improve the best solution for some number of generations. The parameters of
Genetic Algorithms include the population size N , crossover rate Pcrossover , mutation
rate Pmutation , and the number of generations (iteration number). The proper choice for
the parameters is under control of the user; the choice affects the performance and
convergence speed of the algorithm. Examples of Genetic Algorithms for the TSP
are presented in Freisleben et al. (1996), Gendreau et al. (1992), Larrañaga et al.
(1999), Merz et al. (1997), and Michalewicz et al. (1999). Sinclair (1999) provides a
summary on the application of Genetic Algorithms for the telecommunication
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network design problem (i.e., node location, topology, routing, and wavelength
allocation) in optical, radio, and computer networks

Numerical Examples
In this section, the applicability of Simulated Annealing (SA) and Genetic
Algorithms (GA) to the NLTCP is examined through numerical tests. The numerical
tests were carried out as follows:

 The tests were executed on a personal computer with 3.6 GHz Intel Pentium 4
processor and 3 GB RAM; the operating system was Windows XP.

 Both SA and GA are implemented in MATLAB (version 7.0).
 Ten 15 × 15 traffic matrices were randomly generated. Each element ( rω ) in
the traffic matrix was an integer value between 1 and 50 except the diagonals
which were all zero.

 For each traffic matrix, the MATLAB code for SA and GA ran ten times, and
the optimality gap was measured by

zheuristic − z *
for each run, where zheuristic
z*

is the objective function value of the best solution (ring network topology)
found by the GA or SA, and z * is the optimal solution obtained by
enumerating all possible topology for n = 15 with MATLAB. In SA, a new
solution was found from the neighbors of the current solution by swapping the
position of two nodes in a ring network topology; the selection of two nodes
was random. 100 iterations were used for GA.
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 Table 3-4 displays the NLTCP HEURISTIC objective function vlaues and their
optimality gaps to the optimal objective function values for the ten 15 × 15
input traffic matrix used in both SA and GA. The standard 4 RULE NLTCP
HEURISTIC algorithm showed the optimality gaps between 0.61 % and 1.19 %.
The heuristic improvement algorithm provided the better solutions whose
optimality gaps are between 0 to 0.45 %.

 The optimality gaps from SA and GA were compared against the ones from
the NLTCP HEURISTIC (Figures 3-37 and 3-38).

Table 3-4. NLTCP HEURISTIC solutions and their optimality gaps for ten input traffic
matrices and a ring network topology with fifteen nodes

Figures 3-37 and 3-38 plot the optimality gaps from SA and GA for a ring
network topology with fifteen nodes. H standard (“” symbol) and H improvement represent
the optimality gaps (“” symbol) for NLTCP HEURISTIC solutions by applying the
standard rule (i.e., by setting m =4 and TTCdiff ≤ 0 in Step 3b) and improvement
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algorithm (i.e., by setting TTCdiff ≤ α , where α > 0 , or m >4 in Step 3b),
respectively.
T

=2000, T

initial

=0, Cooling Rate=0.01T

final

, Iteration

initial

inner WHILE

=10

10
9
8

Optimality Gap (%)

7
6
5

SA1st run

4

SA3rd run

3

SA5th run

2

SA7th run

1

SA9th run

0

Hstandard

SA2nd run
SA4th run
SA6th run
SA8th run
SA10th run
Himprovement
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Traffic Matrix #

(a)

Parameters: T0 = 2000 , T f = 0 , ∆T = 0.01T0 , I = 10 (Mean optimality gap:
4.71 % for SA; Mean search time: 19 sec for SA)
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(b)

Parameters: T0 = 2000 , T f = 0 , ∆T = 0.005 T0 , I = 10 (Mean optimality gap:
4.53 % in average for SA; Mean search time: 38 sec for SA)
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(c)

Parameters: T0 = 2000 , T f = 0 , ∆T = 0.01T0 , I = 20 (Mean optimality gap:
4.28 % for SA; Mean search time: 40 sec for SA)
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Parameters: T0 = 2000 , T f = 0 , ∆T = 0.005 T0 , I = 20 (Mean optimality gap:
4.28 % for SA; Mean search time: 80 sec for SA)
Figure 3-37. The randomness of the solutions in SA
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(a) Parameters: N = 60 , Pcrossover = 0.8 , Pmutation = 0.01 (Mean optimality gap: 1.53 %
for GA; Mean search time: 56 sec for GA)
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(b) Parameters: N = 120 , Pcrossover = 0.8 , Pmutation = 0.01 (Mean optimality gap: 1.03 %
for GA; Mean search time: 92 sec for GA)
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(c) Parameters: N = 200 , Pcrossover = 0.7 , Pmutation = 0.1 (Mean optimality
gap: 0.29 % for GA; Mean search time: 155 sec for GA)
Figure 3-38. The randomness of the solutions in GA

Figures 3-37 and 3-38 show that SA and GA for the NLTCP may yield
different output to the same input (traffic matrix) and parameter sets while NLTCP
HEURISTIC yields one set of output to the same input traffic matrix. This is because of

i) the randomness in SA when it selects a new solution by swapping two nodes in a
ring network topology and then deciding to accept an uphill move and ii) the
randomness in GA when it makes a choice of an initial population and carries out its
genetic processes (i.e., reproduction, crossover, and mutation). GA generates better
solutions than the NLTCP HEURISTIC for the larger population size and specific
parameter values. However, its mean search time is increased as the population size
grows; the proper choice of parameter values is unknown in reality. Table 3-5
presents the comparisons between those three heuristic methods.
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Table 3-5. Comparison of SA, GA, and NLTCP HEURISTIC
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3.5 Evaluation of the Heuristic Algorithms
In Section 3.4, NLTCP HEURISTIC and MOP HEURISTIC and their performance
were presented. In addition, the NLTCP HEURISTIC was compared to Simulated
Annealing and Genetic Algorithms. While the NLTCP HEURISTIC exhibits
deterministic characteristics, the other ones have randomness in their algorithm so
different solutions can result. The empirical performance (optimality gap) of each of
three methods was tested by various sizes of ring networks and traffic or cost input
matrices with optimal solutions by a commercial solver (XPRESS-MP) or
enumeration. However, the largest number of nodes was 15 due to the computational
limitations in the solver and the enumeration process. This section introduces a
measure of the upper bound on the optimality gap without knowing the optimal
solution, which is useful in these settings with larger problems.

Labourdette et al. (1991) and Narula-Tam et al. (2000) measured the
performance of heuristics in a congestion minimization problem with a lower bound
on the maximum link congestion given as LB =

τ
pn

. Here, the total traffic

congestion ( τ ) on the network is divided by the number of transceivers ( p ) per node
and the number of nodes in the network. Then this lower bound was used to get a
reduction rate in the maximum link congestion (%) (not actually the optimality gap).
The reduction rate was computed as

( z H − LB )
zH

where z H is an objective function

value for heuristic solution. They applied the reduction rate to present the
performance of their heuristics because an optimal solution had not been found.
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3.5.1 LP Relaxation Approach
The NLTCP and MOP are MILPs with binary variables. If these variables are
relaxed to be in [0,1] as opposed to binary, then the feasible region of the MILP
problem is contained in the feasible region of the LP relaxation. Thus, for a
minimization problem such as NLTCP or MOP, the optimal objective function value
*
( zMILP
) of the MIP problem is greater than or equal to the one of its LP relaxed
*
problem: 0 < z LP ≤ zMILP
, where zLP is positive by assuming the elements of cost or

traffic input matrices except the diagonal ones are not all zero. Moreover the
*
objective function value for heuristic solution (i.e., z H ) is such that: zMILP
≤ zH .

Therefore, as shown in Figure 3-39, the following inequality holds:
*
0 < zLP ≤ zMIP
≤ zH

(62)

z H − z LP

z LP

*
zMILP

zH

Objective function value

*
z H − zMILP

Figure 3-39. Diagram illustrating the inequality (62)

From the inequality (62), an upper bound for the optimality gap is:
*
0 < zLP ≤ zMILP
≤ zH
*
⇒ zH − z LP ≥ z H − zMILP
≥0

⇒

*
zH − zLP zH − zMILP
z − z*
≥
≥ H * MILP = Optimality Gap
zLP
zLP
zMILP
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⇒ UB =

zH − zLP
≥ Optimality Gap ,
zLP

(63)

where

zH

: Objective function value of heuristics,

*
: Optimal objective function value,
zMILP

zLP

: Objective function value of LP relaxation problem, and

UB

: Upper bound of the optimality gap.

Equation (63) implies that we can approximate the optimality gap of the
objective function value for heuristic solution (i.e., zH ) even without knowing the
*
). Both z H and z LP can be obtained by
optimal objective function value (i.e., zMILP

the heuristic code (MATLAB) or a commercial MIP solver (e.g., XPRESS-MP). In
the next section, we present results that show that UB is quite useful to estimate the
performance of the heuristic solution, and that the LP relaxation approach is
computationally attractive.

3.5.2 Numerical Results

Network Layer Topology Control Problem
Table 3-6 summarizes the numerical results for applying the LP relaxation
approach to NLTCP to obtain the upper bound on the optimality gap. The numerical
tests were carried out as follows:
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 The tests were executed on a personal computer with 3.6 GHz Intel Pentium 4
processor and 3 GB RAM; the operating system was Windows XP.

 For n = 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27, ten n × n traffic matrices were
randomly generated. Each element ( rω ) in the traffic matrix was an integer
value between 1 and 50 except the diagonals which were all zero.

 zH was obtained by the NLTCP HEURISTIC code (MATALB version 7.0) in
Section 3.4.1; z LP was provided by XPRESS-MP.

Figure 3-40 displays UB values for the ninety cases (Column E in Table 3-6).
The average value of UB was 1.70 %, which indicates that the optimality gap may be
less than or equal to 1.70 % on average. The numerical results in Table 3-6 show that
the NLTCP HEURISTIC performed well for a large ring networks with n ≥ 15 . As
shown in Figure 3-41 (a), the solution time of z LP was much faster than the time for
*
searching z MILP
by enumeration (Figure 3-41 (b)) (The enumeration was chosen for

the ring network with n > 10 due to the slower progress in finding the optimal
solution by XPRESS-MP). For instance, the solution time of the LP relaxation
problem for n = 15 was twelve seconds on average, whereas the enumeration time for
the corresponding MIP problem took approximately one week. Thus, the LP
relaxation approach shows a significant computational advantage for evaluating the
performance of heuristic solution in NLTCP.
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Figure 3-40. A graphical display for UB in Table 3-6
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Average solution time (LP relaxation)
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(a) Average solution time of the LP relaxation problem

(b) Average search time of enumeration (a graphical display of Table 3-3)
Figure 3-41. Significant computational advantage of the LP relaxation approach over
enumeration (Machine: Intel Pentium 4 3.6 GHz personal computer)
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Table 3-6. Upper bound on optimality gap for n =15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and
27 in NLTCP
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Table 3-6 Continued

Multiobjective Optimization Problem
Table 3-7 summarizes the numerical results for applying the LP relaxation
approach to MOP to obtain the upper bound on the optimality gap. The numerical
tests were carried out as follows:

 The tests were executed on a personal computer with 3.6 GHz Intel Pentium 4
processor and 3 GB RAM; the operating system was Windows XP.

 For n = 20 and w = 0.5 , two types of cost matrices (low, medium) and three
types of traffic matrices (uncorrelated, weakly correlated, strongly correlated)
were used. Thus there were six combinations of cost and traffic types. For
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each cost type, 10 cost matrices were generated with 2 % cloud cover for low
atmospheric obscuration and 5 % cloud cover for low atmospheric obscuration
(Gabriel et al. 2006).

 zH was obtained by the MOP HEURISTIC code (MATALB version 7.0) in
Section 3.4.2; z LP was provided by XPRESS-MP.

Figure 3-42 displays UB values for the sixty cases (Column F in Table 3-7).
The average value of UB was 1.27 %, which indicates the optimality gap could be
less than 1.27 % on average. The strongly correlated traffic pattern shows the
smallest value of UB on average (0.25 %); the weakly correlated traffic pattern
shows the largest value of UB (2.35 %). Since the congestion objective value was
bigger than the cost objective at w = 0.5 , the multiobjective function values of the LP
relaxation and the heuristic were more affected by the congestion objective than the
cost objective. The congestion objective value was dependent on the input traffic
matrix; thus, the three different traffic patterns might occur the difference in the
average UB values. Because the flow variables in the LP relaxation are continuous
(i.e., 0 ≤ fωij ≤ 1 ), the each traffic demand could be split in both clockwise and
counter-clockwise to evenly distribute the traffic in the network. On the other hand,
the heuristic routed the traffic demand either direction. If all traffic demands for OD
pairs are in the same approximate values, the load on each link in the network may be
similar for both the LP relaxation problem and the heuristic. Thus, the difference
between the two multiobjective function values, z LP and z H , would be small in the
case of the strongly correlated traffic pattern. However, for the weakly correlated
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traffic pattern, the LP relaxed flow variable may evenly distribute the traffic demand
in both directions so that the load on each link in the network is about the same level.
The one way routing of the heuristic may not keep the load on each link the same.
Thus, the difference between z LP and z H could be larger than the strongly correlated
traffic pattern. Since the uncorrelated traffic pattern does not correspond to the
former two traffic patterns, its UB values were also in the middle. These patterns in
UB values might be more influenced by the congestion objective when the weight w

was closer to 0. On the other hand, if the weight is closer to 1, then the patterns in
UB values might be dependent on the cost pattern, i.e., low, medium, or high. The

numerical tests show that the heuristic algorithm for MOP performs well for a large
node of network with twenty nodes.

weakly
correlated

weakly
correlated

uncorrelated

uncorrelated

strongly
correlated

strongly
correlated

Figure 3-42. A graphical display for UB in Table 3-7 ( n = 20 )
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Tables 3-8 and 3-9 summarize UB values to the objective function value for
heuristic solutions ( z H ) from the numerical results in Section 3.4.2 for ring networks
with n =8 and n =10. Figures 3-43 and 3-44 display the UB values and the optimal
solutions in Table 3-8 and 3-9.

Figure 3-43. A graphical display for UB in Table 3-8 ( n = 8 )
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Figure 3-44. A graphical display for UB in Table 3-9 ( n = 10 )
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Table 3-7. Upper bound of optimality gap ( n = 20 ) in MOP
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Table 3-8. Upper bound of optimality gap ( n = 8 ) in MOP
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Table 3-9. Upper bound of optimality gap ( n = 10 ) in MOP
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3.6 Application Example of the Heuristic Algorithms

Application to Congestion Minimization Problem
The NLTCP HEURISTIC introduced in Section 3.4.1 can be applied to a
congestion minimization problem whose objective is to find a bi-connected ring
network topology which minimizes maximum congestion in a link (Desai et al., 2005).
The formulation of the congestion minimization problem keeps the same constraints


as NLTCP; however, its objective function has the form of min  max ∑ rω fωij  .
y, f
 (i , j ) ω = ( o , d )


Figure 3-45 illustrates the definition of maximum congestion in a link for a given biconnected ring network topology with an odd number of nodes. The maximum
congestion in a link considers all possible shortest path routings using the link. The
traffic flows for rω =(1,3) , rω =(2,3) , and rω =(2,4) can pass the link (2,3) as illustrated in
Figure 3-45; hence the congestion value (denoted as LTC ) for the link (2,3) is sum of
the three traffic demands, rω =(1,3) + rω =(2,3) + rω =(2,4) .

1
2

5

Traffic flows in
directional link (2,3)

3

4

Figure 3-45. Definition of maximum congestion in a link for a bi-connected ring
network topology
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To find an optimal solution by enumeration, the maximum congestion in each
link, LTC , is computed for each topology in (n − 1)! ring network topologies as
illustrated in Figure 3-45. Hence the complexity of the problem is

O ( (n − 1)!)  O(n !) if the computation time of LTC is not considered; the problem is
at least as hard to solve as the TSP, whose complexity is also O(n !) .

A variation of NLTCP HEURISTIC can be used to solve the congestion
minimization problem in polynomial time. The heuristic algorithm for the congestion
minimization problem is as follows:

Min-Max Load Heuristic
MIN-MAX LOAD HEURISTIC has the same procedures as NLTCP HEURISTIC
by:

 Replacing the objective function value ( TTC ) with LTC in each step of
NLTCP HEURISTIC; LTC is computed as in the definition in Figure 3-45 (or
using MATLAB code in Appendix D).

 Removing steps for computing DIST maxtrix in NLTCP HEURISTIC.

The heuristic improvement algorithm for NLTCP HEURISTIC is also applied to MINMAX LOAD HEURISTIC. The topology solutions from the two heuristic algorithms
may be different because of the difference in their objectives (Figure 3-46).
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(a) NLTCP HEURISTIC

(b) MIN-MAX LOAD HEURISTIC

Figure 3-46. Different topology solutions from NLTCP HEURISTIC and MIN-MAX
LOAD HEURISTIC

Figure 3-47 shows an example of a heuristic solution for a bi-connected ring
network topology with n = 31 . The solution indicates that the directional link (20,2)
has the maximum congestion which is the minimum among all possible ring network
topologies (i.e., (n − 1)! = 30! = 2.6525 × 10 32 ring network topologies).

Figure 3-47. Example of heuristic solution for congestion minimization problem
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Desai et al. (2005) used the same definition on the maximum congestion in a
link (as illustrated in Figure 3-45) for a given bi-connected ring network topology
with odd number of nodes. Figures 3-48 and 3-49 compare the heuristic solutions of
MIN-MAX LOAD HEURISTIC and Desai et al.’s; Desai et al. used a combination of
multihop and branch exchange method to solve the congestion minimization problem
(Desai et al., 2005). In Figures 3-48 (a) and 3-49 (a), “ H standard ” and
“MULTIHOP+BE” represent the heuristic solution of MIN-MAX LOAD HEURISTIC and
Desai et al.’s, respectively. For a ring network with a large number of nodes, the
optimal solution cannot be known due to the complexity of the congestion
minimization problem. In such case, H standard can be used to approximate the
optimality gap. In Figures 3-48 (b) and 3-49 (b), the optimality gap of
MULTIHOP+BE was approximated by H standard as follows:

( ( Multihop+BE ) − H standard ) ×100% as shown in Figures 3-48 (a) and 3-49 (a).
H standard

Hence the MIN-MAX LOAD HEURISTIC can act as an evaluation tool for any other
heuristics for the congestion minimization problem with a bi-connected ring network
topology.
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(a) Congestion values

(b) Approximated optimality gap
Figure 3-48. Example of heuristic evaluation for n = 15 1

1

By “approximate”, we mean the optimality gap can be measured by the MIN-MAX LOAD HEURISTIC
solution if an optimal solution is unknown or it is hard to get the optimal solution for the specific
problem.
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(a) Congestion values

(b) Approximated optimality gap
Figure 3-49. Example of heuristic evaluation for n = 19, 23, 27, and 31
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3.7 Summary
This chapter has presented efficient heuristic algorithms for dynamic
reconfiguration of ring network topologies in FSO network, which are NLTCP
HEURISTIC and MOP HEURISTIC.

The complexity of the NLTCP HEURISTIC is reduced to O(n 2 ) as compared to
2

O(2n × n !) of the binary linear program version of NLTCP, which represents a
significant reduction in computational time. In the numerical tests, the heuristic
achieved a 0.5 % optimality gap in 50 % of the test problems and less than 2.5 % in
100 % of the test problems. The MOP HEURISTIC provided near-Pareto optimal
solutions for the multiobjective optimization problem with various types of network
cost and stochastic traffic load. The numerical results show that 100 % of the test
problems were within 1.2 % optimality gap. The heuristic improvement algorithm for
NLTCP HEURISTIC and MOP HEURISTIC improved the optimality gaps even more. In
addition, the NLTCP HEURISTIC was compared to the metaheuristics, Simluated
Annealing and Genetic Algorithms.

For evaluating the performance of NLTCP HEURISTIC and MOP HEURISTIC in
a ring network with n > 15 , a new measure of estimating the optimality gap (a
theoretical bound for the optimality gap) was introduced. The new measure
employed the objective function value of a relaxed LP version of NLTCP, in which
the objective value was improved by Triangle Inequality Constraints from Section
3.3.1. This measure provides an upper bound on the optimality gap without actually
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knowing the optimal objective function value, which is a significant computational
advantage over using a commercial solver (XPRESS-MP) or enumeration. For
NLTCP, numerical tests with n = 15 and n = 20 ~ 27 show that the optimality gaps
were less than or equal to 1.70 % on average. For MOP, numerical tests with n = 20
show the optimality gaps were less than or equal to 1.27 % on average.

The topology solutions of NLTCP HEURISTIC and MOP HEURISTIC provide
the shortest hop routing directions for each OD pair in traffic demand and the routing
assures low cost and congestion on a bi-connected FSO network. The MIN-MAX
LOAD HEURISTIC which is a variation of NLTCP HEURISTIC is used to measure the
performance of the heuristic by Desai et al. (2005) and this example was used to show
the effectiveness of the MIN-MAX LOAD HEURISTIC.

Table 3-10 summarizes the performance accuracy of those three heuristic
methods, which were implemented in MATLAB (version 7.0). The empirical
performance (optimality gap) of each of NLTCP HEURISTIC and MOP HEURISTIC was
tested for various sizes of ring networks and traffic or cost input matrices with
optimal solutions by a commercial solver XPRESS-MP (www.dashoptimization.com)
or enumeration code. The table also shows that the upper bounds on the optimality
gaps for the test problems with NLTCP HEURISTIC and MOP HEURISTIC are small, i.e.,
1.70 % and 1.27 % on average, respectively. This means the optimality gaps for the
heuristic solutions are equal to the upper bound values at most (i.e., optimality gap ≤
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1.70 % for NLTCP HEURISTIC and optimality gap ≤ 1.27 % for MOP HEURISTIC), but
were obtained relatively quickly.

Table 3-11 summarizes a comparison between the existing heuristic methods
for dynamic reconfiguration of bi-connected ring topologies in fiber optic and FSO
networks and the new ones in this thesis.

Table 3-10. The performance of heuristic methods in this thesis
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Table 3-11. Comparison of existing heuristic methods with new ones in this thesis
research
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Chapter 4: Summary and Future Research
Free space optical communication provides special functionalities compared
to fiber optic networks and omnidirectional RF wireless communications. FSO is
optical wireless (no installation cost for fibers) and directional (no frequency
interference). Moreover, its high-speed data transmission capability is an attractive
solution to the first or last mile problem in bridging to current fiber optic network or
is a preferable alternative to the low data rate directional point-to-point RF
communications for an inter-building wireless local area network.

In order to be useful, FSO communication must deal with the following
fundamental problems:


How to quickly and precisely establish and maintain optical links between
nodes in the network? (Question about Autonomous Physical
Reconfiguration by Pointing, Acquisition, and Tracking)



How to optimize network performance in terms of network cost and
congestion? (Question about Autonomous Logical Reconfiguration by
Topology Optimization)



How to respond autonomously to possible network performance
degradation due to link loss or sudden changes in traffic demands?
(Question about Dynamic Reconfiguration by Topology Control)

This dissertation research has supplied solutions to the above problems with
both a hardware approach for developing self-organized pointing and a software
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approach for developing accurate heuristic algorithms for topology optimization in biconnected FSO networks. The research results from the combined hardware and
software approaches will be a step to realize dynamic reconfiguration in FSO
networks.

4.1 Summary of Achievements
The purpose of the dissertation research was to i) develop a methodology for
self-organized pointing and the associated autonomous and precise pointing technique
for establishing optical links between optical transceivers in FSO networking and ii)
develop accurate heuristic methods for topology optimization in bi-connected ring
networks. The validity of the research results was confirmed by having our relevant
papers accepted as follows:

Journal of the Operational Research Society
Shim Y, Gabriel SA, Desai A, Sahakij P and Milner S (2005). A Fast Heuristic

Method for Minimizing Traffic Congestion on Reconfigurable Ring Topologies.
Journal of the Operational Research Society (JORS). Advance online publication 7
February 2007; doi: 10.1057/palgrave.jors.2602360

Networks and Spatial Economics
Gabriel SA, Shim Y, Llorca J and Milner S (2006). A Multiobjective Optimization

Model for Dynamic Reconfiguration of Ring Topologies with Stochastic Load.
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Networks and Spatial Economics. Advance online publication 20 July 2007; doi:
10.1007/s11067-007-9025-8.

MILCOM 2007 Unclassified Proceedings
Shim Y, Milner SD and Davis CC (2007). A Precise Pointing Technique for Free

Space Optical Networking. The MILCOM 2007 Unclassified Proceedings. Orlando,
Florida. October 29–31. Accepted for publication.

SPIE Optics & Photonics
Shim Y, Milner SD and Davis CC (2007). A Precise Pointing Technique for FSO

Links and Networks using Kinematic GPS and Local Sensors. The Free-Space
Laser Communications VII conference. Proceedings of the SPIE. San Diego. CA.
August 26-30. Published online 25 September 2007; doi: 10.1117/12.739113.

The 9th INFORMS Telecommunications Conference: Telecommunications
Modeling, Policy, and Technology
Shim Y, Gabriel SA, Milner SD and Davis CC (2007). Topology Control in a Free

Space Optical Network. The 9th INFORMS Telecommunications Conference:
Telecommunications Modeling, Policy, and Technology. Robert H. Smith School
of Business. University of Maryland. College Park. MD. 27-29 March 2008.
Accepted for publication.
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4.1.1 Unique, Autonomous, and Precise Method for Self-Organized Pointing

Existing pointing systems in FSO networking depend on optical devices or
INS combined with GPS (Ho et al., 2006; Epple, 2006; Wilkerson et al., 2006; Yee et
al., 1998). Their reported pointing accuracies are about 1 milliradian. This thesis
research provides a precise pointing method whose pointing accuracy is improved to
the sub-milliradian range. Our pointing method is applicable to both FSO networking
and directional point-to-point RF communications. In addition, a pointing system
implementing our method would be operable in a wide area because it employs global
sensors, that is, GPS and local angular sensors (e.g., tilt sensors or INS). Moreover,
since these are conventional air navigation sensors, they may enable us to use the
pointing method in a dynamic environment and estimate position and velocity of a
mobile node for tracking.

The main hardware-related contributions in pointing are summarized as
follows:

•

Development of a unique methodology for self-organized pointing which
is an independent and interoperable pointing procedure to complete
pointing between local and remote transceivers (Section 2.1.1)

•

Development of a unique method of measuring pointing direction
(pointing vector) of FSO transceiver and its directional, narrow laser beam
(Section 2.1.2).

•

Development of a unique, autonomous, and precise pointing method with
RTK GPS and local angular sensors (e.g., tilt sensors, INS) (Section 2.1.2).
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•

Demonstration, by computer simulation, showing the accuracy of the
pointing method increasing with length of pointing vector and link
distance between nodes as well as the quality of sensor devices (Section
2.2).

•

Implementation of the precise pointing method with an automatic pointing
system using RTK GPS and bi-axial tilt sensors (Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3).
Since RTK GPS consists of a GPS unit and a wireless RF data transceiver;
its precise position data will be sufficient to track mobile nodes. Its high
accuracy will improve the performance of position and velocity estimation
of a mobile node.

•

Achievement of “dead-reckoning” pointing accuracy in the submilliradian range in a mid-range (264 m) pointing experiment (Section
2.3.2).

•

Development of self-organized pointing methodology for mobile
platforms in a dynamic environment, which includes autonomous pointing
vector measurement by waypoint navigation and self-organized pointing
procedure with path planning (Section 2.4).

4.1.2 Accurate Heuristic Methods for Topology Optimization in bi-connected FSO networks

The weakness of existing heuristic methods for dynamic reconfiguration of biconnected ring topologies in fiber optic and FSO networks is that i) their performance
measure was not based on the optimality gap between an objective function value of
the heuristic and global optimum, and ii) they have not included multiobjective
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aspects for both the physical layer cost and the network layer congestion
simultaneously. This thesis research overcomes the weakness of the existing heuristic
methods (see a comparison between the existing heuristic methods and the current
ones in Table 3-11). It provides a formal optimality gap measure tested on an
extensive set of problems as well as a fast and accurate heuristic method for
minimizing total congestion in a bi-connected ring network (NLTCP HEURISTIC).
The NLTCP HEURISTIC is a polynomial time algorithm, and it has been evaluated and
refined by a measure which provides an upper bound on the optimality gap accurately
and quickly (e.g., Figures 3-40 and 3-41). The measure is especially efficient for the
congestion minimization problem in a ring network with a large number of nodes
(e.g., 15) for which it is very hard to find global optima. In addition, this research
extends the single-objective heuristic method to the setting of a multiobjective
stochastic optimization in which both cost in physical layer and congestion in
network layer were simultaneously optimized. Pareto optimal points were generated
using the weighting method (Cohon, 2003; Marler et al., 2004; Steuer, 2004).

The main optimization heuristic-related achievements are summarized as
follows:

•

Development of accurate polynomial time heuristic methods for NLTCP
with deterministic traffic demand to achieve two objectives:

-

Minimize total congestion on a bi-connected ring network (NLTCP
HEURISTIC).
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-

Minimize the maximum congestion on a link (MIN-MAX LOAD
HEURISTIC).

•

Development of accurate polynomial time heuristic methods for MOP
with cost and stochastic load (MOP HEURISTIC).

•

Implementation of meta-heuristic algorithms (Simulated Annealing and
Genetic Algorithms) for solving NLTCP and comparison with the new
heuristics in this thesis.

•

Development of an evaluation method for estimating the performance of
NLTCP HEURISTIC and MOP HEURISTIC. The method provides a
theoretical bound for the optimality gap of both heuristics by which we
know the upper bound on the optimality gap of a problem with a large
number of nodes without finding its global optimum. Numerical evidence
showing the computational attractiveness for NLTCP with n =20~27 and
for MOP with n =20 was demonstrated.

There has been no known result in the literature, to our knowledge, which
compares solutions obtained by heuristic procedures of UNDP against the true
optimal solutions of that problem. Finding a heuristic and presenting performance
accuracy of the heuristic was one of the objectives of this thesis research, which
significantly contributes to solving UNDP.
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4.2 Future Research
Future work would consist of realizing the GPS-based autonomous
reconfiguration scenario in Section 1.3 in both static and dynamic environments.
Figures 1-10 and 1-11 provide an overview of the work.

Immediate work for PAT may include:


Realize an automatic pointing system for static nodes with FSO
transceivers and high load capacity gimbals,



Design and realize an automatic pointing system for mobile nodes with
the pointing method in Section 2.1, and



Find a solution to reduce time spent during physical reconfiguration (the
faster the physical reconfiguration, the less the time delay for data packet
transmission).

This work will consider: i) a proper choice of local angular sensors, ii) a trade-off
between sensor quality and lengths of pointing vector and baseline for a desired
pointing accuracy (Section 2.2.3), iii) error sources affecting pointing accuracy in
dynamic environment (Section 2.3.4), and iv) real-time tracking for maintaining
connectivity.

The current research for topology optimization could be extended with
decision and control problems related to distributing mobile nodes to cover a service
area (e.g., coordination and reassignment in Figure 1-10). In this case, new cost
factors such as fuel, time, and relative distance between nodes (for avoiding collision)
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may be considered. The heuristic methods for NLTCP and MOP must be revised
with link capacity and cost constraints; for this purpose, the NLTCP and MOP could
be reformulated to capacitated network design problems. Since the new constraints
would break down the assumptions in Chapter 3 made for the current heuristic
methods, new heuristic methods for the reformulated NLTCP and MOP would make
its use much broader than the current ones because it may consider many unexpected
cases such as infeasible links, or switching from FSO link to directional RF link due
to high obscuration or node mobility.
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Appendices

A. Coordinate Transformation of Pointing Vector and Baseline Vector

The attitude angles of FSO transceiver (i.e., roll, pitch, yaw) are defined as
follows:

•

Roll
It is defined as a deviation angle from the local horizontal plane; it is a side-up
or side-down angle as Figure A-1.
Roll (-)

Local Horizontal Plane

Figure A-1. Definition of roll ( φ ): a front view

•

Pitch
It is defined as a deviation angle from the local horizontal plane; it is a headup or head-down angle as Figure A-2.
Pitch (-)

Local Horizontal Plane

Figure A-2. Definition of pitch ( θ ): a front view

•

Yaw
It is defined as a deviation angle from the local origin as Figure A-3.
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North

Yaw (+)

East
Origin (O) =
Cross point of heading and elevation axes
of two-axis gimbal

Figure A-3. Definition of yaw (ψ ) in the ENU coordinates





Figure A-4 (a) shows a pointing vector ( AB ) and baseline vector ( AC ); the



remote FSO transceiver is located at C ( AC =link distance). The AB corresponds
to the pointing vector centered at C2 in Figure 2-4 (a) and the one centered at C1 in
Figure 2-4 (b). The coordinates of A , B , and C are, respectively,
A
B
C
PENU
= [ E A , N A , U A ] , PENU
= [ EB , N B ,U B ] , and PENU
= [ EC , N C , U C ] .

Yaw angle is defined as follows:

ψ = f1 ( E A , N A ,U A , EB , N B ,U B ) =

where −

π
2

< tan −1 ( • ) < +

π
2

 N − NA 
-tan −1  B
,
2
 EB − E A 

π

(64)

.

The rotation matrix for the coordinate transformation from the ENU
coordinates to the body frame is defined as:
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 cφ
R =  0
 − s φ

0 sφ 
1 0  for roll,
0 c φ 

1 0
P = 0 cθ
0 − sθ
 cψ
Y =  − sψ
 0

(65)

0
sθ  for pitch, and
c θ 

sψ
cψ
0

(66)

0
0  for yaw.
1 

(67)

Z

Up

B
A
A=O

North

B

Y

Heading (h)
Elevation (e)
X

East

C

C

(a) ENU coordinates

(b) Body Coordinate

Figure A-4. Coordinate Transformation from ENU to Body Coordinates (Local origin
in (b) is the cross point of heading and elevation axes of two-axis gimbal)

The transformation matrix is defined as:

−1

−1

T =R P Y

−1

T11 T12 T13 
= T21 T22 T23 
T31 T32 T33 
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 cφ cψ − sφ sθ sψ
= 
cθ sψ
 sφ cψ + cφ sθ sψ

−cφ sψ − sφ sθ cψ
cθ cψ
− sφ sψ + cφ sθ cψ

− sφ cθ 
− sθ 
cφ cθ 

(68)

, where sα=sin(α) and cα=cos(α) . The point C in the body frame is computed by
XC 
 EC − E A 
 Y  = f E , N ,U , E , N ,U , φ ,θ ,ψ = T  N − N  .
)  C A
2( A
A
A
C
C
C
 C
 ZC 
U C − U A 

(69)



The control angles (i.e., heading and elevation angles to align the pointing vector AB


to AC ) are defined as:
Y
h = f 3 ( X C , YC , ZC ) = tan −1  C
 XC

 π
 − for heading control and
 2


ZC
e = f 4 ( X C , YC , ZC ) = −tan −1 
 X 2 +Y2
C
C

where −

π
2

< tan −1 ( • ) < +

π
2

.
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 for elevation control,



(70)

(71)

B. Derivation of the Variance of Pointing Error

By the error propagation law in Section 2.2.1, the variance values of yaw,
heading, and elevation are approximated as follows:

 ∂f
∂f1 ∂f1 ∂f1 ∂f1 ∂f1 
(a) σψ2 =  1

 ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A ∂EB ∂N B ∂U B 

(

diag σ

2
EA

σ

2
NA

σ

2
UA

σ

2
EB

σ

2
NB

σ

2
UB

 ∂f
∂f1 ∂f1 ∂f1 ∂f1 ∂f1 
  1

 ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A ∂EB ∂N B ∂U B 

T

)

for yaw, where

∂f1
=−
∂E A

− ( NB − N A )
∂  NB − NA 
,

=
2
2
 N B − N A  ∂E A  EB − E A  ( EB − E A ) + ( N B − N A )
1+ 

 EB − E A 

∂f1
=−
∂N A

∂  NB − NA 
EB − E A
,

=
2
2
 N B − N A  ∂N A  EB − E A  ( EB − E A ) + ( N B − N A )
1+ 

 EB − E A 

∂f1
=−
∂EB

∂  NB − NA 
NB − NA
,

=
2
2
 N B − N A  ∂EB  EB − E A  ( EB − E A ) + ( N B − N A )
1+ 

 EB − E A 

∂f1
=−
∂N B

∂
 N − N A  ∂N B
1+  B

 EB − E A 

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

∂f1
∂f
= 1 = 0 , and
∂U A ∂U B
2

( E A − EB ) + ( N A − N B )

2

≠ 0.
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− ( EB − E A )
 NB − NA 
,

=
2
2
E
−
E
E
−
E
+
N
−
N
(
)
(
)
A 
 B
B
A
B
A

 ∂f
(b) σ h2 =  3
 ∂X C

∂f 3
∂YC

σ X2 C
∂f 3  
 0
∂YC  
 0

0

σ

2
YC

0

0 
  ∂f
0  3
  ∂X C
σ Z2C 

T

∂f 3
∂YC

∂f 3 
 for heading,
∂YC 

∂f 4
∂YC

∂f 4 
 for
∂YC 

where
∂f 3
−YC
∂  YC 
1
=
,

= 2
2
∂X C 1 + (YC X C ) ∂X C  X C  X C + YC2
XC
∂f 3
1
∂  YC 
=
,

= 2
2
∂YC 1 + (YC X C ) ∂YC  X C  X C + YC2
∂f3
= 0 , and
∂Z C
X C2 + YC2 ≠ 0 .

 ∂f
(c) σ e2 =  4
 ∂X C

∂f 4
∂YC

σ X2 C
∂f 4  
 0
∂YC  
 0

0

σ

2
YC

0

elevation, where
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0 
  ∂f
0  4
  ∂X C
σ Z2C 

T

∂f 4
=−
∂X C
1 + ZC

1

(

X C2 + YC2


ZC
= 2
2
2
 X C + YC + Z C

∂f 4
=−
∂YC
1 + ZC

(

∂f 4
=−
∂Z C
1 + ZC

(


XC

2
2
  X C + YC

1
X C2 + YC2


ZC
= 2
2
2
 X C + YC + Z C

)

2

ZC
∂ 

∂X C  X C2 + YC2


)

2

1
X C2 + YC2

)

2






ZC
∂ 

∂YC  X C2 + YC2



YC

2
2
  X C + YC






,










∂ 
1

∂YC  X C2 + YC2


,

X 2 +Y 2
 = − 2 C 2 C 2 , and

X C + YC + Z C


X C2 + YC2 + Z C2 ≠ 0 .
The variance of pointing error (or pointing accuracy) is defined as

σ h2 + σ e2 . For the

above (a), (b) and (c), the magnitude of all derivatives is less than or equal to 1, which
means the first-order Taylor series approximation is effective.

By applying the error propagation law in Section 2.2.1, the σ X2 C , σ Y2C , and σ Z2C
are derived as follows:
 ∂X ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C 
(a) σ X2 C =  C

 ∂φ ∂θ ∂ψ ∂EC ∂N C ∂U C ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A 

(

diag σ φ2 σ θ2 σψ2 σ E2C σ N2 C σ U2 C σ E2 A σ N2 A σ U2 A 

)
T

 ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C 

 ,
 ∂φ ∂θ ∂ψ ∂EC ∂N C ∂U C ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A 
where
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 ∂X C   ∂T11
 ∂φ   ∂φ

 
 ∂X C   ∂T11
 ∂θ  =  ∂θ

 
 ∂X C   ∂T11
 ∂ψ   ∂ψ

 

∂T12
∂φ
∂T12
∂θ
∂T12
∂ψ

 −T31
=  − sφ cθ sψ
 T12

∂T13 
∂φ 
  EC − E A 
∂T13  
N C − N A 


∂θ
 U − U A 
∂T13   C
, and
∂ψ 
−T32
−T33   EC − E A 
− sφ cθ cψ sφ sθ   N C − N A 
−T11
0  U C − U A 

 ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C ∂X C 

 = [T11 T12 T13 − T11 − T12 − T13 ] .
 ∂EC ∂N C ∂U C ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A 

 ∂Y ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC 
(b) σ Y2C =  C

 ∂φ ∂θ ∂ψ ∂EC ∂N C ∂U C ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A 

(

diag σ φ2 σ θ2 σψ2 σ E2C σ N2 C σ U2 C σ E2 A σ N2 A σ U2 A 

)
T

 ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC 

 ,
 ∂φ ∂θ ∂ψ ∂EC ∂N C ∂U C ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A 
where

 ∂YC   ∂T21
 ∂φ   ∂φ

 
 ∂YC   ∂T21
 ∂θ  =  ∂θ

 
 ∂YC   ∂T21
 ∂ψ   ∂ψ

 
 0
=  − sθ sψ
 T22

∂T22
∂φ
∂T22
∂θ
∂T22
∂ψ

∂T23 
∂φ 
  EC − E A 
∂T23  
N C − N A 


∂θ
 U − U A 
∂T23   C
∂ψ 

0
− sθ cψ
−T21

and

0   EC − E A 
−cθ   N C − N A 
0  U C − U A 

 ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC ∂YC 

 = [T21 T22 T23 − T21 − T22 − T23 ] .
 ∂EC ∂N C ∂U C ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A 
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 ∂Z ∂Z C ∂ZC ∂ZC ∂ZC ∂ZC ∂ZC ∂ZC ∂ZC 
(c) σ Z2C =  C

 ∂φ ∂θ ∂ψ ∂EC ∂N C ∂U C ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A 

(

diag σ φ2 σ θ2 σψ2 σ E2C σ N2 C σ U2 C σ E2 A σ N2 A σ U2 A 

)

T
 ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C  ,


 ∂φ ∂θ ∂ψ ∂EC ∂N C ∂U C ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A 

where
 ∂Z C   ∂T31
 ∂φ   ∂φ

 
 ∂Z C   ∂T31
 ∂θ  =  ∂θ

 
 ∂Z C   ∂T31
 ∂ψ   ∂ψ

 

∂T33 
∂φ 
  EC − E A 
∂T33  
N C − N A 
∂θ  
 U − U A 
∂T33   C
and
∂ψ 
T12
T13   EC − E A 
cφ cθ cψ −cφ sθ   N C − N A 
0  U C − U A 
−T31

∂T32
∂φ
∂T32
∂θ
∂T32
∂ψ

 T11
= cφ cθ sψ
 T32

 ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C ∂Z C 

 = [T31 T32 T33 − T31 − T32 − T33 ] .
 ∂EC ∂N C ∂U C ∂E A ∂N A ∂U A 
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C. Simulation Results

The distributions of heading ( h ) and elevation ( e ) are assumed to be normal
in Section 2.2.2. By assuming σ hσ e = σ eσ h = 0 , their multivariate normal probability
density in two dimensions is expressed as:
−1
2
 1

0
T σ h

p (h, e) =
exp  − (h − µ h , e − µe ) 
(
h
−
µ
,
e
−
µ
)

h
e
2
σ
0
 2

2π σ h2σ e2
e 


1

=

 1  ( h − µ h ) 2 (e − µe ) 2  
+
exp  − 

2
2
σ
σ e2  
2π σ h2σ e2
h


1

(C-1)

The shaded region in Figure C-1 represents p (h, e) for µh − σ h ≤ h ≤ µh + σ h ,

µe − σ e ≤ e ≤ µe + σ e , and

(h − µh ) 2

σ h2

the magnitude of pointing error

+

(e − µ e ) 2

σ e2

≤ 1 . The circle with bold line shows

σ h2 + σ e2 given σ h and σ e . The cumulative

distribution function (CDF) for (C-1) can be approximated by the following discrete
integral:
µe +σ e µh +σ h

∫ ∫

µe +σ e µ h +σ h

p (h, e) dh de 

where

(h − µh ) 2

σ h2

+

∑ ∑

p (h, e) ∆h ∆e ,

(C-2)

µe −σ e µh −σ h

µe −σ e µh −σ h

(e − µ e ) 2

σ e2

≤ 1 , and ∆h and ∆e are step size of h and e ,

respectively, for the discrete integral.

All points on the circle in Figure C-1 have the same magnitude of pointing
error even though they have different values of σ h and σ e . The CDF for (C-1) in the
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range of µh − r ≤ h ≤ µh + r , µe − r ≤ e ≤ µe + r , and (h − µ h ) 2 + (e − µe )2 ≤ r 2 where

r = σ h2 + σ e2 can be approximated by the following:
µe + r µ h + r

∫ ∫

µe − r µ h − r

µe + r µ h + r

p (h, e) dh de 

∑ ∑ p(h, e) ∆h ∆e ,

(C-3)

µe − r µ h − r

where (h − µh ) 2 + (e − µe )2 ≤ r 2 , and ∆h and ∆e are step size of h and e ,
respectively, for the discrete integral.

e
σe

r = (σh2+σe2)1/2

σh
h
Area=πσhσe

(µh,µe)

Figure C-1. A plot of 2-dimensional multivariate normal density
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For the mean values of σ h and σ e in Columns E and F of Tables C-1~C-7,
the discrete CDF value of (C-2) was approximately 39 %; the one of (C-3) was in the
range of between 63 % and 68 %. Figure C-2 shows the CDF values of (C-2) for
each set of (σ h , σ e ) in Columns E and F of Tables C-1~C-7; Figure C-3 shows the
CDF values of (C-3) for each set of (σ h , σ e ) in Columns E and F of Tables C-1~C-7.
∆h and ∆e were set by ∆h = σ h /100 and ∆e = σ e /100 for the discrete integral in

(C-2) and ∆h = ∆e = r /100 for the one in (C-3).

Figure C-2. CDF values for the discrete integral in (C-2) and (C-3)
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Table C-1. AB = 7.5 m
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Table C-2. AB = 15 m
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Table C-3. AB = 40 m
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Table C-4. AB = 150 m
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Table C-5. AB = 1 km
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Table C-6. AB = 1000 km
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Table C-7. AB = 1.5E+08 km (Approximate distance to Sun)
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D. MATLAB code for computing LTC
Inputs:
(a) R: Input traffic matrix
(b) NODE_ARRAY: The order of nodes in a bi-connected ring network topology
Outputs:
(a) maxTrafficOnLink: The maximum load in the given ring topology
(b) (link_node_i,link_node_j): The link (i,j) which bears the maximum load
function [link_node_i,link_node_j,maxTrafficOnLink] = measureMaxTrafficOnLink(R,NODE_ARRAY)
[row,n] = size(NODE_ARRAY);
for loop=0:n-1
k
= 0;
node_array = transpose(circshift(NODE_ARRAY',-loop));
for i=1:floor(n/2)+1,
if node_array(1)~=node_array(i)
k = k+1;
OD_set(k,1:2,loop+1) = [node_array(1),node_array(i)];
end
end
for i=2:floor(n/2),
for j=2:i,
if node_array(floor(n/2)+1+i)~=node_array(j)
k = k+1;
OD_set(k,1:2,loop+1) = [node_array(floor(n/2)+1+i),node_array(j)];
end
end
end
end
k = 0;
for loop=n:2*n-1
k
= k+1;
temp1 = OD_set(:,1,k);
temp2 = OD_set(:,2,k);
OD_set(:,1,loop+1) = temp2;
OD_set(:,2,loop+1) = temp1;
end
[row,col,depth] = size(OD_set);
for loop=1:2*n
link_congestion = 0;
for i=1:row
link_congestion = link_congestion + R(OD_set(i,1,loop),OD_set(i,2,loop));
end
link_congestion_set(loop,:) = [OD_set(1,1:2,loop),link_congestion];
end
link_congestion_set1
= link_congestion_set;
[val,ind] = max(link_congestion_set(:,3));
link_node_i = link_congestion_set(ind,1);
link_node_j = link_congestion_set(ind,2);
maxTrafficOnLink = link_congestion_set(ind,3);
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